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BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Important Current Affairs MCQs ( March 2017) for SBI PO / NIACL Exam 2017 1). Which state government has appointed teacher in all highschools to monitor cleanliness ? a) Odisha b) Karnataka c) Haryana d) Assam e) Arunachal Pradesh Answer: d) Explanation: The Assam government has decided to appoint a teacher in all highschools to monitor cleanliness. This decision has been taken at cabinet meeting held in Guwahati this evening in presence of Chief Minister Sarbanand Sonowal. 2). Name the singer who honoured with 2017 Harvard Humanitarian of the Year award by Harvard University ? a) Rihanna b) Beyoncé c) Selena Gomez d) Katy Perry e) Adele Answer: a) Explanation: : Singer Rihanna has been honoured with the 2017 Harvard Humanitarian of the Year award. She received the award for her work in her native island of Barbados and the charities she has founded over the years. "All you need to do is help one person, expecting nothing in return. To me, that is humanitarian," she said during her speech. 3). Name the Indian shooter who won gold medal in the 50-metre air pistol event at the ISSF World Cup tournament ? a) Karam Lehal b) Vikram Bhatnagar c) Jitu Rai d) Souren Choudhury e) Ankur Mittal Answer: c) Explanation: Indian shooter Jitu Rai won the gold medal in the 50-metre air pistol event at the ISSF World Cup in Delhi today, with a world record finals' score of 230.1. This is Jitu's third medal in the competition, having won a gold earlier in the 10metre air pistol mixed team event, and a bronze in the men's 10-metre air pistol. 4). When does Rare Disease Day observed ? a) 1st March b) 15th July c) 28th February



d) 23rd December e) 26th March Answer: c) Explanation: Rare Disease Day observed on 28th February With over 1.1 crore affected people, Uttar Pradesh has the maximum number of patients of rare disease in India, according to a report. Sikkim has the lowest number of affected people with a little under 36,500 patients. The number of people suffering from rare diseases is around 7 crore in India and around 35 crore around the world. 5).' VOICE' the new agency formed by US President Trump for crime against immigrants where 'C' stands for ? a) City b) Crime c) Civil d) City e) Combined Answer: b) Explanation: US President Donald Trump on Monday said he has ordered Homeland Security to create an office called VOICE – Victims Of Immigration Crime Engagement. Trump gave examples of Americans in the audience whose loved ones were killed by illegal immigrants. He condemned the shooting of an Indian engineer while adding that the US would be protected against "radical Islamic terrorism." 6). 'Taarak Mehta' who recently passed away belongs to which field ? a) Artist b) Politician c) Director d) Writer e) Musician Answer: d) Explanation: Gujarati writer Taarak Mehta, best known for his columns which were adapted for TV sitcom 'Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah Chashmah', died on Wednesday in Ahmedabad at the age of 87 after a prolonged illness. Born in 1929, Mehta has written over 80 books, six popular Gujarati plays and was honoured with the Padma Shri in 2015. 7). Zero Discrimination Day is observed on ? a) 1st March b) 15th July c) 28th February d) 23rd December
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BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 e) 26th March Lekhara shot a junior world record score of 244.4 at the World Shooting Para Sport World Cup in Al Ain, Answer: a) Explanation: Organizations like the United Nations UAE, winning a silver medal at the competition last (UN) actively promote the day with various activities week. Another Indian shooter, Pooja Agarwal, also to celebrate everyone’s right to live a full life with won a silver medal at the tournament. Notably, both dignity regardless of age, gender, sexuality, Indian shooters were making their international nationality, ethnicity, skin color, height, weight, debuts at the competition. profession, education, and beliefs. Many countries 11). Name the person who is replaced by Sumit have laws against discrimination but it's still a Mullick as the Chief Secretary of Maharashtra? problem in all layers of society in every country in a) K. M. Chandrasekhar the world. Many countries have and still use b) Swadheen Kshatriya discrimination as a way of governing. c) Ajit Seth d) Pradeep Kumar Sinha 8). Which state retailers boycott products Pepsi e) Subimal Dutt and Coca-Cola, along with all their other softdrink products, from March 1st ? Answer: b) a) Uttar Pradesh Explanation: Senior IAS officer Sumit Mullick was b) Nagaland appointed as the Chief Secretary of Maharashtra. c) Tamil Nadu Mullick will succeed Swadheen Kshatriya, who was d) Rajasthan due for retirement on 31st of January, but was given e) Madhya Pradesh a month's extension. According to an official from the CMO, Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis signed Answer: c) Explanation: Retailers in Tamil Nadu will boycott the file on Mullick today morning and was handed global cola giants Pepsi and Coca-Cola, along with over the charge in the evening. all their other soft-drink products, from today (March 12). Where does 29th edition of the InternationaI 1), citing health and environmental concerns. The Yoga Festival held ? decision, taken by major traders' associations, aims a) Rishikesh to promote home-grown businesses and products. b) Lucknow Notably, there are 20 lakh shops affiliated with the c) Jaipur trade unions, most of which have joined the boycott. d) Amritsar e) Indore 9). Who is been appointed in the post of Secretary at Ministry of Tourism as an additional charge ? Answer: a) a) NK Sinha Explanation: Uttarakhand Governor K K Paul today b) J Naresh Yadhav inaugurated the 29th edition of the InternationaI c) R Manish Guptha Yoga Festival at Rishikesh, and said the event was d) K kamlesh tiwari growing in stature and helping the state become a e) G Soundhar Rao sought-after destination for spiritual tourism. "It is from Devbhumi Uttarakhand that Yoga originated Answer: a) Explanation: Culture Secretary NK Sinha was today and has now spread in the entire world. It is given additional charge of the post of Secretary, wonderful to see, year after year, so many people Ministry of Tourism. An order issued by Personnel from across the world and from every walk of life Ministry said, the competent authority has approved gather here to celebrate this festival of Yoga and the assignment of additional charge to Mr Sinha, a Spirituality," he said. 1980 batch IAS officer of Bihar cadre, with 13). Name the state which planned to launch an immediate effect. airline, named after the state's capital ? a) Himachal Pradesh 10). Indian junior Para shooter who won a silver b) Tamil Nadu medal at World Shooting Para Sport World Cup c) Chatishghar in Al Ain, UAE? a) Jitu Rai d) Andhra Pradesh b) Ankur Mittal e) Gujarat c) Rajeev Malik Answer: d) d) Iliyas Vhora Explanation: The Andhra Pradesh government is e) Avani Lekhara planning to launch an airline, named after the state's capital Amaravathi, an official in the N Chandrababu Answer: e) Explanation: India's 15-year-old para shooter Avani Naidu-led government said. The initiative is aimed at www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 bringing global exposure to the upcoming city and annual award ceremony on March 8. Kohli had won boost the state's aviation sector, the official added. the award earlier in 2011-12 and 2014-15. The state government may also like to have its own 17). Which state government planned to open international airport, he added. health institutes named after Kalpana Chawla 14). Where does Nepal Investment Summit 2017 and Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhaya ? a) Himachal Pradesh held ? a) Patan b) Nagaland b) Pokhara c) Haryana c) Bareilly d) Kerala d) Tulsipur e) Bihar e) Kathmandu Answer: c) Explanation: Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Answer: e) Explanation: Two day Nepal Investment Summit has clarified that the State Government is setting up 2017 has begun at Kathmandu and inaugurating the two health institutes, a Medical College named after summit Prime Minister of Nepal Pushpa Kamal Astronaut Kalpana Chawla and a Medical University Dahal said that his government is focusing on named after Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhaya in Karnal creating conducive investment opportunities in the district. Chief Minister was responding to the country. President of the Asian Infrastructure statements made by members of Congress party Investment Bank, Mr Jin Liqun has addressed the about changing the name of the University being set summit. up at village Kutail in district Karnal in State Assembly yesterday. 15). Which state government has signed MoU with Invest India to promote start-ups in the state 18). Who is the newly appointed coach of India's ? Under-17 football team ? a) Mizoram a) Pronay Halder b) Karnataka b) Stephen Constantine c) Odisha c) Vinit Rai d) Punjab d) Jia Xiuquan e) Jharkhand e) Luis Norton de Matos Answer: c) Answer: e) Explanation: To promote start-ups in the state, the Explanation: The AIFF today appointed Portugal's Odisha government has signed an agreement with Luis Norton de Matos as the head coach of the India Invest India, the National Investment Promotion and Under-17 team for the FIFA Under-17 World Cup. Facilitation Agency of the Union ministry of The tournament is scheduled to be held in October commerce and industries. A toll-free start up this year. A former manager with the Benfica helpline, 1800-345-7100, was launched on the Reserve side, De Matos replaces Nicolai Adam, who occasion. Speaking on the occasion, the chief was forced to resign under controversial minister, said Startup Odisha Initiative and Startup circumstances after a revolt from the players. India Hub run by the Invest India will help us in 19). For which tennis tournament did Maria achieving the Mission-1000 Startups by the year Sharapova is offered with wildcard to play in the 2020 and help the youth in realising their dreams. tournament ? a) Italian Open 16). Name the Indian cricketer who is first to be b) Canadian Open nominated for the 3rd time as India's best c) German Open international cricketer of the year by the BCCI ? a) Ashwin d) Shenzhen Open b) Virat Kohli e) Nottingham Open c) Ravindra jadeja Answer: a) d) Lokesh Rahul Explanation: Five-time Grand Slam champion e) Jasprit Bumrah Maria Sharapova has been given a wildcard to play in the Italian Open in May. Organisers announced Answer: b) Explanation: Virat Kohli has been named India's this on Twitter today. Sharapova is a three-time best international cricketer of the year by the BCCI, Rome champion. The former world number one making him the first player to win the top honour makes her return to the circuit in Stuttgart in April three times. He will be presented the award, which is after completing a 15-month ban for doping. named after veteran cricketer Polly Umrigar, at the www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 e) NK Sinha 20). Which ID card has been made mandatory for final settlement of pension claims by Employees' Answer: c) Explanation: Telecom Secretary J S Deepak was Provident Fund Organisation ? a) PAN Card today named India's next Ambassador to the World b) Ration Card Trade Organisation (WTO) from June this year. A c) Employee ID 1982 batch IAS officer from Uttar Pradesh, Deepak, d) Aadhaar Card who is at present attending the World Mobile e) Voter's ID Card Congress at Barcelona, has been shifted from the telecom ministry and has been made Officer on Answer: d) Explanation: Employees' Provident Fund Special Duty in the commerce department. Organisation, EPFO has clarified that furnishing of 24). For which country did Malaysia recently Aadhaar is mandatory for final settlement of pension cancelled visa-free entry ? claims. EPFO reiterated in a statement that the a) Israel requirement of submitting Aadhaar is not insisted for b) USA the time being, only in withdrawal benefit cases c) Afghanistan under Employees’ Pension Scheme, 1995. d) North Korea e) UAE 21). Which state government has extended the mid-day meal scheme for girls up to class 12? Answer: d) a) Delhi Explanation: Malaysia has decided to cancel visab) Haryana free entry for North Koreans. Deputy Prime Minister, c) Uttarakhand Ahmad Zahid Hamidi, said in Kuala Lumpur that d) Tamil Nadu visa-free entry for North Koreans entering the e) Manipur country is cancelled from March 6, due to security reasons. He said North Koreans will be required to Answer: a) Explanation: The Delhi Government has extended obtain a visa before entering Malaysia for national the mid-day meal scheme for girls up to class 12, security reasons. reportedly making it the first state in the country to 25). Name the Indian Chess player recently won do so, the city-state government claimed. The bronze medal at the 2017 Women's World Chess scheme will be applicable from April. The AAP Championship in Tehran ? government will set aside Rs.50 crore for extending a) Mary Ann Gomes the scheme, which currently covers all students till b) Harika Dronavalli class 8. c) Humpy Koneru d) Eesha Karavade 22). Which state government has recently decided e) Tania Sachdev to make Sanskrit compulsory up to Class 8 ? a) Uttar Pradesh Answer: b) b) Assam Explanation: Indian grandmaster Harika Dronavalli c) Nagaland has won a bronze medal at the 2017 Women's World d) Karnataka Chess Championship in Tehran. Harika lost to e) Maharashtra China's Tan Zhongyi in a semi-final tie-breaker to settle for bronze for the third time in a row. Harika Answer: b) Explanation: The Assam government has decided to attained the title of Grandmaster in 2011 and is make Sanskrit compulsory up to Class 8 in all ranked eighth in the world among female players. schools across the state. The government also 26). Who has been appointed for the newlydecided to appoint a computer teacher in all high created post of Prime Minister of sudan ? schools in Assam. "Teachers will be appointed in a) Hassan Saleh high schools under Swachh Bharat Mission and will b) Rashid Al Zayani be responsible for maintaining cleanliness," state c) Omar Hassan al-Bashir Minister Chandra Mohan Patowary added. d) Ibrahim Abboud e) Ahmed al-Mirghani 23). Who is newly named as the next Ambassador to the World Trade Organisation (WTO) ? Answer: a) a) Vinit Rai Explanation: Sudanese President Omar Hassan alb) R Ankur Mittal Bashir named his first Vice President and long-time c) J S Deepak ally Hassan Saleh to the newly-created post of Prime d) R Manish Guptha Minister. The ruling party's Deputy Leader Ibrahim www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Mahmoud said yesterday in a meeting chaired by agreements with the Uttarakhand, Andhra Pradesh President Bashir approved the nomination of Hassan and Gujarat governments. Saleh as prime minister and his retention of the post 30). Which id card to be made mandatory for of first Vice President. Saleh will be sworn in today booking online train tickets to avoid fraudulent and immediately start negotiations on forming a new bookings? cabinet. a) Voter ID b) Driving License 27). Name the Indian cricketer who is been c) Aadhaar ID nominated for Dilip Sardesai award ? a) Ravichandran Ashwin d) PAN Card b) Ravindra jadeja e) Ration Card c) Jasprit Bumrah Answer: c) d) Lokesh rahul Explanation: The Railways will soon start Aadhaare) Karun nair based online ticketing system to prevent touts from blocking tickets in bulk and fraudulent bookings, a Answer: a) Explanation: India captain Virat Kohli was today senior official said. A ticketing app will also be nominated for the prestigious Polly Umrigar award launched by May to promote cashless transaction. As while all-rounder Ravichandran Ashwin named for per its new business plan, Railways will install 6,000 the Dilip Sardesai award. The awards will be point-of-sale machines and 1,000 automatic ticket presented at the BCCI Annual Awards to be held in vending machines to promote cashless ticketing. Bengaluru on 8th March. Kohli becomes the first 31). Name the ski player who set a world record Indian cricketer to get Polly Umrigar award on the for the fastest speed attained while skiing third occasion after 2011-12 and 2014-15 season. backward at the speed of 131.23 kmph ? 28). What is the name of the service launched by a) Tommy Moe Indian Railways to carry loaded trucks on wagons ? b) Helmut Mayer a) Truck-on Roll-off c) Jan Hudec b) Roll-on Roll-off d) Elias Ambühl c) c)Truck -on-Rail e) Gustav Thöni d) Off-Road On Track Answer: d) e) Move-on Rail Explanation: Switzerland's Elias Ambühl set a world record for the fastest speed attained while Answer: b) Explanation: The Indian Railways on Thursday skiing backward, after he managed to ski switch launched a Roll-on Roll-off (Ro-Ro) service to carry (backward) at the speed of 131.23 kmph at the Arosa loaded trucks on wagons from Gurugram to ski resort in Switzerland. The 24-year-old freestyle Muradnagar in Uttar Pradesh. The service, launched skier broke the previous record of 128.7 kmph set by by Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu, aims to Norway's Anders Backe in 2013. decongest roads in Delhi NCR and reduce carbon 32). Which city has been approved as the second emissions. The Ro-Ro service will use eight entry capital of Himachal Pradesh ? and exit routes to take trucks off the roads. a) Dharamshala b) Simla 29). With which state government Yatra.com has c) Nahan signed deal to jointly promote homestays in the d) Mandi state? a) Manipur e) Pathankot b) Jammu and Kashmir Answer: a) c) Bihar Explanation: The Himachal Pradesh government on d) Odisha Thursday approved a proposal to make Dharamshala e) Madhya Pradesh the second capital of the state. The decision came days before the presentation of the state budget Answer: e) Explanation: : Online travel company Yatra.com which is scheduled to take place on March 10. has announced that it signed an agreement with the Following the decision, a mini secretariat would Madhya Pradesh government to jointly promote come up in Dharamshala to house the offices of homestays in the state. Under the agreement, Yatra ministers and senior officers. will promote state tourism-approved homestays, 33). The day March 3rd is observed as ? where travellers can book a room with a local family a) National Science Day or the entire house. Yatra had recently signed b) World Health Day www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 c) World Wildlife Day proposal to the Centre to set up the All India Institute d) World Blood Donor Day of Ayurveda, AIIA in the State. The state Health e) World Heritage Day Minister Badal Chowdhury handed over the proposal to the Union Minister for Ayush Shripad Yesso Naik Answer: c) Explanation: The United Nations General Assembly in Agartala who was on a tour to the state. The state (UNGA) decided to proclaim 3 March, the day of the government has also proposed for setting up of a adoption of the Convention on International Trade in regional research Institute in Ayurveda, claiming the Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora state is enriched with abundant plant bio-diversity. (CITES), as World Wildlife Day, which was 37). How many seats does centre given approval proposed by Thailand, to celebrate and raise of Post Graduate seats in medical colleges and awareness of the world’s wild fauna and flora. hospitals across the country for the academic 34). Which state government has decided to session 2017-18 ? a) 4000 expand the facility of dialysis centres at b) 5000 affordable prices in the State ? a) Goa c) 2500 b) Punjab d) 8000 c) Bihar e) 3700 d) Haryana Answer: a) e) Telangana Explanation: Centre has approved over 4,000 Post Graduate seats in medical colleges and hospitals Answer: d) Explanation: Haryana Government has decided to across the country for the academic session 2017-18. expand the facility of dialysis centres at affordable Health Minister J P Nadda in an official statement prices in the State. Health Minister, Anil Vij told yesterday said that with this, the total number of PG Assembly that initially dialysis centers have been seats available in the country will go up to over 35 opened in four district hospitals of Panchkula, thousand. He said, this will further boost nations Gurugram, Jind and Sirsa on Public, Private resolve to strengthen tertiary care and improve the Partnership (PPP) mode and such 10 more centres medical education in the country. Mr Nadda said, of are being opened in ten more districts hospitals. the total increase, 2 thousand 46 seats are in medical colleges. 35).What is the new name decided by the Andhra government on renaming Tirupati Airport ? 38). Which ID card is made mandatory for a) Thirumala Airport students to avail mid-day meals ? b) Sri Venkateswara Airport a) Voters ID c) Sri Balaji Airport b) Ration Card number d) Venkatachalapadhi Airport c) Students ID card e) Sri Tirupati Air-terminal d) Aadhaar ID number e) Monthly Meals Pass Answer: b) Explanation: Andhra Pradesh State Cabinet which Answer: d) met under the chairmanship of Chief Minister N Explanation: The Centre has made Aadhaar number Chandrababu Naidu yesterday in Amaravati took mandatory for students to avail mid-day meals and several important decisions, including naming of has given time till June 30 to those without an Gannavaram Airport as NTR Amaravati Airport and Aadhaar number. The rule will be applicable across Tirupati Airport as Sri Venkateswara Airport. A India except Jammu and Kashmir, Meghalaya and proposals for renaming the airports would be sent to Assam. Further, the cook-cum-helpers working the Centre for approval. under the scheme would also be required to furnish their Aadhaar number. 36). Which state government has sent a proposal to the Centre to set up the All India Institute of 39). What is the name of the app launched by Ayurveda, AIIA in the State ? government to help women internet users a) Andhra Pradesh threatened with physical violence or trolled on b) jarkhanda social media ? c) Tripura a) I am Poked d) Punjab b) I am Trolled e) West Bengal c) Trolled. Help me d) Troll Alert Answer: c) Explanation: Tripura government has sent a e) Troll Not www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 40). Which company has signed a Memorandum 43). Name the french football player also famous of Understanding (MoU) with Telangana for three times European Cup winning Real government aimed at supporting the digitisation Madrid team player who died recently ? a) Vitaly Churkin efforts of the state ? a) TCS b) Paul Kagame b) Wipro c) Raymond Kopa c) Reliance d) Konrad Reuland d) Google India e) Taarak Luis e) IBM Answer: c) Explanation: French football legend Raymond Kopa Answer: d) Explanation: Google India and Telangana who won the European Cup three times with Real government have signed a Memorandum of Madrid in the 1950s, died in Paris today after a long Understanding (MoU) aimed at supporting the illness. The French Football League announced that a digitisation efforts of the state. Google India will minute's silence would be observed before all provide Google Cloud credits and access to all cloud weekend games in honour of the man who rose from platform products to eligible startups engaged with a poor mining family in northern France to become Telangana government’s T—Hub initiative and one of Europe's greatest players. Real Madrid issued through its Developer Relations team provide a statement lamenting the loss of a great star. technical mentorship and advisory support to various 44). Which state government declared a draft startups, a release issued by the government. defence and aerospace manufacturing policy to 41). In which tennis tournament does Rohan attract investment of 5 billion dollars over a Bopanna and his Polish partner Marcin period of five years ? a) Odisha Matkowski reached final recently ? a) Grand Prix Hassan II b) Nagaland b) Dubai Duty Free Tennis Championships c) Haryana c) Hansol Korea Open d) Maharashtra d) Rotterdam Open e) Karnataka e) Banka Koper Slovenia Open Answer: d) Explanation: Maharashtra government today Answer: b) Explanation: India's Rohan Bopanna and his Polish announced a draft defense and aerospace partner Marcin Matkowski will play the men's manufacturing policy to attract investment of 5 doubles final of the Dubai Duty Free Tennis billion dollars over a period of five years. The Championships today. The unseeded pair clash with highlight of the policy is creation of a fund of 1000 fourth seeded Rojer Jean-Julien of Netherlands and crore rupees to support defense manufacturers, Tecau Horia of Romania. Bopanna Matkowski duo especially the medium and small manufacturing knocked out the Indo spanish pair of Leander Paes enterprises. Announcing the policy, Chief Minister and Guillermo Garcia-Lopez 6-3, 3-6,10-6 in the Devendra Fadnavis said, Maharashtra is the first state semi-final of the hard court tournament yesterday. to declare such a policy. He said, the draft will be finalised after incorporating suggestions made by the 42). Syed Shahabuddin who recently passed away industry and the defense ministry. at age 82 related to which field ? a) Law and Justice 45). Which country recently test-fired a b) Musician sophisticated Russian-made air defence system at c) Politician Damvand military exercise ? d) Footballer a) North Korea e) Athlete b) Indonesia c) Iraq Answer: c) Explanation: Former Indian Foreign Services d) Japan officer and politician Syed Shahabuddin passed away e) Iran on Saturday following prolonged illness, a close aide Answer: e) said. The 82-year-old leader was a former President Explanation: Iran successfully test-fired a of the All India Muslim Majlis-e Mushawarat and sophisticated Russian-made air defence system, the also served three terms as a Member of Parliament official IRNA news agency reported on Saturday. from 1979-1996. He was known for his opposition to The report said the test of the S-300 system came the demolition of the Babri Masjid. www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 during a recent military exercise named Damvand, doubles final match in the Dubai Duty Free Tennis the name of Iran’s highest mountain. Championships. In Dubai today, the Indo-Polish pair lost to fourth seeded duo of Romanian Tecau Horia 46). Who is the Chairman and Managing Director and Dutchman Rojer Jean-Julien in three sets 6-4, 3of Union Bank ? a) Aditya Puri 6, 3-10. The title-clash lasted One hour and 19 b) Rana Kapoor minutes. c) Rakesh Sethi 49). Which river does central government gave d) Arun Tiwari approval to start across-the-river survey to e) Kishor Kharat determine the population of aquatic life ? a) Yamuna Answer: d) Explanation: Union Bank of India will strengthen b) Kauvery its loan portfolio under retail, agriculture and MSME c) Ganga (RAM) to achieve its growth in advances, said a top d) Narmada official. For the year ended December 31, 2016, e) Brahmaputra Union Bank’s RAM share in domestic advances Answer: c) stood at 54.8% against 51.1% for the corresponding Explanation: : Centre has launched the first ever period a year-ago. This will increase to 60% in a across-the-river survey in Ganga to determine the year’s time. “Whatever the growth guidance, we population of aquatic life, including that of the gave in the past three years in advances and deposits, endangered Gangetic doplhin. The study is crucial as we achieved those numbers. We are on track and my the animal population in a river indicates the quality growth will come from retail, agriculture and of its water. National Mission for Clean Ganga has MSME,” said Arun Tiwari, Chairman and Managing said that the survey will create a baseline scientific Director, Union Bank. data for the government to take suitable measures to improve quality of the river water. 47). What is the name of India's Foreign Secretary ? 50). Name the Indian Navy Ship which is of the a) S Jaishankar world’s oldest aircraft carrier in active service b) U K Singha that decommissioned on March 6th ? c) M Ajeesh rai a) INS Mysore d) G Kamleesh Raju b) INS Vikrant e) R Govardhanan c) INS Jalashwa d) INS Ranvir Answer: a) Explanation: India does not expect any conflict e) INS Viraat between its 'Make in India programme' and U.S Answer: e) President Donald Trump's push for expanding Explanation: INS Viraat, the world’s oldest aircraft manufacturing in America, Foreign Secretary S carrier in active service, will be decommissioned this Jaishankar has said. “Overall sense is that the evening with a ceremonial send-off in Mumbai. The administration has a very positive view of India and decommissioning of INS Viraat will be very India-US relations. We saw a lot of goodwill and emotional moment for Navy and personnel deployed interest in taking this relation forward,” Mr. on the ship. A glorious chapter in the Indian Navy’s Jaishankar said during a press conference after a history will come to an end today when INS Viraat, series of meetings with officials of the Trump the longest serving aircraft carrier will retire after administration and lawmakers in the U.S capital this serving the country for nearly three decades. The week. decommissioning ceremony will be attended, by defence minister Manohar Parrikar and other 48). Who is the men's doubles pair who secured dignitaries. runner-up in Dubai Duty Free Tennis Championships tournament ? 51). Where does India’s largest tricolour on the a) Rohan Bopanna and Marcin Matkowski tallest flag post commissioned ? b) Jamie Murray and Bruno Soares a) Wagah Border c) Leander Paes and Radek Štěpánek b) Attari Border d) Martin Damm and Leander Paes c) Ganda Singh Wala Border e) Henri Kontinen and John Peers d) Hussainiwala Border e) Munabao Border Answer: a) Explanation: India's Rohan Bopanna and his Polish Answer: b) partner Marcin Matkowski have lost their men's Explanation: Punjab Cabinet Minister Anil Joshi www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 today inaugurated India’s largest tricolour on the d) Brazil tallest flag post at Indo-Pakistan Attari Border on e) Armenia Indian side just stone throw distance from Pakistan. Answer: a) Flag post measuring 110 metres in length and 24 Explanation: : Bahrain Parliament has approved a metres in width with 55 tons weight has been constitutional change allowing military courts to try inaugurated today. Built at an approximate cost of civilians.The island's Consultative Council, the upper 3.50 crore, the post was a project of the Amritsar house of the Bahraini Parliament appointed by King Improvement Trust Authority of Punjab Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa, approved the change Government. yesterday after Council of Representatives, the Parliament's elected lower house, passed it with little 52). Which bank has planned to reintroduce opposition. penalty on non-maintenance of minimum balance in accounts from 1st of April 2017 ? 55). What is the name of the first bike taxi service a) Axis Bank to be launched in Noida ? b) Indian Bank a) M-Taxi c) State Bank of India b) Baxi d) Corporation Bank c) Share-Bike e) Canara Bank d) Bk-hire e) OFF-Road- Taxi Answer: c) Explanation: State Bank of India has decided to Answer: b) reintroduce penalty on non-maintenance of minimum Explanation: Noida will get its first bike taxi service balance in accounts from 1st of next month. Failing later this month with the launch of Baxi. Baxi Coto maintain monthly average balance in accounts will founder Ashutosh Johri said, "Our pilots (drivers) are attract penalty up to 100 rupees plus service tax. The trained in hygiene, etiquette, safety and other aspects public sector bank has also revised its charges on that can make the passengers comfortable in using other services, including ATMs. The bank had our service." Meanwhile, Baxi already runs its suspended levying charges on breach of minimum services in Gurugram. balance requirements in 2012 to acquire new 56). The event 'Destination North East' 2017 customers. The country's largest bank will now hosted in which city ? permit savings bank account holders to free of charge a) New Delhi cash deposit only three times a month and levy 50 b) Patna plus service tax on every transaction beyond that. c) Jaipur d) Chandigar 53). Name the Indian cricketer who created the e) Shimla record of most balls bowled in a Test cricket season ? Answer: d) a) Ravindra Jadeja Explanation: Chandigarh will host a three-day long b) Ishant sharma 'Destination North East' 2017 event showcasing c) Anil Kumble North East as a potential destination for investment d) Ravichandran Ashwin from today. Union Minister of State for Development e) umesh yadav of North Eastern Region, Jitendra Singh will inaugurate the event. Ministry of Development of Answer: d) Explanation: Ravichandran Ashwin on Sunday North Eastern Region and an industry body PHD overtook Anil Kumble to become the bowler with Chamber of Commerce and Industry are organising most balls bowled in a Test cricket season. Ashwin the event. has bowled 3,701 balls (616.5 overs) in the 2016/17 57). Who won recently held ATP Mexico Open season while Kumble had bowled 3,673 balls (612.1 men's final ? overs) in the 2004/05 season. Interestingly, the top a) Andy Roddick five bowlers with most balls bowled in a season are b) Rafael Nadal all Indian spinners. c) Pete Sampras d) Novak Djokovic 54). Which country Parliament has recently e) Sam Querrey approved a constitutional change allowing military courts to try civilians ? Answer: e) a) Bahrain Explanation: Unseeded American Sam Querrey has b) Ivory Coast won the ATP Mexico Open hard court tennis c) Sudan tournament. In the final at Acapulco in Mexico, www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Querrey stunned second-seeded Rafael Nadal in passenger handling capacity category by the Airports straight sets 6-3, 7-6. In the process, the American Council International’s Airport Service Quality ended the Spaniard's run of perfection in the survey. The airport, running into its ninth year of tournament. Nadal, the 2005 and 2013 champion, operations, is designed to cater to 1.5 crore had never even lost a set in Acapulco. passengers per annum. The second position has been held by Delhi's Indira Gandhi International Airport. 58). Which state government has planned to grant pension to widowers on the pattern of widows, 61). Name the countries involved in SURYA from the next year ? KIRAN-XI joint military exercise held at a) Himachal Pradesh Pithoragarh area of Uttarakhand ? b) Kerala a) India-Sri Lanka c) Haryana b) India - Russia d) Odisha c) India - Nepal e) Nagaland d) India - Bangladesh e) India - China Answer: c) Explanation: Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Answer: c) said, State Government is contemplating to grant Explanation: A joint military exercise SURYA pension to widowers on the pattern of widows, from KIRAN-XI between India and Nepal will begin the next year. The Chief Minister was responding to today in Pithoragarh area of Uttarakhand. This is a a question raised by MLA Ravinder Macchrouli battalion level joint exercise between the two armies. during the ongoing budget session of the state The two week long exercise is aimed at training of assembly, at Chandigarh today. both the troops in the area of various counter insurgency operations over a prolonged period. It 59). Which state Road Transport Corporation to will also focus on other important aspects such as offer job for retired defence personnel as security humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations guards in State Road Transport Corporation ? a) Tripura and environmental conservation. b) Maharashtra 62). Which bank has recently launched Aadhaar c) Rajasthan pay infrastructure to carry out cashless d) Uttar Pradesh transactions ? e) Mizoram a) Canara Bank b) IDFC Bank Answer: b) Explanation: Maharashtra Transport Minister c) Indian Bank Diwakar Raote said retired defence personnel are d) South Indian Bank being employed as security guards in the e) Andhra Bank Maharashtra State Road Transport Corporation Answer: b) (MSRTC). Talking to newspersons on Sunday Explanation: IDFC Bank today officially launched outside the ST depot at Kalyan, Raote said 900 exits Aadhaar pay infrastructure meant for those servicemen have already been appointed in the without any mobile phone to carry out cashless MSRTC as security guards and 550 more are being transactions. "It actually makes cashless transactions added. Suresh Bhosale, a MSRTC driver, was possible even for those who do not have mobile recently attacked by a rickshaw driver. He is being phones, but the merchant has to have a mobile phone. treated at a local hospital, where Raote paid a visit All one needs is to get the bank account number and enquired about his health. linked with Aadhaar. Basic banking services will come to those who even do not have basic mobile 60). Which Indian airport ranked first in the phones," said Rajiv Lall, founder MD and CEO, at world in the highest passenger handling capacity the launch. category in the survey ? a) Veer Savarkar International Airport 63). Which Indian university recently ranked in b) Indira Gandhi International Airport top 10 of world top small universities ? c) Biju Patnaik International Airport a) Indian Institute of science, Bangalore d) Rajiv Gandhi International Airport b) University of Kota e) Coimbatore International Airport c) Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Hyderabad Answer: d) Explanation: GMR Hyderabad International Airport d) Shivaji University , Kolhapur (also known as Rajiv Gandhi International Airport ) e) Nalanda University , Bihar has been ranked first in the world in the highest www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 New Delhi. An official statement said the event Answer: a) Explanation: Indian Institute of Science (IISc) being organised by the Electronics and IT Ministry in Bangalore has become India's first university to be collaboration with UNESCO will discuss the role of ranked among the world's top 10. IISc Bangalore was technology in transforming relation between ranked 8th in the recently released Times Higher government and its citizens, businesses and civil Education Rankings of the world's top 10 small society. Minister of Electronics and IT, Law & universities hosting less than 5,000 students. The top Justice, Ravi Shankar Prasad will inaugrate the university continues to be the California Institute of conference. Technology, widely known as Caltech. 67). Who has been recently appointed as the adviser 64). What is the growth per cent projected by Global of Odisha government ? rating agency Fitch on Indian economy in the current a) R Subramanian fiscal ? b) Suresh N Patel a) 6.9 c) K Srinath Reddy b) 7.7 d) Sunil Kanoria c) 7.1 e) Vijay Keshav d) 7.5 Answer: c) e) 6.8 Explanation: Prof Dr K Srinath Reddy has been appointed as the adviser to advise the Odisha Answer: c) Explanation: Global rating agency Fitch today said, government on proper implementation and smooth Indian economy will grow by 7.1 per cent in the delivery of the ongoing health programmes in the current fiscal before stepping up to 7.7 per cent in the state. A communiqué from the chief minister’s office next two financial years. The US-based agency has said eminent cardiologist, epidemiologist and termed the 7 per cent GDP growth for the Octoberpresident of Public Health Foundation of India will December quarter as surprising and a tad lower than be given Cabinet minister rank and other facilities. 7.4 per cent in the previous quarter. It said the 68). The former Union Minister and former December quarter GDP number suggests that Speaker of Lok Sabha who recently passed away economic activity was hardly hit by the cash crunch ? after the government's move to remove 86 per cent of a) Vikram Jayanth currency in circulation overnight. b) K Srinath c) U K Sinha 65). Which company has become the new sponsor d) Rabi Ray of Indian Cricket Team for the next five years ? a) Sahara India e) Kalikaprasad Bhattacharjee b) Pepsi Co Answer: d) c) Star India Explanation: Eminent socialist leader, former Union d) OPPO Mobiles Minister and former Speaker of Lok Sabha Rabi Ray e) TATA passed away after a prolonged illness on Monday afternoon, while undergoing treatment at the SCB Answer: d) Explanation: The BCCI on Tuesday announced Medical College and Hospital in Cuttack. He was 91 Chinese smartphone manufacturer OPPO Mobiles as and is survived by wife Dr. Saraswati Swain. the new sponsor of Team India. The company, which 69). Which airlines company has reserve its is replacing Star India as the team sponsor, have been fourth row on all flights for female passengers given a five-year-long contract, beginning from April travelling alone ? 2017. Star India had refused to extend their contract a) Spice Jet citing a lack of clarity in the board. b) Air Asia 66). Where does international conference on ec) Air India governance `ICEGOV 2017' held ? d) Jet Airways a) Pune e) Zoom Air b) New Delhi Answer: a) c) Lucknow Explanation: SpiceJet has announced that it will d) Ahmadabad reserve its fourth row on all flights for female e) Bangalore passengers travelling alone, starting Wednesday on International Women's Day. In case the flight is full, Answer: b) Explanation: A three-day international conference women will be assigned aisle and middle seats as on e-governance `ICEGOV 2017' will begin today in moving out of these is easier, the airline added. www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Meanwhile, Air India started seat reservation for solo parallel yoga workshop, lectures, Satsang, cultural women passengers in January. programmes and yoga demos. 70). In which state the first smart tribal model 73). Where does the event Swachh Shakti Divas village 'Hubbi' in Rajouri district been recently celebrated? a) Andaman and Nicobar inaugurated ? a) Karnataka b) Delhi b) Tripura c) Goa c) Rajasthan d) West Bengal d) Jammu and Kashmir e) Madhya Pradesh e) Punjab Answer: a) Explanation: Andaman and Nicobar Islands is Answer: d) Explanation: Jammu and Kashmir Minister for celebrating the Swachh Shakti Divas today. To mark Food, Civil Supplies, and Consumer Affairs the occasion, a function will be held at Tagore B Ed Chowdhary Zulfkar Ali on Sunday inaugurated the College Auditorium this evening. A brief description first smart tribal model village 'Hubbi' in Rajouri of Swatch Bharat Mission - Grameen, present status district of the state. The Rural Development of implementation, documentary presentation and Department has introduced smart classes in schools, prize distribution will be held on the occasion. better roads, electricity, and water facility in the 74). What is the name of the program under village. which 5th satellite been launched by European 71). In which city does national conference on Jal Union ? a) Naturo Weather Program Kranti Abhiyan held ? a) Vishakhapatnam b) Aqua Ground water Program b) Nagpur c) Fossil refinery program c) Rajkot d) Copernicus observation program d) New Delhi e) Disaster alert Program e) Chennai Answer: d) Explanation: European Union launched the fifth Answer: d) Explanation: Water Resources Minister Uma Bharti satellite of the Copernicus observation program will inaugurate a national conference on Jal Kranti yesterday, which will cut the time of imaging the Abhiyan in New Delhi today. About 700 participants earth by half. The European Commission said in a representing various stakeholder groups such as statement that latest Copernicus satellite launch will farmers, panchayat members, NGOs and students improve services for farmers, fishermen and other will attend the day-long conference. Ministry of users of land and sea maps. The Copernicus earth Water Resources and River Development had observation program, created by the European launched Jal Kranti Abhiyan on June, 2015 to Union, is served by a set of satellites. The program is consolidate water conservation and management in aimed at improving the life of EU communities by the country through a holistic and integrated providing near-real-time global environment data. approach involving all stakeholders. 75). What is the purpose of mobile app launched 72). Where does the two-day International Yoga by Central Board of Secondary Education fest held? (CBSE) for students ? a) Agra a) Students to know exam time table b) Lucknow b) Students to know exam results c) New Delhi c) Students to locate exam centre d) Rishikesh d) Students to know about attendance status e) Gurugram e) Students to download study materials Answer: c) Answer: c) Explanation: The two-day International Yoga fest Explanation: The Central Board of Secondary will begin in New Delhi today. Our correspondent Education (CBSE) has released a mobile application, reports that Information and Broadcasting Minister Exam Locator, to help students locate their Venkaiah Naidu will inaugurate the fest at Talkatora examination centre. A student can find the address, stadium. More than 3,500 participants including images, geolocation of the centre on the map, and the eminent yoga gurus, yoga masters, scholars, policy route to reach there through the application, an makers and representatives from 15- 18 countries official said. CBSE exams for Class 10 and 12 begin will participate in this mega event. It will comprise on March 9. www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 b) Jadeja and Lyon 76). Which state does the girl child ratio has c) Jadeja and Ajmal recently increased to 938 per 1000 male children ? a) Himachal Pradesh d) Ashwin and Jadeja b) Uttarakhand e) Aswin and Mishra c) Odisha Answer: d) d) Haryana Explanation: The Indian duo of Ravichandran e) Jammu and Kashmir Ashwin and Ravindra Jadeja today became the first set of spinners to be jointly ranked number one in the Answer: d) Explanation: In Haryana, girl child ratio has ICC Test rankings for bowlers. Jadeja caught up with increased to 938 per 1000 male children in February. Ashwin in the rankings after the second Test against Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal today informed Australia in Bengaluru which India won yesterday. this in the house during ongoing budget session of Jadeja's seven wickets in the match, which included the State Assembly. He told that in January this year, crucial six wickets in the first innings, have helped the registered girl child ratio was 922. The Chief him move up one rank to reach the top position for Minister said that the gradual increase in the ratio of the first time in his career, the ICC said in a girl child is result of effective implementation of statement. The last time two bowlers shared the top 'Beti Bachao Beti Padhao' programme implemented spot was in April 2008, when Dale Steyn and by Prime Minister from Panipat in the country. Muttiah Muralidaran were at the top. 77). Which bank has recently launched a facility 80). Which day does International Women's Day called ' work from home ' for its employees ? is been celebrated ? a) Federal Bank a) Mar 8th b) HDFC bank b) Aug 4th c) Karur Vysya Bank c) Sept 13th d) Bank of Maharashtra d) Feb 17th e) State Bank of India e) Mar 26th Answer: e) Answer: a) Explanation: The State Bank of India (SBI) on Explanation: International Women's Day (March 8) Tuesday launched a 'work from home' facility to is a global day celebrating the social, economic, enable employees to work while at home using cultural and political achievements of women. The mobile devices. SBI will centrally control all the day also marks a call to action for accelerating work from home-enabled devices to secure their data gender parity. International Women's Day (IWD) has and applications. Services like cross-sell, marketing been observed since in the early 1900's - a time of and complaints management will also be enabled to great expansion and turbulence in the industrialized be worked from home. world that saw booming population growth and the rise of radical ideologies. International Women's Day 78). Which place does recently India's longest is a collective day of global celebration and a call for cable-bridge been inaugurated ? a) Honnavar, Karnataka gender parity. b) Bharuch, Gujarat 81). Which state government has decided to c) Rajahmundry , Andhra Pradesh enhance the rate of ex-gratia grant given to the d) Terahrasia , Bihar family members of the Central Para Military e) Dehri , Bihar Forces (CPMF) ? a) Karnataka Answer: b) Explanation: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on b) Rajasthan Tuesday inaugurated India's longest cable-bridge in c) Haryana Bharuch, Gujarat, which is 1,344 metres long and d) Kerala 22.8 metres wide. The bridge, built by Larsen and e) Mizoram Toubro on river Narmada, has 216 cables of 25-40 Answer: c) metres length. The Rs.379 crore project has a 17.4Explanation: Haryana Government has decided to metre wide four-lane road, a three-metre wide enhance the rate of ex-gratia grant given to the footpath, and over 400 LED lights. family members of the Central Para Military Forces (CPMF), who die in harness or are disabled in 79). Name the spin bowlers who jointly hold the performance of their official duties while serving in 1st place in ICC Bowlers ranking for the first operational area in war or in terrorist attack. Stating time ? a) Ashwin and Narine this at Chandigarh today, a spokesman of Sainik and www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Ardh Sainik Welfare Department said that in case of Minister Priyank Kharge announced a Rs. 10 crore death in war and action against terrorists and death fund for women entrepreneurs in the state. The fund during internal security duty, operations, election will provide women-led technology startups with up duty, natural calamities and rescue operations the to Rs.50 lakh each. The minister said that besides rate of assistance has been enhanced from 20 lakh to funding, the government will also provide legal and 50 lakh rupees. mentoring assistance to the startups. 82). Who is appointed as the Ambassador for the 85). Where does the 'Dalal Street Lit Fest 2017' ICC Women's World Cup 2017? held which is organised by BSE Institute? a) Sunil Gavaskar a) Noida b) Brain Lara b) Nagpur c) Sachin Tendulkar c) Hyderabad d) Wasim Akram d) Varanasi e) Adam Gilchrist e) Mumbai Answer: c) Answer: e) Explanation: The International Cricket Council Explanation: BSE Institute will organise a two-day (ICC) on Wednesday appointed Indian cricketing 'Dalal Street Lit Fest 2017' at its premises in Mumbai legend Sachin Tendulkar as the UNICEF and Cricket from tomorrow. In a-one-of-its-kind art celebration; For Good Ambassador for the ICC Women's World multiple workshops on varied art forms, poetry Cup 2017, scheduled to start from June 24. "Women recitals, storytelling and contemporary discussions for sport and sport for women goes hand in hand... would be organised during the fest. BSE Institute I'm here to extend all my support and above all, MD and CEO Ambarish Datta said that the institute enjoy that competitiveness," said Sachin. has envisaged an opportunity to go beyond the boundaries of a literature festival by blending art and 83). Who is India's Ambassador to Egypt, who finance. recently attended cultural festival 'India by the Nile' ? 86). The name of the former Puducherry Minister a) M Chandrakasu who recently passed away? b) Giriraj Singh a) Kalikaprasad Bhattacharjee c) Srinath Reddy b) M Chandrakasu d) Sanjay Bhattacharyya c) Ravi Shankar Prasad e) Jagadeesh Singh d) Rabi Ray e) P. Shiv Shankar Answer: d) Explanation: In Egypt, the mega cultural festival Answer: b) 'India by the Nile' got off to a colourful start at the Explanation: Former Puducherry Minister M foot of the Pyramids in Cairo with a Crafts Mela, Chandrakasu passed away in a private hospital in showcasing joint handicraft exhibition of India and Chennai on wednesday evening after prolonged Egypt. India's Ambassador to Egypt, Sanjay illeness. He was 65. Chandrakasu represented Bhattacharyya said the event is a special moment as Nedungad constituency in the outlying enclave of this year India celebrate 70 years of independence Karaikal for six terms. He was Agriculture Minister and also 70 years of its diplomatic relations with in the Rangasamy Government. Nedungad returned Egypt. He said the ties that bind the Nile and the his daughter Chandrapriyanga in the last Territorial Ganga, the Pyramids and Taj Mahal find expression Assembly election. in the affection shared between the two peoples and 87). Where does the North-East Business Summit nurtures their vibrant partnership. (NEBS) held recently? a) Vishakhapatnam 84). Which state government has announanced b) Lucknow Rs. 10 crore fund for women entrepreneurs in the c) New Delhi state? a) Tripura d) Goa b) Gujarat e) Kolkata c) Karnataka Answer: c) d) Uttar Pradesh Explanation: A two-day North-East Business e) Haryana Summit (NEBS) begins in New Delhi today. The summit aims to display the strengths, potentials and Answer: c) Explanation: On the occasion of International initiatives of the North-East, promote investment the Women's Day on Wednesday, Karnataka's IT region and also have focused deliberations on www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 strategic areas like healthcare, connectivity, Georgian Foreign Ministry said in a statement agriculture, food processing and energy. The Summit yesterday. will also showcase the untapped business potential of 91). Who has been appointed as the new US North-East to investors worldwide. Union Minister Ambassador to Russia? of State (Independent Charge) for Development of a) Kathleen Stephens North Eastern Region (DoNER), MoS PMO, Dr b) Jon Huntsman Jitendra Singh, will address the conclave tomorrow. c) Richard Verma d) Robert Blackwill 88). Which ID card has been made mandatory for e) George T. Marye availing crop insurance policies from April 1? a) PAN Card Answer: b) b) Farmers ID Card Explanation: In US, former Utah Republican c) Voters ID Governor Jon Huntsman has accepted President d) Aadhaar Card Donald Trump's offer to be Ambassador to Russia. e) Ration Card The job requires Senate confirmation. Huntsman had served as Ambassador to China under former Answer: d) Explanation: The Centre has made Aadhaar President Barack Obama. mandatory for availing crop insurance policies from 92). In which city of Gujarat does Digi Dhan Mela April 1. Till the time Aadhaar is assigned to an recently held ? individual, crop insurance can be availed by a) Ahmedabad furnishing documents such as Aadhaar enrolment b) Surat slip and voter ID, among others. This comes after the c) Vadodara Centre recently went back on its move to make d) Rajkot Aadhaar mandatory for mid-day meals. e) Gandhinagar 89). Who has been awarded with Polly Umrigar Answer: d) Explanation: In Gujarat, one-day Digi Dhan Mela is award for the best international cricketer by being held at Rajkot. The DigiDhan Mela has been BCCI? a) Ravichandran Ashwin organised to generate awareness among citizens and b) M S Dhoni merchants about various digital payment systems c) Lokesh Rahul available. Total 40 stalls have been put up at the d) Virat Kohli Mela which is being held at Chaudhari High School e) Jasprit bumrah ground in the city. Around 17 banks, telecom companies, mobile wallet operators, transportation Answer: d) Explanation: Indian skipper Virat Kohli and spinner network companies, UIDAI along with many state Ravichandran Ashwin were awarded at the annual and central government departments have BCCI awards ceremony in Bengaluru on Wednesday. participated in the mela. Kohli, for the third time in his career, received the 93). Which country National Assembly has Polly Umrigar award for the best international recently passed the Hindu Marriage Bill 2016 ? cricketer, while Ravichandran Ashwin was given the a) Indonesia Dilip Sardesai award. For the first time, women b) Bangladesh cricketers were honoured for their performances. c) Nepal d) Sri lanka 90). Which country citizens were allowed to visit e) Pakistan countries of the European Union without a visa starting from 28th march? Answer: e) a) Georgia Explanation: Pakistan National Assembly has b) Namibia passed the Hindu Marriage Bill 2016, after c) Turkey amendments made by the Senate, to regulate d) Yemen marriages of Hindus in Pakistan. Minister of Human e) Spain Rights, Kamran Michael said there was no law to regulate the registration of Hindu marriages and Answer: a) Explanation: The Georgian nationals will be ancillary matters in Pakistan. The Hindu Marriage allowed to visit countries of the European Union for Bill 2016 prohibits the marriage of minors and a period of up to 90 days in any 180-day period prescribes a minimum age of 18-years for contracting without a visa starting from 28th of this month. The marriage in addition to protecting the customs and customary rites of the Hindu community. www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 then transferring the money back to their bank 94). Who has recently received honorary degree accounts at zero transaction cost. of Doctor of Science (DSc) award from Maharashtra Animal and Fishery Sciences 97). How much fund allotted by the Tamil Nadu University ? government on housing scheme for the a) Vidyasagar Rao economically poor ? b) Arvind Kejriwal a) Rs. 3,780 crore c) Mohan Bhagwat b) Rs. 1,342 crore d) Jitendra Singh c) Rs. 1,720 crore e) Guru Manohar d) Rs. 1,580 crore e) Rs. 2,050 crore Answer: c) Explanation: RSS chief Mohan Bhagwat was Answer: d) conferred honorary degree of Doctor of Science Explanation: Tamil Nadu Chief Minister K (DSc) by the Nagpur-based Maharashtra Animal and Palaniswami launched a housing scheme estimated at Fishery Sciences University. Maharashtra Governor Rs.1,580 crore with Central assistance for the Vidyasagar Rao awarded the degree to Mr Bhagwat, economically poor. In the year 2016-17, concrete a veterinary doctor by training, at the convocation of houses will be constructed for 50,170 beneficiaries in the varsity. He was conferred the degree for his town panchayat limits, an official release said. To contribution in the field of veterinary sciences and mark the launch of the scheme Palaniswami gave social work. away work orders to five beneficiaries, it added. 95). Name the Indian women hockey player who 98). Which Indian sports team has registered its recently withdrawn her retirement announcement first ever win in an international level match ? a) Women's Ice Hockey team and made a comeback in 18-member Indian b) Women's Volley ball team squad ? a) Ritu Rani c) Women's Rugby team b) Poonam Rani d) Women's Beach Volley ball team c) Monika Malik e) Women's Hand ball team d) Sunita Lakar Answer: a) e) Preeti Dubey Explanation: The Indian women's ice hockey team registered its first ever win in an international ice Answer: a) Explanation: Former hockey captain Ritu Rani has hockey match on Thursday by beating Philippines 4shunned retirement to make a comeback in the Indian 3 at the Challenge Cup of Asia in Bangkok. The team after a seven-month sabbatical. She figures in Indian team had to rely on over 3,000 donors who the 18-member Indian squad announced by Hockey contributed through a crowdfunding platform to pay India for the women's Hockey World League Round for the team's accommodation, training, visa, air 2. The tournament will be held in Canada from April fares, equipment and jerseys. 1. Midfielder Ritu had announced her retirement in 99). Who has been appointed as council president September last year, post her wedding. India will be of European Union for a 2nd term ? up against Belarus, Canada, Mexico, Trinidad and a) Antonio Tajani Tobago, Uruguay and Chile in the Round 2. b) Jan Fischer c) Fredrik Reinfeldt 96). Which e-commers company has withdrawn 2 d) Donald Tusk per cent fee on adding money to mobile wallets ? a) Flipkart e) Romano Prodi b) Freecharge Answer: d) c) Paytm Explanation: European Union leaders confirmed d) MobiKwik Donald Tusk for a second term as council president e) Redbus today, overcoming weeks of strong opposition from his native Poland, which immediately retorted by Answer: c) Explanation: Paytm has withdrawn the 2 per cent seeking to hold up proceedings at their joint summit. fee on adding money to mobile wallets using credit Poland refused to approve some summit texts, raising cards, a merely two days after introducing the levy. unease at a time when the EU is looking for unity as The company had introduced the fee after finding the crisis-prone bloc is faced with the painful multiple users using its platform to get free credit by departure of Britain. Tusk said in a tweet that he using credit cards to top up their mobile wallets and would do his best to make EU better. www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 including Assam, West Bengal, Odisha, 100). In which year US space agency NASA has Maharashtra, Gujarat and Kerala. planned to launch manned spaceflight mission to Mars ? 103). Which state has announced on opening of a) 2020 All India Institute of Ayurveda, Yoga and b) 2025 Naturopathy ? c) 2045 a) Maharashtra d) 2033 b) Haryana e) 2040 c) Nagaland d) Tamil Nadu Answer: d) Explanation: The US Congress has passed a funding e) West Bengal bill for a probable human spaceflight mission to Answer: b) Mars by 2033. The bill sets long-term goals to Explanation: An All India Institute of Ayurveda, expand human presence beyond low-Earth orbit Yoga and Naturopathy will be opened at Mata Mansa through deep-space exploration missions including Devi complex in Panchkula. This institute would be "habitation on another celestial body". The bill, to be developed on the pattern of Delhi's All India Institute signed by US President Donald Trump appropriates of Medical Sciences. Haryana Chief Minister $19.5 billion to NASA for the fiscal year 2017. Manohar Lal informed the State Assembly today that Union Ministry of Ayush has approved this proposal. 101). Which day CISF Raising Day is celebrated He said, Haryana Government has taken possession ? a) March 10th of the land for opening the institute. b) March 13th 104). Which bank has sanctioned loans to 1,000 c) Feb 19th women entrepreneurs across the country on the d) May 20th eve of International Women's Day ? e) March 21st a) HDFC Bank b) Canara Bank Answer: a) Explanation: The Central Industrial Security Force c) State bank of India (C.I.S.F) (established in its present form: 15 June d) Bharatiya Mahila Bank 1983) is a Central Armed Police Force in India. e) UCO Bank Every year March 10th is celebrated as CISF Raising Answer: d) Day It was set up under an Act of the Parliament of Explanation: The Bharatiya Mahila Bank (BMB) India on 10 March 1969 with a strength of 2,800. sanctioned loans to 1,000 women entrepreneurs for CISF was subsequently made an armed force of the various income generating economic activities across Republic of India by another Act of Parliament the country on the eve of International Women's passed on 15 June 1983. Its current sanctioned Day. With the vision of 'Empowering Women strength is 142,526 personnel Economically,' BMB organised a workshop to encourage women entrepreneurs at the registered 102). What is the estimated fund given by centre office of the bank in Delhi to give the loans. by launching pilot project on ornamental fisheries ? 105). Which Indian team has received awarded of a) Rs. 74 Crore Rs. 1 crore from Indian cricket board BCCI ? b) Rs. 43 Crore a) Indian Women Ice hockey team c) Rs. 61 Crore b) Indian women cricket team d) Rs. 97 Crore c) Indian men blind cricket team e) Rs. 55 Crore d) Indian Women hockey team e) Indian Women kabadi team Answer: c) Explanation: Centre will launch pilot project on Answer: c) ornamental fisheries with total outlay of over 61 Explanation: The Board of Control for Cricket in crore rupees. The major objectives of the pilot India has awarded Rs. 1 crore to the Indian blind project is to promote ornamental fish culture with cricket team that won the Twenty20 World Cup last cluster-based approach, to augment ornamental month by beating arch-rivals Pakistan in the title fisheries trade and export earnings and to create clash in Bengaluru. The decision was taken at a employment opportunities for the rural and periurban meeting of the Supreme Court-appointed Committee population. Agriculture Ministry in a release said, a of Administrators on February 25. total of 8 potential States have been identified www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 but also produce compost and energy. Mr Naidu said, 106). What is the name of the Indian supersonic this plant can be taken as an example by other cruise missile which is recently test-fired corporations to emulate the model. successfully by DRDO ? a) Prithivi 109). Name the Indian icon who performed b) Agni V Bharatanatyam at the United Nations c) Barak 8 headquarters on the occasion of International d) Pinaka Women's Day ? e) BrahMos a) Aishwarya Rai Bachan b) Shobana Answer: e) Explanation: India on Saturday successfully testc) Deepika Padukone fired the BrahMos supersonic cruise missile, which is d) Aishwaryaa Dhanush capable of carrying a warhead of 300 kg, from a test e) Mallika Sarabhai range along the Odisha coast. The missile has already Answer: d) been inducted into the Army and Navy, while the Air Explanation: Aishwaryaa R Dhanush, the elder Force version is in the final stage of its trial, DRDO daughter of actor Rajinikanth, performed officials said. Bharatanatyam at the United Nations headquarters in New York City on the occasion of International 107). What is the name of the new bill passed in Women's Day on Wednesday. Aishwaryaa, who is lok shaba for the well fare of women ? a) Maternity Benefit Amendment Bill married to actor Dhanush, is also the UN Women's b) Women workers bill Goodwill Ambassador of India. Meanwhile, the c) Mid-day Healthy Meal Bill event was organised by the Permanent Mission of d) Women security amendment Bill India to the UN. e) Women Daughter Benefit Bill 110). For which of the following department European Union has decided to open headquarters on Answer: a) Explanation: Prime Minister Narendra Modi has training operations ? lauded the passage of Maternity Benefit Amendment a) Employment Bill in the Lok Sabha, calling it a landmark moment b) Military in the efforts towards women-led development. In a c) Medical series of tweets, Mr Modi said, Maternity Benefit d) Education Amendment Bill ensures better health and wellbeing e) Agriculture of the mother and child and increase in maternity Answer: b) leave is a welcome provision. He said, employment Explanation: Member of the European Union have of women is protected through the Bill. He said, reached a deal to create headquarters for military mandatory provision of crèche in offices is also training operations, a move aimed at developing a laudable. foreign and security policy independent of NATO and the United States. The first task of the 108). What is the capacity of India's largest wasteheadquarters, which will be located in Brussels, will to-power plant opened recently at Narelabe to streamline anti-terrorist efforts in the Bawana in New Delhi ? a) 50 Mega Watt Democratic Republic of Congo, Mali and Somalia. b) 16 Mega Watt 111). Where does India's first air-conditioned rail c) 24 Mega Watt ambulance launched ? d) 35 Mega Watt a) Kolkatta e) 42 Mega Watt b) Bangalore c) Mumbai Answer: c) Explanation: Urban Development Minister d) Chennai Venkaiah Naidu today inaugurated the country's e) Cochin largest waste-to-power plant at Narela-Bawana in Answer: c) New Delhi. Inaugurating the 24 Mega Watt plant, Mr Explanation: India's first air-conditioned rail Naidu said without a scientific solid waste ambulance was unveiled in Mumbai. The Central management system objectives of Swachh Bharat Railway ambulance aims to provide victims of train Mission cannot be achieved. He said solid waste accidents emergency treatment within the first hour, management was one of the challenges in the when chances of survival are highest. An official said country. The Minister said the plant would not only the rail ambulance is capable of providing medical dispose of 1,300 Metric Tonne waste on a daily basis www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 facilities to 50 patients at a time and transporting equality. Notably, Iceland has pledged to eradicate organs between states for transplants. gender pay gap by 2022. 112). Which state assembly has adopted a private 115). Following tamil nadu which state traders member resolution to formulate a policy on planned to ban sale of drinks produced by Cocarecruitment and equitable distribution of teachers Cola and PepsiCo ? a) Odisha in schools ? a) Tripura b) Maharastra b) Gujarat c) Telangana c) Uttar Pradesh d) Goa d) Maharastra e) Kerala e) Arunachal Pradesh Answer: e) Explanation: Following Tamil Nadu, traders in Answer: e) Explanation: Arunachal Pradesh Assembly has Kerala have decided to stop sale of drinks produced adopted a private member resolution to formulate a by Coca-Cola and PepsiCo, to promote local policy on recruitment and equitable distribution of beverages like lime soda. The boycott is in protest teachers in schools in the state. Education Minister against exploitation of groundwater by the Honchun Ngandam replying to queries relating to companies amid threats of a drought. Around seven shortage of teachers said that 1500 new teacher posts lakh shops and traders will join the boycott, which will be created very soon and sought the support of will formally be announced on March 14. Chief Minister Pema Khandu in the matter. 116). What is the recent position of Indian 113). Which country has introduced a football team ranked by FIFA ? a) 153rd constitutional amendment bill in Parliament to b) 121st revive the controversial special military courts ? a) Israle c) 132nd b) Germany d) 147th c) Nigeria e) 138th d) Pakistan Answer: c) e) Denmark Explanation: The Indian football team slipped two places to be at 132nd in the latest FIFA rankings Answer: d) Explanation: Pakistan government today introduced issued yesterday. India secured 233 points, which is a constitutional amendment bill in Parliament to 11 lower than its previous month's total. Among the revive the controversial special military courts for countries from the Asian Football Confederation trying hardcore militants.Apart from changes sought (AFC), India rose a place to 19th among 46 nations. in the constitution to set up such courts, another bill Iran, ranked 33rd internationally, leads the way. was presented to seek amendment in the army law to Among the South Asian Football Federation (SAFF) enable military to regulate these courts. Law Minister members, India are comfortably placed the highest. Zahid Hamid moved both the bills in the National 117). Which state BJP MLAs passed resolution to Assembly, the lower house of parliament. make Union Minister Manohar Parrikar as state 114). Which country is the first in world to make Chief Minister ? a) Goa company to pay all employees the same, b) Manipur regardless of gender, sexuality or nationality ? a) Spain c) Uttarakhand b) Iceland d) Punjab c) France e) Uttar Pradesh d) Japan Answer: a) e) Singapore Explanation: The Goa BJP MLAs, in the state's party legislature meeting, passed a resolution to Answer: b) Explanation: Iceland became the first country in the make Union Minister Manohar Parrikar as state world to force companies to prove they pay all Chief Minister. The MLAs have also written a letter employees the same, regardless of gender, sexuality to BJP President Amit Shah requesting him to send or nationality. The country's government announced Parrikar back to Goa. BJP has reportedly claimed to a new law that will require every company with 25 or have got support from Goa Forward Party and MGP. more staff to get a certificate demonstrating pay 118). How much fine did the British government paid for negligence that allowed criminal gangs to www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 flood European black markets with illegal Answer: e) Explanation: ICICI Bank topped the list of banks Chinese goods ? a) Rs. 17,000 crore that witnessed most number of frauds, with State b) Rs. 21,500 crore Bank of India taking the second spot, during Aprilc) Rs. 14,000 crore December 2016 period, RBI data revealed. As many d) Rs. 22,300 crore as 455 fraud cases involving Rs.1 lakh and above e) Rs. 19,000 crore were detected in ICICI Bank, followed by SBI at 429. Further, 450 employees were involved in fraud Answer: c) Explanation: The British government faces a €2 in various banks. billion fine (over Rs.14,000 crore) for negligence that 122). Who is been newly appointed as the deputy allowed criminal gangs to flood European black governor of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) after markets with illegal Chinese goods, EU anti-fraud the end of R. Gandhi’s term period by April ? investigators have said. France, Germany, Spain and a) Shathi kandha Das Italy collectively lost €3.2 billion (over Rs.22,000 b) B.P. Kanungo crore) during 2013-2016 in VAT revenues, as a result c) Rohit Ranveer of British failures in handling imports at its ports. d) Rajat Sharma e) K. Radhakrishnan 119). In which city the first floating hotel is inaugurated in India? Answer: b) a) Nagpur Explanation: The government appointed B.P. b) Goa Kanungo as a deputy governor of the Reserve Bank c) Kolkata of India (RBI). The Appointments Committee of the d) Mumbai Cabinet (ACC) said that Kanungo will take charge e) Vishakhapatnam on 3 April, after present deputy governor R. Gandhi’s retirement. Kanungo is a career central Answer: d) Explanation: AB Celestial, a three-tier yacht banker and was appointed as an RBI executive featuring restaurants and a sky deck, is harboured director on 1 March 2016. He has been incharge of near Bandra-Worli Sea Link toll plazas. "The floatel the foreign exchange department, internal debt will give a 360-degree view of Mumbai and the management department and department of Arabian Sea and has a capacity to cater to around government and bank accounts. 650 guests," an official said. 123). Which state government is aimed in 120). Name the actor who recently won Best Actor achieving the target of Indian Rhino Vision 2020 ? a) Haryana at Zee Cine Awards 2017? a) Salman Khan b) Assam b) Amir Khan c) Jharkhand c) Amitabh Bachchan d) Tamil Nadu d) Abishek Bachchan e) Mizoram e) Hirthik Roshan Answer: b) Explanation: The Assam government is hopeful of Answer: c) Explanation: Amitabh Bachchan won the Best achieving the target of Indian Rhino Vision 2020. As Actor award for 'Pink' and Alia Bhatt was named the per Indian Rhino Vision, a target has been set to Best Actress for her role in 'Udta Punjab' at Zee Cine increase the number of rhino population to 3,000. Awards 2017. 'Pink' was declared the winner in the State Forest Minister Pramila Rani Brahma said, a Best Film category while Ram Madhvani won the fresh rhino census at Kaziranga national park will be Best Director Award for 'Neerja'. Further, Jim Sarbh held next year. Ms Brahma said, 28 rhinos have been was named the Best Debutant (Male) for 'Neerja'. translocated to Manas national park from Kaziranga and they gave birth of 14 rhinos. She said, to enhance 121). Which bank has recently witnessed most security at Kaziranga, unmanned aerial vehicle will number of frauds during April-December 2016 be used soon. Kaziranga is home to the highest period ? a) State Bank of India number of one horn rhinos in the world. b) Canara Bank 124). For which film, director Ram Madhvani c) Bank Of Baroda won the Best Director Award in Zee Cine d) Karur Vysya Bank Awards 2017 ? e) ICICI Bank a) Pink b) Udta Punjab www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 c) Neerja become the youngest to be awarded 'Man of the d) Sulthan Series' in T20Is, winning the award in the threee) Air Lift match T20I series against Ireland which concluded on Sunday. The 18-year-old, who claimed nine Answer: c) Explanation: Amitabh Bachchan won the Best wickets in the series, took the fastest ever five-wicket Actor award for 'Pink' and Alia Bhatt was named the haul in international cricket during the second T20I, Best Actress for her role in 'Udta Punjab' at Zee Cine after bowling only two overs. Awards 2017. 'Pink' was declared the winner in the 128). Who has been appointed as the new defence Best Film category while Ram Madhvani won the minister of India? Best Director Award for 'Neerja'. Further, Jim Sarbh a) Ramesh Powhar was named the Best Debutant (Male) for 'Neerja'. b) Ravi Shankar Prasadh c) Arun Jaitley 125). Which country decided to make census d) Nitin Gadkari survey after 19 years? a) Pakistan e) Venkaiah naidu b) Algeria Answer: c) c) Singapore Explanation: Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley d) Namibia has been given the additional charge of the Defence e) Morocco Ministry after President Pranab Mukherjee accepted Manohar Parrikar's resignation. Parrikar resigned as Answer: a) Explanation: In Pakistan, national census will be the Defence Minister to head the BJP-led alliance in conducted in 19 years from Wednesday with the Goa as the Chief Minister. Notably, Jaitley had assistance of over 2 lakh troops. Addressing a joint headed the Defence Ministry from May 2014 to News Conference in Islamabad, Minister of State for November 2014 before Parrikar was appointed to the Information and Broadcasting Marriyum Aurangzeb post. said, the census will be conducted in two phases and 129). Which agency recently signed a MOU with will be completed on 25th May this year. At least the National Skill Development Corporation one soldier will accompany each civilian enumerator (NSDC) and the National Skill Development Fund going from house to house to enlist the number of (NSDF) for execution of skill development households and individuals living there. programmes ? a) Border Security Force 126). What is the domain name , which is newly b) Sashastra Seema Bal formed for Africa continent ? a) .african c) Rapid Action Force b) .dominafca d) Central Reserve Police Force c) .africa e) National Security Guard d) .afri Answer: b) e) .dafri Explanation: The Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB) signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) Answer: c) Explanation: Africa has got its own domain name with the National Skill Development Corporation '.africa' for the continent 32 years after the world's (NSDC) and the National Skill Development Fund first domain name was registered. The domain name (NSDF) for execution of skill development '.africa' will be used to reflect a company's interest in programmes. The MoU was signed on 10 March the whole of Africa. According to the World Bank, 2017 in the presence of Union Minister of State for sub-Saharan Africa has one of the lowest rates of Skill internet penetration in the world. 130). Which state legislative assembly recently set 127). Name the cricketer who become the record of highest women MLA over the country ? a) Odisha youngest to be awarded 'Man of the Series' in b) Punjab T20Is ? a) Younis Khan c) Karnataka b) Ashraf joal d) Uttar Pradesh c) Umer Khan e) Tripura d) Rashid Khan Answer: d) e) Mohamed Jaffer Explanation: The Uttar Pradesh legislative assembly is set to have 38 women MLAs, the highest number Answer: d) Explanation: Afghanistan spinner Rashid Khan has for the state since Independence. Political parties www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 fielded 96 female candidates in total, with BJP badminton championships. In the final in fielding the highest at 43. Thirty-two female Birmingham today, the 34-year-old world number candidates from BJP won, while two each from BSP one defeated Shi Yuqi of China in straight games 21and Congress, and one each from Apna Dal and the 12, 21-10. For the Malaysian, it is his fifth Singles Samajwadi Party were elected. Title in seven finals in the prestigeous championships. 131). Name the Indian golfer who successfully defended Indian Open title recently? 134). Which taxi transportation network a) Shiv Chawrasia company in India launched a real-time ID check b) Anirban Lahiri for its drivers by sharing selfie ? c) Jyoti Randhawa a) Ola d) Arjun Atwal b) Jagoon e) Shiv Kapur c) Uber d) Meru Cabs Answer: a) Explanation: Golfer Shiv Chawrasia on Sunday e) Red Taxi became only the second Indian golfer and the third Answer: c) golfer overall to successfully defend his Indian Open Explanation: Uber has launched a real-time ID title. Chawrasia clinched the title with a seven-stroke check for drivers in India that prompts drivers to win at the DLF golf club in Gurgaon. The title, share a selfie of themselves before going online. The which is Chawrasia's overall sixth international selfie is matched with the driver's picture saved with victory, will earn the golfer almost Rs.2 crore as Uber to ensure that only registered drivers take prize money. charge of cabs. The move aims at preventing frauds and stopping the drivers’ accounts from being hacked 132). Which telecom operator recently or misused. announced free incoming calls for both Pre-paid and Post-paid customers on domestic roaming ? 135). In which place does India’s largest floating a) BSNL solar photo voltaic plant of 100kWp capacity, b) Airtel opened by NTPC Ltd ? c) Docomo a) New Town, West Bengal d) Idea b) Panaji , Goa e) Vodafone c) Kayamkulam , Kerala d) Vishakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh Answer: d) Explanation: Telecom operator, Idea Cellular today e) Mangrol, Gujarat announced free incoming calls for both Pre-paid and Answer: c) Post-paid customers on domestic roaming. The Explanation: The NTPC Ltd in the second week of company, in its press release, said that from April 1 March 2017 installed India’s largest floating solar onwards, Idea's 200 million customers will enjoy free photo voltaic plant at the Rajiv Gandhi Combined incoming calls while roaming on company's 2G, 3G Cycle Power Plant (RGCCPP) Kayamkulam in and 4G network across 400,000 towns and villages in Kerala. The plant was inaugurated by AK Jha, the country. Idea customers will be able to make Director (Technical) of the NTPC Ltd. The 100 kWp outgoing calls and SMS freely at affordable rates foating solar photo voltaic plant is the largest of its while roaming anywhere in India. It further said kind in India as on date. This foating platform has mobile data tariffs and data pack benefits of home been indigenously developed by the NETRA (NTPC circle will be available while roaming within India at Energy Technology Research Alliance) in no extra charge. collaboration with Central Institute of Plastic Engineering & Technology (CIPET), Chennai. 133). Name the player who won Men's Singles title at All England Open badminton 136). Which digital payments startup has raised a championships ? fund of Rs.30 crore from its existing investor a) Peng Soon Chan Jasper Infotech b) Lee Chong Wei a) FlipKart c) Liu Ying Goah b) Paytm d) Lu Kai c) MobiKwik e) Shi Yuqi d) TalkCharge e) FreeCharge Answer: b) Explanation: Lee Chong Wei of Malaysia has lifted Answer: e) the Men's Singles crown at the All England Open Explanation: Snapdeal-owned digital payments www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 startup FreeCharge on Monday raised Rs.30 crore in The 53-year-old Kurnool MLA is survived by two funding from its existing investor Jasper Infotech. daughters and a son. His wife and former MLA The investor, which also owns Snapdeal, had Shobha Nagi Reddy died in a road accident during invested Rs.390 crore in FreeCharge earlier this year. the election campaign in April 2014. The funding comes days after FreeCharge CEO 140). How much rupees fund allotted for Kathua Govind Rajan announced his exit from the startup. district of Jammu and Kashmir for its development ? a) Rs. 151 crore 137). Who has newly selected as the chief minister b) Rs. 193 crore of Goa ? a) Manohar Parrikar c) Rs. 127 crore b) Murli Manohar Joshi d) Rs. 169 crore c) Yashwant Sinha e) Rs. 233 crore d) Pramod Mahajan Answer: d) e) L.K. Advani Explanation: Jammu and Kashmir government has granted around 169 crore rupees plan outlay for the Answer: a) Explanation: Senior BJP leader Manohar Parrikar border district of Kathua for the financial year 2017will be sworn in as chief minister of Goa today and 18. An official spokesperson said the District Governor Mridula Sinha will administer him and Development Board (DDB) of Kathua met in Jammu other cabinet ministers the oath of office and secrecy yesterday under the chairmanship of state Minister at Raj Bhawan this evening. The Governor invited for PHE, Irrigation and Flood Control, Sham Lal Mr Parrikar to form the next government in the Choudhary, and approved the plan outlay. Union coastal state after he submitted a letter of support Minister of State in the Prime Minister's Office from 21 legislators on Sunday. Three MLAs from the Jitendra Singh, Deputy Chief Minister Nirmal Singh Goa Forward Party, three from the MGP and two were among those who attended the meeting. Independents have pledged their support to Mr 141). Name the former Russian athletic chief Parrikar. who's lifetime ban upheld by Court of Arbitration 138). Who has been elected as BJP's legislature for Sport (CAS) recently? a) Yuliya Stepanova party leader in Manipur after winning state b) Vladimir Kazarin election? a) Yashwant Sinha c) Sergei Portugalov b) Ram Naresh Yadav d) Sergey Kirdyapkin c) N Biren Singh e) Vitaly Mutko d) Pramod Mahajan Answer: c) e) Manohar Parrikar Explanation: The Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) today upheld a lifetime ban levied against Answer: c) Explanation: N Biren Singh has been elected as Sergei Portugalov, former chief of the Russian BJP's legislature party leader in Manipur on Monday Athletics Federation's Medical Commission for his and is expected to meet Governor Najma Heptulla role in providing illicit substances to Russian soon to stake the party's claim to form the athletes. The Lausanne-based court said in a government. Notably, Congress had emerged as the statement that it had slapped Portugalov with a largest party in Manipur after the Assembly lifetime period of ineligibility beginning March 10, elections, but the BJP claims to have gathered 2017, for having supplied athletes with banned enough support to form the government. substances. 139). Name the Andhra Pradesh Telugu Desam 142). Who is appointed as the new chairman of Party MLA who recently passed away ? the Central Water Commission (CWC) replacing a) Y. Visweswara reddy GS Jha? b) Bhuma Nagi Reddy a) Narendra Kumar c) Prabhakar Chowdary. V b) Abdul hamid d) Attar. Chand basha c) Kiran Rao e) Balakrishna Nandamuri d) Vinith chandru e) Shiva Shundharam Answer: b) Explanation: Telugu Desam Party MLA Bhuma Answer: a) Nagi Reddy passed away due to a heart attack on Explanation: Narendra Kumar was appointed as the Sunday .The budget session of the Andhra Pradesh new chairman of the Central Water Commission Assembly was postponed after three-time Telugu. (CWC). He succeeded GS Jha, who retired on www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 superannuation on the same day. He is a Central test its capability. It is Japan's biggest show of naval Water Engineering Service (CWES) officer of 1979 force in the region since the second World War. This batch. comes amid rising tensions between the US and China over freedom of navigation in the sea. 143). The point of Wholesale inflation which reached 39-month high in the month of February ? 146). Name the Indian sports person who is a) 6.12% appointed as a member of the governing body of b) 6.78% Sports Authority of India (SAI) ? c) 6.55% a) Sania Mirza d) 5.74% b) Mary Kom e) 7.24% c) Jwala Gutta d) Karnam Malleswari Answer: c) Explanation: Wholesale inflation shot up to a 39e) Leander Paes month high of 6 point 55 per cent in February this Answer: c) year, on account of costlier food and fuel items. Explanation: India's most successful Badminton Wholesale price based inflation had stood at 5.25 per Doubles specialist Jwala Gutta has been appointed a cent in January this year, and 3.68 per cent in member of the governing body of Sports Authority December last year. According to official data, food of India (SAI). Convyeing the information about her inflation jumped to 2.69 per cent in February, from appointment, SAI Secretary SS Chhabra said in his minus 0.56 per cent in January. Inflation in the fuel letter that he was sure Jwala would be able to spare basket spurted to 21.02 per cent in February, from her valuable time to attend Governing Body 18.14 per cent in January. meetings as and when scheduled by the chairman. 144). Which Life Insurance Company plans to 147). Which bank has launched digital Loan launch a pure term insurance product, with against Securities (LAS) allowing customers to return of premium ? avail loans in less than 3 minutes ? a) Birla Sun Life Insurance Company Limited a) ICICI Bank b) Canara HSBC Oriental Bank of Commerce Life b) HDFC Bank Insurance Company c) Axis Bank c) PNB MetLife India Insurance Company Limited d) Dena Bank d) HDFC Standard Life Insurance Company e) Federal Bank e) IndiaFirst Life Insurance Company Answer: b) Explanation: HDFC Bank launched digital Loan Answer: b) Explanation: Canara HSBC Oriental Bank of against Securities (LAS) allowing customers to avail Commerce Life Insurance Company plans to launch loans in less than 3 minutes. The service will also be a pure term insurance product, with return of available to customers with no credit history. The premium, in April in the wake of the insurance bank, which will offer 10.5 per cent interest rate on regulator coming out with guidelines for the same. the product, will soon expand the offering to other The Gurugram (Haryana)-headquartered life insurer securities such as mutual funds, bonds and insurance will shortly approach the Insurance Regulatory and policies. Development Authority of India (IRDAI) to get 148). Which international airport has been rated approval for the product, said a top official. the world's best airport in a survey by Skytrax for 145). Which country has planned to send its the fifth consecutive year ? a) Hazrat Shahjalal International Airport, largest warship on a three-month tour through Bangladesh the South China Sea starting from May to test its b) Barcelona–El Prat Airport , Spain capability ? a) USA c) Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose International b) Germany Airport, India c) Russia d) Vnukovo International Airport , Russia d) Japan e) Changi Airport, Singapore e) India Answer: e) Explanation: The Changi Airport in Singapore has Answer: d) Explanation: Japan is reportedly planning to been rated the world's best airport for the fifth dispatch its largest warship on a three-month tour consecutive year in a survey by research firm through the South China Sea starting from May to Skytrax. The Haneda Airport in Tokyo, Incheon www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Airport in South Korea, Munich Airport in Germany 152). What is the cost worth of 20 projects which and Hong Kong Airport complete the top five. The got approval from The Executive Committee (EC) airports in Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru and Hyderabad of National Mission for Clean Ganga? are listed among the top 100. a) Rs 1600 crore b) Rs 1250 crore 149). Where does the event National Theatre c) Rs 1900 crore Festival held ? a) Kolkata d) Rs 2050 crore b) New Delhi e) Rs 1725 crore c) Patna Answer: c) d) Thiruvananthapuram Explanation: The Executive Committee (EC) of e) Panaji National Mission for Clean Ganga approved 20 projects worth nearly Rs 1900 crore. Out of 20 Answer: d) Explanation: National Theatre Festival held in the projects, 13 are in Uttarakhand that includes creating capital city of Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram. The new sewage treatment plants, upgrading existing Festival is organised by the Information and Public STPs and laying of sewage networks in Haridwar at Relations Department and will be held from March an estimated cost of around Rs 415 crore. 16 to 24. Popular theatre groups from across the 153). Which bank has planned for earn fund of country will perform in the festival. There will be a Rs. 250 crore by allotment of equity shares to the total of 17 plays, from various states, including six J&K state government ? from Kerala. Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan will a) Bank of Maharashtra inaugurate the NTF 2017. b) State Bank of Bikaner and Jaipur 150). Which city of India ranked as the highest c) DCB Bank quality of living as per Mercer 2017 Quality of d) IDFC Bank Living Index ? e) Jammu and Kashmir Bank a) Chennai Answer: e) b) Hyderabad Explanation: Jammu & Kashmir Bank said a c) Nagpur meeting of its board of directors is scheduled to be d) Bangalore held on March 20 to consider and approve the e) Jaipur allotment of equity shares to the J&K state government on a preferential basis, aggregating to an Answer: b) Explanation: Hyderabad has been ranked as the city amount of about Rs. 250 crore. The issue of with the highest quality of living among Indian 3,65,55,051 equity shares of Re 1 each fully paid-up cities, as per Mercer 2017 Quality of Living Index. to the J&K government will be at the issue price of However, Hyderabad has slipped down five spots in Rs. 68.39 per equity share (including a premium of the global rankings. Further, New Delhi continued to Rs. 67.39 per equity share), the bank said in a stock be ranked the lowest among the Indian cities on the exchange notification. list for the second straight year. 154). Which country has signed MoU with china 151). Which city railway station has become as worth 65 billion dollars during the countries' king second blind-friendly station in India ? visit to china ? a) Bengaluru a) Morocco b) Chandigarh b) Thailand c) Mumbai c) Belgium d) Lucknow d) Saudi Arabia e) Kochi e) Denmark Answer: a) Answer: d) Explanation: Braille maps and platform indicators Explanation: China and Saudi Arabia signed were unveiled at the Bengaluru City railway station, memorandums of understanding and letters of intent making it the second blind-friendly station after potentially worth about 65 billion dollars during Mysuru railway station in India. Two Braille scripted Saudi King Salman's visit to Beijing. China's Deputy maps with directions to platforms, ticket counters, Foreign Minister Zhang Ming said, the agreements and restrooms were inaugurated. Further, 600 Braille involved investment, energy, space and other areas. platform indicators were placed along the railings of The Saudi King, who has overseen the launch of an the old Foot Over Bridge and subway. ambitious economic reform plan since his accession two years ago, is on a month-long Asian tour. www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 in a more effective manner as the posts of the 155). How many new Kendriya Vidyalayas (KVs) Chairman and the members were lying vacant for the has been approved by The Cabinet Committee on past almost one year. Economic Affairs (CCEA) ? a) 110 158). Name the university which ranked best b) 75 among the Indian University according to Times c) 50 Higher Education's Asia University Rankings d) 65 2017? e) 80 a) Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi b) Banaras Hindu University , Varanasi Answer: c) Explanation: The Cabinet Committee on Economic c) Indian Institute of Science , Bengaluru Affairs (CCEA), chaired by the Prime Minister d) Indian Statistical Institute , Kolkata Narendra Modi, on 15 March 2017 approved the e) Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur proposal for setting up around 50 new Kendriya Answer: c) Vidyalayas (KVs) under Civil or Defence Sector in Explanation: The Times Higher Education's Asia the country. The total project cost for the proposed University Rankings 2017 released the list in which 50 new Kendriya Vidyalayas is Rs 1160 crore based Bengaluru's Indian Institute of Science at 27, Indian on Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan (KVS) norms. Institute of Technology Bombay at 42, and Chennai's Veltech University at 43. With 33 universities in top156). TIES a scheme launched by Commerce and 300 (up from 16 last year), India more than doubled Industry Ministry on addressing the needs of the its representation, becoming the third mostexporters in which 'I' stands for ? a) Interrogated represented nation on the chart for the first time. b) Industry 159). In which city does Ride-hailing start-up c) Implementing Grab has announced plans to open a research and d) Imposed development centre in India? e) Infrastructure a) Ahmadabad b) Patna Answer: e) Explanation: Commerce and Industry Minister c) Bengaluru Nirmala Sitharaman launched the Trade d) Visakhapatnam Infrastructure for Export Scheme (TIES). Speaking at e) Raipur a function in New Delhi, Mrs Sitharaman said the Answer: c) scheme is focused on addressing the needs of the Explanation: Ride-hailing startup Uber's main rival exporters. She said, the focus is not just to create in Southeast Asia, Grab has announced plans to open infrastructure but to make sure it is professionally a research and development centre in Bengaluru. The run and sustained. She also said, that there will be an startup is looking to hire around 200 engineers in empowered committee to periodically review the India to focus on developing its payments service progress of the approved projects in the Scheme and GrabPay. However, Grab's Engineering VP Arul will take necessary steps to ensure achievement of Kumaravel said the company has no plans of the objectives of the Scheme. expanding its on-demand cab services to India. 157). What is the name of the newly appointed 160). Who has been elected as the new chief Chairman of National Commission for Safai Minister of Punjab? a) Murli Manohar Joshi Karamcharis? a) Dalip Kallu Hathibed b) Captain Amarinder Singh b) Manhar Valji Bhai Zala c) Rajnath Singh c) Manju Diler d) Manohar parrikar d) Amrish jayanth e) Pramod Mahajan e) Narain Dass Answer: b) Explanation: Captain Amarinder Singh of Congress Answer: b) Explanation: The newly appointed Chairman of was sworn in as the 26th Chief Minister of Punjab. National Commission for Safai Karamcharis, Manhar This is the second time that Singh took over as Valji Bhai Zala along with two members Manju Punjab CM, dethroning former Chief Minister Diler and Dalip Kallu Hathibed today assumed his Parkash Singh Badal. Navjot Singh Sidhu took oath office in New Delhi. Welcoming the new Chairman as minister in Punjab cabinet. Congress Vice and the members, Secretary of the commission, President Rahul Gandhi and former Prime Minister Narain Dass said that the commission can now work www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Manmohan Singh attended the swearing-in 164). What is the name of the travel business ceremony. start-up which is to be launched by Bharat 161). How much per cent does Union Cabinet has Petroleum (BPCL) that would help travellers plan made hike in Dearness Allowance and Dearness and execute road trips? a) Jolly Roads Relief of government employees? a) 7% b) Plan Tour b) 13% c) Sketch Trip c) 1% d) Happy Roads d) 5% e) Plan Trips e) 2% Answer: d) Explanation: State-controlled Bharat Petroleum Answer: e) Explanation: The Union Cabinet approved a 2% (BPCL) is planning to enter the travel business with hike in Dearness Allowance and Dearness Relief, the launch of a startup called 'Happy Roads', that which was due from January 2017. Dearness would help travellers plan and execute road trips. Allowance and Dearness Relief are provided to BPCL is looking to launch the startup's app in about central government employees and pensioners to two months. The app will also give real time updates neutralise the impact of inflation on their earnings. on travel destinations and suggest nearby places to This will have an impact of around Rs.6,833 crore on explore. the exchequer in the financial year 2017-18. 165). Which US State has recognised March 16 as 162). Which country has launched a countrywide 'Indian-American Appreciation Day' to honour census survey after 19 years? an Indian techie who was killed last month in a a) Iran racially-motivated hate crime ? b) Pakistan a) Arizona c) Cambodia b) Kansas d) Australia c) Alabama e) Brazil d) Oregon e) Colorado Answer: b) Explanation: Pakistan has launched a countrywide Answer: b) census, the first in nearly two decades. The census, Explanation: : The US state of Kansas has started with the assistance of over 2 lakh troops, is recognised March 16 as 'Indian-American being conducted in two phases. At least one soldier Appreciation Day' to honour an Indian techie who will accompany each civilian enumerator going from was killed last month in a racially-motivated hate house to house to enlist the number of households crime. Srinivas Kuchibhotla was killed when a US and individuals living there. Navy veteran Adam Purinton opened fire at him and his friend Alok Madasani in Olathe on February 22. 163). How much per cent of equity in M/s Madasani and American national Ian Grillot were Lubrizol India Private Limited to be sell to injured in the attack. Asserting that the senseless act Lubrizol Corporation, USA by Indian Oil of violence will not divided or define the state, Corporation Limited ? a) 35% Kansas Governor Sam Brownback said, the unique b) 12% contribution of Indian community has made Kansas a c) 65% better place. d) 47% 166). What is the name of the Indian-American e) 24% who became the head of US Centres for Medicare Answer: e) & Medicaid Services ? Explanation: The Cabinet Committee on Economic a) Seema Verma Affairs (CCEA) gave its approval to permit Indian b) Kal Penn Oil Corporation Limited (IndianOil) to sell its 24 per c) Kamala Harris cent equity in M/s Lubrizol India Private Limited d) Nikki Haley (LIPL) to Lubrizol Corporation, USA (LC). The e) Mindy Kaling approval was given at a meeting of the CCEA Answer: a) chaired by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 15 Explanation: US President Donald Trump's pick March 2017 in New Delhi. The sale will enable the Seema Verma was sworn-in as the administrator of IndianOil to have a long term association with the the government's Centres for Medicare & Medicaid Lubrizol Corporation. Services by placing her hand on the Hindu holy book www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Bhagwad Gita. The Indian-American, who was the leading payment solution provider in India. The confirmed by the Senate in a 55-43 vote, has helped agreement signed at the Bandhan Bank headquarters redesign Medicaid programs in several US states. in Kolkata. The pact was signed to provide the merchants with seamless access to the Point of Sale 167). Which city stadium of Japan has been newly (POS) and the payment gateway products. The added for baseball and softball events in 2020 partnership will help merchants to have speedier and Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics ? a) Kyoto more direct access to POS machines, payment b) Hiroshima gateways and competitive financing options. c) Nagoya 170). Name the person who is recently appointed d) Fukushima as the Chief Secretary of Punjab ? e) Matsuyama a) Yaduvendra Mathur b) Ajit Seth Answer: d) Explanation: Organizers of the 2020 Tokyo c) Karan Avtar Singh Olympics and Paralympics say the International d) Nand Kumar Sai Olympic Committee has approved their plan to add a e) A S Kiran Kumar stadium in Fukushima for newly added baseball and Answer: c) softball events. The IOC held a second-day Explanation: Senior IAS officer Karan Avtar Singh Executive Board meeting today in the South Korean appointed as the Chief Secretary of Punjab. His city of Pyeongchang, the host of the 2018 Winter appointment came after the swearing-in ceremony of Games. Tokyo organizing committee proposed Captain Amarinder Singh as Punjab Chief Minister. Azuma Stadium in Fukushima Prefecture as an Avtar Singh succeeded Sarvesh Kaushal who was additional venue for baseball and softball. posted as Special Chief Secretary-cum-Director General of the Mahatma Gandhi State Institute of 168). Which country has recently signed Mou Public Administration. Singh was also given the with India on social security agreement of charge of the Principal Secretary of Department of exempting detached workers of the two countries? a) Brazil Personnel, General Administration and Vigilance and b) Vietnam Investment Promotion. c) Egypt 171). How much loan does the world bank group d) South Africa has approved for to strengthening gram e) France panchayats (GPs) in West Bengal state ? a) USD 252 million Answer: a) Explanation: India and Brazil signed a social b) USD 231 million security agreement in Brazil's capital Brasilia, c) USD 206 million exempting detached workers of the two countries d) USD 210 million from making social security contribution in either e) USD 175 million country, as long as they were making such Answer: d) contributions in their own respective nations. The Explanation: The World Bank Group (WBG) text was signed between the Indian delegation led by approved USD 210 million loan to strengthen gram Joint Secretary of the External Affairs Ministry, K panchayats (GPs) in West Bengal. The loan amount Nagaraj Naidu and Brazilian delegation led by will be utilized for the implementation of the Phase II Benedito A Brunca, Secretary, Ministry of Finance, of the West Bengal Support to Institutional Government of Brazil. Strengthening of Gram Panchayat Program (ISGPPII). The ISGPP-II will support all 3,342 GPs in the 169). Which bank has signed agreement with state to eIectively utilize untied and discretionary Avenues India Pvt Ltd, on providing the funds that are being provided to them under the intermerchants with seamless access to the Point of governmental fiscal transfer system. Sale (POS) and the payment gateway products ? a) ICICI Bank 172). Which telecom company has been suggested b) Bank of Baroda by parliamentary panel to merge with BSNL for c) Bandhan Bank Ltd both companies long-term survival ? d) Yes Bank a) Idea Cellular e) Punjab National Bank b) Mahanagar Telephone Nigam (MTNL) c) Vodafone India Answer: c) Explanation: Bandhan Bank Ltd announced the d) Brathi Airtel signing of an agreement with Avenues India Pvt Ltd, e) Tata Docomo www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Explanation: In Bihar, three day International Answer: b) Explanation: A parliamentary panel has suggested Buddhist conference held at Nava Nalanda the merger of state-run telecom firms Bharat Sanchar Mahavihara, Rajgir in Nalanda district of the state. Nigam (BSNL) and Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Religious leader Dalai Lama and Union Minister for (MTNL) for their long-term survival. The committee Tourism and Culture Mahesh Sharma jointly said the merger would give both the entities a chance inaugurated this conference. Dalai Lama and other to compete against private sector players. The dignitaries released Pali Tripitaka book at the Telecom Department informed the panel that both inaugural session of the conference. Over one firms are in financial losses and face declining thousand delegates from 35 countries including Sri revenues. Lanka, Nepal, Singapore and Indonesia are participating in it. 173). In which city of Haryana does the first ever Haryana Sahitya Sangam takes place ? 176). Name the Indian-American high school a) Karnal student who recently won the 2017 Regeneron b) Hansi Science Talent Search competition? c) Gurgaon a) Shishir Kurup d) Ambala b) Indrani Das e) Panchkula c) Ajay Naidu d) Sudha Nayar Answer: e) Explanation: In Haryana, the first ever three-day e) Rajiv Shah Haryana Sahitya Sangam began at Indradhanush Answer: b) Auditorium, Panchkula. Haryana Chief Minister Explanation: Indrani Das, an Indian-American high Manohar Lal inaugurated the Sahitya Sangam, in school student, won the 2017 Regeneron Science which more than 2,000 scholars, writers and thinkers Talent Search bagging the top award of USD from across the country are participating. The literary 250000. Das won the prestigious high school science festival is being organised as part of the Haryana and mathematics competition for her new approach Swarna Jayanti celebrations. to neurological damage. The Indian-American teen is a student at the Academy for Medical Science 174). How much loan fund does The World Bank Technology in Hackensack. Board has approved for National Hydrology Project to strengthen capacity of institutions? 177). Which country has started testing new voice a) USD 175 million recognition software to find the native of migrants b) USD 135 million without documentation? c) USD 186 million a) Australia d) USD 142 million b) Germany e) USD 210 million c) Russia d) Denmark Answer: a) Explanation: The World Bank Board approved the e) France USD 175 million National Hydrology Project to Answer: b) strengthen capacity of institutions to assess water Explanation: Germany is to begin testing new voice situation in their regions. This loan from the recognition software that can tell which country International Bank for Reconstruction and migrants without documentation come from. The Development (IBRD) of World Bank will have a 6Federal Office for Migrants and Refugees said the year grace period and a maturity of 23 years. The automated new system would begin within two project is aimed at assisting the institutions in weeks. The aim is to detect Arabic-speaking reducing the vulnerability to recurring flood and migrants claiming to be Syrian to increase their droughts. chances of asylum. Officials told news agency that the new software will run alongside techniques 175). In which state does International Buddhist already in use to establish a person's identity. conference recently held? a) Punjab 178). Which country has recently launched a new b) Assam satellite to track land and maritime movements in c) Karnataka North Korea? d) Bihar a) China e) Nagaland b) Japan c) USA Answer: d) d) Mongolia www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 e) Russia Answer: c) Explanation: Indian shuttler Saina Nehwal has Answer: b) Explanation: : Japan launched a new satellite to decided to donate Rs.6 lakh, Rs.50,000 each, to the track land and maritime movements in North Korea. families of the 12 Central Reserve Police Force The satellite will also be able to conduct surveys on jawans killed in an attack in Chhattisgarh. Saina, the weapons programme of the secretive nuclearwho turned 27 , said she is pained by what happened armed state. The launch project was conducted in Chhattisgarh and this is a small contribution to the jointly by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency families who have suffered irreparable loss. (JAXA) and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, the 182). Which state government has recently has aerospace manufacturer. The move comes shortly approved the recommendation of the Seventh Pay after North Korea launched four banned ballistic Commission ? missiles into the sea off Japan's north-west coast, a) Assam alarming both Japan and the United States. b) Mizoram c) Telangana 179). What is the sports in which recently died d) Tamil Nadu Ashwin Sundar related to ? a) Hockey e) Himachal Pradesh b) Billiards Answer: a) c) Cricket Explanation: The Assam government has approved d) Car Racing the recommendation of the Seventh Pay Commission e) Boxing constituted for over 4 lakh employees. The state cabinet in a meeting held in Guwahati decided to Answer: d) Explanation: National racing champion Ashwin implement the recommendation of the Commission. Sundar and his wife died in a car accident in The implementation will make state exchequer bear Chennai. The couple was travelling in a BMW Z4 at an additional burden of over three thousand crore high speed with Ashwin driving when the car rupees in the next financial year. The cabinet also reportedly rammed into a tree and burst into flames. decided to give the six months’ arrear salary to its The 27-year-old racer had previously driven for employees before the ensuing Bohag Bihu. German racing team Ma-Con Motorsport in 2008. 183). Which of the following denomination does 180). Name the aerospace company which set up government has approved RBI to conduct field India’s first full flight simulator and training trials of plastic notes? a) Rs. 50 centre near the Delhi Airport ? a) General Electric b) Rs. 100 b) Lockheed Martin c) Rs. 10 c) Boeing d) Rs. 5 d) United Technologies e) Rs. 20 e) Airbus Answer: c) Explanation: The government said the Reserve Answer: e) Explanation: French aerospace giant Airbus will set Bank of India (RBI) has been authorised to conduct up India’s first full flight simulator and training field trials of plastic notes of Rs.10. Minister of State centre near the Delhi Airport. The airport has signed for Finance Arjun Ram Meghwal said “it has been a land license agreement with Airbus India to set up decided” to conduct the trial with plastic notes at five the facility. The training centre will be spread over locations of the country. He further said plastic notes almost 7,000 square metre and is expected to be are expected to last longer than cotton substrate operational by 2018-end with two full flight based banknotes. simulators. 184). What is the name of private Small Finance 181). Name the Indian sports person who donate Bank launched recently in Kerala? a) Equitas Holdings P Limited Rs.6 lakh, to the families of the 12 Central b) ESAF Small Finance Bank Reserve Police Force jawans killed in an attack in c) Janalakshmi Financial Services Private Limited Chhattisgarh? a) Sachin Tendulkar d) Ujjivan Financial Services Private Ltd. b) Joshna Chinappa e) Au Financiers (India) Ltd. c) Saina Nehwal Answer: b) d) Sakshi Malik Explanation: Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi e) Yuvraj Singh Vijayan launched the bank, the State’s first private www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 sector bank since Independence, at a function in medicine, education, social aspects and driving. It is Thrissur. The bank’s ATM-cum-debit cards, official organized by the World Sleep Day Committee of Web site and digital banking channels were also World Sleep Society (founded by WASM and WSF) launched simultaneously. Promoted by ESAF and aims to lessen the burden of sleep problems on Microfinance and Investments, the bank proposes to society through better prevention and management of open 85 branches in the first year. The newlysleep disorders. As of 2016, World Sleep Day had a launched ESAF Small Finance Bank will offer total of 394 delegates in 72 countries around the interest rates between 5.75 and 9 per cent for term globe. Theme : 'Sleep Soundly, Nurture Life' deposits of varying maturities. For savings deposits, 188). Which state government has been requested the rates will vary from 6 to 7 per cent, based on the by South Korean steelmaker Posco to take back outstanding balance in the account. land acquired for setting up of a steel plant by the 185). Who has recently become the new CM of company ? a) Haryana Uttarakhand? a) Yogi Adityanath b) Odisha b) N Biren Singh c) Kerala c) Manohar Parrikar d) Assam d) Trivendra Singh Rawat e) Uttarakhand e) Amit Shah Answer: b) Explanation: South Korean steelmaker Posco has Answer: d) Explanation: Senior BJP leader Trivendra Singh asked the Odisha government to take back the 2 Rawat was sworn-in as the new Chief Minister of thousand 7 hundred acre land acquired for setting up Uttarakhand, Governor KK Paul administered the of a steel plant in Jagatsinghpur district of Odisha, oath of office and secrecy to Mr Rawat and his citing its failure to start work for the project. Briefing council of ministers at a function in Dehradun’s the newsmen in Bhubaneswar, state industries Parade Ground. Mr Rawat was unanimously elected Minister Debi Prasad Mishra said that for the the leader of BJP legislature party. proposed steel plant project at Paradip, this land was acquired by IDCO on behalf of the Industries 186). With which country thus India has signed department during 2008-10. maintenance and technical support for Sukhoi-30 fighter jets ? 189). Name the magazine in which Oscar-winning a) Japan film 'La La Land' actor Ryan Gosling , who b) France featured on the cover of the March issue ? c) Russia a) GQ India d) China b) The Week e) Australia c) Man's World d) Maxim India Answer: c) Explanation: India signed two agreements with e) Elle Russia for long-term maintenance and technical Answer: a) support for the Indian Air Force's Sukhoi-30 fighter Explanation: Hollywood actor Ryan Gosling, who jets. India has inducted 240 Su-30 MKI fighter starred in Oscar-winning film 'La La Land', has aircraft out of the 272 contracted from Russia. featured on the cover of the March issue of men's "Russian companies should come forward for magazine 'GQ India'. He is wearing a grey polo Ttechnology transfer to Indian companies," Defence shirt with grey pants, accessorising his look with a Minister Arun Jaitley said. watch. The magazine has called the edition 'The Big Hollywood Issue' and it has described Ryan as 'Super 187). What is the theme of World Sleep Day 2017 Suave'. which is celebrated on March 18th ? a) Sleep on Time, Live long 190). A school student who recently invented a b) Sleep Soundly, Nurture Life gadget called 'Goggle For Blind' (G4B) is belongs c) Sleeping, a must for Life to which state of India ? d) Sleep daily, Stay Healthy a) Uttar Pradesh e) Sound Sleep, Nature life b) Mizoram c) Gujarat Answer: b) Explanation: World Sleep Day is an annual event, d) Arunachal Pradesh intended to be a celebration of sleep and a call to e) Maharashtra action on important issues related to sleep, including Answer: d) www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Explanation: A Class 11 student from Arunachal Explanation: Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu Pradesh, Anang Tadar, has invented a gadget called flagged off the first fully India-made suburban train 'Goggle For Blind' (G4B). The gadget will help blind 'Medha'. The train will save foreign exchange worth people in detecting objects through sound waves and Rs.32 crore per rake along with 25% saving in the echoes, a technique used by bats. Global bodies like manufacturing cost. It can run at a maximum speed UNICEF have reportedly shown interest in launching of 105 km per hour, and has been fitted with LED G4B in the market and Anang has been asked to lights and GPS-based passenger information system. create prototypes. 194). Chuck Berry who recently passed away 191). Which state has approved 33 per cent related to which field ? a) Foot ball reservation for women in all government jobs in b) Singer the state? a) Mizoram c) Director b) Odisha d) Politician c) Madhya Pradesh e) Social Activist d) Nagaland Answer: b) e) Punjab Explanation: Rock and roll legend Chuck Berry has died aged 90. Police said, the singer was found Answer: e) Explanation: Punjab cabinet has decided to provide unresponsive at lunchtime in the State of Missouri. 33 per cent reservation for women in all government Berry's seven-decade career boasted a string of hits, jobs. The decision was taken in the first cabinet including classics Roll Over Beethoven and Johnny meeting chaired by Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder B. Goode. He received a lifetime achievement Singh at Chandigarh. The cabinet also decided to Grammy in 1984 and was among the first inductees increase representation of women in the Panchayati to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1986. Raj Institutions and Urban Local Bodies from the 195). Which country has signed MoU with India present 33 per cent to 50 per cent. A series of on expanding bilateral defence and security decisions were also taken for the benefit of freedom cooperation to deal with the threat of terrorism? fighters. a) Morocco b) Brazil 192). Name the American singer who's song is c) Mauritius sent to space by NASA in-order to pay tribute to d) Vietnam the late singer ? a) Frank Sinatra e) Bangladesh b) Chuck Berry Answer: c) c) Bob Dylan Explanation: India and Mauritius held talks on d) Elvis Presley expanding bilateral defence and security cooperation e) Louis Armstrong to effectively deal with the threat of terrorism. Ways to explore defence ties figured during talks between Answer: b) Explanation: : NASA paid tribute to late American Defence Minister Arun Jaitley and his Mauritian singer-songwriter Chuck Berry by including his song counterpart Anerood Jugnauth at New Delhi today. 'Johnny B Goode' to 'Music from Earth' in the deepIndia and Mauritius have close cooperations in a space Voyager mission. The Voyager mission range of areas including trade, defence and security. includes two probes launched 40 years ago, which India has close defence relations with Mauritius, have reached beyond the Solar System, carrying a particularly in the area of maritime security. 'Golden Record' containing selected sounds and 196). How much percentage is announced as images from Earth intended to communicate with expected growth rate of this financial year in the probable extraterrestrials. agriculture field by Agriculture Minister Radha 193). What is the name of the first fully IndiaMohan Singh? a) 4.4% made suburban train which launched recently ? a) Durga b) 5.1% b) Nargo c) 4.9% c) Medha d) 4.2% d) Dura e) 4.7% e) Madhim Answer: a) Explanation: Agriculture Minister Radha Mohan Answer: c) Singh said that the agricultural growth rate is www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 expected to remain at 4 (point) 4 per cent during this Prannoy was knocked out of the men's singles financial year. Replying to a discussion on the competition following a straight-game loss to China's Demands for Grants of Agriculture Ministry for Shi Yuqi in the quarterfinals at Basel in Switzerland. 2017-18, Agriculture Minister Radha Mohan Singh Fifth seed Prannoy, who had beaten Yuqi at the said in the Lok Sabah that the NDA government has Badminton taken various steps for doubling of farmer’s income 200). Name the Brazilian surfer who recorded a by 2022. 540-degree mid-air spin at the World Surf League 197). Name the Indian-American CEO ranked in Gold Coast, Australia ? a) Jimmy Blears fourth among the top 25 overpaid CEOs in the US b) Italo Ferreira ? a) Ajit Jain c) Lynne Boyer b) Amar Bose d) Richie Collins c) Nikesh Arora e) Phillip Hoffman d) Sandeep Mathrani Answer: b) e) Ajay Banga Explanation: Brazilian surfer Italo Ferreira recorded a 540-degree mid-air spin at the World Surf League Answer: d) Explanation: Sandeep Mathrani, the Indianin Gold Coast, Australia, on to get a perfect score. American CEO of property firm General Growth Ferreira completed one full spin and more than half Properties, has been ranked fourth among the top 25 of another before landing on a wave and winning his overpaid CEOs in the US, by non-profit organisation second-round heat. "Occasionally, we see moments 'As You Sow'. Mathrani, with a total compensation of just amazing brilliance," head judge Rich Porta of Rs.257 crore in 2016, is overpaid by Rs.170 crore, said. according to the report. Mass media company CBS' 201). What is the name of the app launched by CEO Leslie Moonves has topped the list. ICICI with various agri and other valuable 198). Who has been newly elected as the CM of service for rural customers ? a) Mobile Grama Uttar Pradesh ? a) Subramanian Swamy b) Mera iMobile b) Yogi Aditya Nath c) Hamara iMobile c) Manohar Parrikar d) Kishan Mobile d) N Biren Singh e) Kishan mGrama e) Amarinder Singh Answer: b) Explanation: ICICI India’s largest private sector Answer: b) Explanation: BJP leader Yogi Aditya Nath will be bank by consolidated assets, announced the launch of sworn-in as the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh a mobile banking app for rural customers that allow today, governor Ram Naik will administer the oath them to access banking services as well as of office and secrecy to Aditya Nath and his Cabinet information on agri services. The app is open for at a function in Lucknow's Kanshiram memorial both bank customers as well as others and is ground. State BJP President Keshav Prasad Maurya available in eleven different languages. Named and the party's National Vice-President Dinesh ‘Mera iMobile’, it allows users in rural areas to avail Sharma will be the Deputy Chief Ministers. Prime as many as 135 services -- some of which are Minister Narendra Modi, Party President Amit Shah unprecedented in the industry -- on their mobile and Chief Ministers of NDA-ruled States will attend phone, helping them to save the time and cost of the ceremony. visiting a branch to avail these services. 199). Name the Indian tennis player lost men's 202). Name the Australian cricketer who recently singles quarterfinals at the Swiss Open Grand become an Overseas Citizen of India ? a) Glenn Maxwell Prix Gold tournament ? a) Yuki Bhambri b) Adam Gilchrist b) Somdev Devvarman c) Michael Hussey c) Ramesh Krishnan d) Shaun Tait d) Saketh Myneni e) Michael Clarke e) H S Prannoy Answer: c) Explanation: : Australian bowler Shaun Tait took to Answer: e) Explanation: It was curtains for India at the Swiss twitter to announce that he has become an Overseas Open Grand Prix Gold after defending champion H S Citizen of India. Tait is married to Indian model www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Mashoom Singha, tying the knot in 2014 after a fourCabinet meeting was presided by CM Amarinder year courtship. As an Overseas Citizen of India, Tait Singh. will get the same privileges as an NRI, except the 206). Who is appointed as the new CEO of right to vote or hold public offices. FreeCharge who also works as a Chief Strategy 203). Which city cricket association has been and Investment Officer of Snapdeal ? a) Dilip Shanghvi removed from the Full Member list of BCCI by b) Sanjiv Mehta the : Supreme Court-appointed Committee of c) Jason Kothari Administrators a) Kolkata d) Sumit Jain b) Bangalore e) Ashish Goel c) Lucknow Answer: c) d) Jaipur Explanation: Snapdeal has committed to invest $20 e) Mumbai million in online recharge platform FreeCharge and appointed Snapdeal's Chief Strategy and Investment Answer: e) Explanation: Supreme Court-appointed Committee Officer Jason Kothari as the CEO of FreeCharge. of Administrators has removed 41-time Ranji Kothari will continue with his role at Snapdeal but winners Mumbai as Full Member of BCCI and will also join FreeCharge's board. In 2015, Snapdeal granted it Associate status. As per the Lodha had acquired FreeCharge for an estimated Rs. 2,400 Committee recommendations, only one association crore. from a state is permitted Full Membership, with the 207). Chinu Modi who recently passed away, is Maharashtra Cricket Association representing the related to which field ? state. Bihar, Telangana and all Northeastern states a) Cricketer have been given Full Membership. b) Politician c) Artist 204). Which country has been ranked first in d) Boxer world's healthiest country list which is released by e) Poet Bloomberg Global Health Index ? a) Malaysia Answer: e) b) Finland Explanation: Noted Gujarati poet and ghazal writer c) Italy Chinu Modi passed away in Ahmedabad last d) Spain evening, he was 78 and hospitalised after severe e) Colombia heart attack. Born on 30th September 1939, Chinu Modi has made a great contribution to Gujarati Answer: c) Explanation: Italy has been ranked the world's literature with his poetry, plays, novels and stories. healthiest country by Bloomberg Global Health Born in Vijapur town in North Gujarat, he completed Index, with a citizen expected to live up to 89 years. LLB in 1961 and MA with Hindi subject from Italy is followed by Iceland, Switzerland, Singapore Gujarat University in 1968. During 1965-75 he was and Australia. Americans, Canadians, and Brits were professor in Ahmedabad’s Swaminarayan Arts found to be suffering from higher blood pressure, College. cholesterol, and poorer mental health compared to 208). Name the founder of Blippar app who the Italians. recently listed in 100 Young Global Leaders 205). Which state cabinet has decided to ban the under 40 years of age released by World use of beacons on government vehicles ? Economic Forum ? a) Punjab a) Abhinay Choudhari b) Kerala b) Ambarish Mitra c) Goa c) Hindol Sengupta d) Mizoram d) Vijay Shekhar Sharma e) Odisha e) Rwitwika Bhattacharya Answer: a) Answer: b) Explanation: In a bid to end VIP culture in the state, Explanation: Five Indians have made it to the World the Punjab Cabinet has decided to ban the use of Economic Forum's list of 100 Young Global Leaders beacons on government vehicles, foreign travel of under 40 years of age. These include Paytm Founder ministers for two years and hosting banquets at state Vijay Shekhar Sharma, Blippar app's Founder expense. It was also decided to provide 33% Ambarish Mitra, journalist Hindol Sengupta, Swaniti reservation for women in all government jobs. The Initiative's Rwitwika Bhattacharya and The Tamara www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Coorg hospitality's Shruti Shibulal. All the people in statement said the package will also feature an the list are entitled to a five-year leadership journey. estimated 8 billion dollar in private sector investments from the International Finance 209). Name the India’s first multi-bank mobile Corporation, a private-sector branch of the World payment platform which planned to launch UPI Bank, and 4 billion dollar will come from the facility ? a) Trupay International Bank for Reconstruction and b) Jio Money Development, the bank's unit for middle-income c) Chillr nations. d) BHIM App 212). Name the country who's President recently e) FTcash made the Hindu Marriage bill into a law ? a) Bangladesh Answer: c) Explanation: India’s first multi-bank mobile b) Sri Lanka payment platform Chillr is all set to launch its c) Pakistan Unified Payments Interface (UPI) facility by Marchd) Nepal end, which will enable customers of nearly 45 banks e) Bhutan to make payments on a single platform. “We will Answer: c) meet bank officials in a couple of days for deciding Explanation: Pakistan President Mamnoon Hussain the date of launch,” Sony Joy, CEO and Co-Founder, has promulgated the Hindu Marriage bill into a law. Chillr, told BusinessLine . The Act will protect Hindu marriages and family rights. The legislation prohibits the marriage of 210). On which day The International Day of minors and prescribes a minimum age of 18-years for Happiness is observed ? a) 27th June contracting marriage in addition to protecting the b) 12th September customs and customary rites of the Hindu c) 2nd February community. It also introduces the concept of judicial d) 20th March separation. e) 16th April 213). Name the tennis player who recently won Answer: d) the men's final in Indian Wells Masters 2017 Explanation: The International Day of Happiness tournament ? (known as Happiness Day) is celebrated throughout a) Andy Murray the world on the 20th of March. The International b) Novak Djokovic Day of Happiness (“Happiness Day”) was founded c) Pete Sampras by United Nations adviser Jayme Illien on June 28, d) Roger Federer 2012, when all 193 member states of the United e) Andy Roddick Nations General Assembly unanimously adopted UN Answer: d) resolution 66/281 The International Day of Explanation: Swiss tennis player Roger Federer Happiness, following a multiyear campaign initiated defeated compatriot Stan Wawrinka 6-4, 7-5 to win in 2011 by the Illien Global Public Benefit the Indian Wells Masters for the fifth time, tying Corporation. Novak Djokovic's tournament record. With the win, 35-year-old Federer became the oldest player to win 211). How much fund has been allotted by World an ATP Masters 1000 title. This was Federer's 90th Bank for sub-Saharan Africa over the next three career title, putting him third on the all-time list in fiscal years ? a) 57 billion USD the Open era. b) 21 billion USD 214). Which of the following day is observed on c) 17 billion USD 20th March ? d) 44 billion USD a) World Consumer Rights Day e) 63 billion USD b) World Red Cross Day c) World Habitat Day Answer: a) Explanation: World Bank has announced 57 billion d) World Day for Water US dollar financing for sub-Saharan Africa over the e) World Sparrow Day next three fiscal years. Of that total, 45 billion dollar Answer: e) will come from the International Development Explanation: The World Sparrow Day was observed Association, the World Bank fund that provides across the world on 20 March 2017. The day was grants and interest-free loans for the world's poorest created with an aim to raise awareness about the countries. World Bank President Jim Yong Kim in a house sparrow and then other common birds to urban www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 environments. The World Sparrow Day also speaks Explanation: Pyari Mohan Mohapatra, former of threats to their populations. The day also provides bureaucrat turned politician, once considered the an opportunity to appreciate the beauty of the most influential force behind Chief Minister Naveen common biodiversity which is taken so much for Patnaik’s BJD government succumbed to a brain granted. haemorrhage late last evening at a hospital in Mumbai. The 77-year-old former Rajya Sabha 215). Name the person who recently took charge member and founder of the Odisha Jan Morcha was as Chief Justice of the Kerala High Court ? a) T B Radhakrishnan battling lung cancer in the hospital. Leaders across b) H G Ramesh party lines condoled the death of Mohapatra. c) Navniti Prasad Singh 218). Who is recently appointed as the MD & d) Deepak Gupta CEO of IDBI Bank replacing Kishor Kharat ? e) Abdul Nazeer a) Mahesh Kumar Jain b) Aditya Puri Answer: c) Explanation: Justice Navniti Prasad Singh took oath c) Rakesh Sethi as the Chief Justice of the Kerala High Court . d) Rana Kapoor Governor P. Sathasivam administered him the oath at e) M. Narendran Raj Bhavan in Thiruvanathapuram. Chief Minister Answer: a) Pinarayi Vijayan and other state ministers were Explanation: IDBI Bank said it has appointed present on the occasion. Justice Singh was a former Mahesh Kumar Jain as its new managing director judge in the Patna High Court. Justice TB and chief executive officer. "Mahesh Kumar Jain, Radhakrishnan, who had been serving as the acting MD & CEO of Indian Bank has been appointed as Chief Justice of the Kerala High Court, has been MD & CEO of IDBI Bank," the bank said in a appointed as the Chief Justice of the Chhattisgarh statement. Mr Jain will head IDBI Bank for the High Court. remaining period of his current tenure or until further orders, whichever is earlier, IDBI Bank added. The 216). Name the Indian athlete who won bronze present MD and CEO of IDBI Bank, Kishor Kharat, medal in 20 kilometre men's event in the Asian has been appointed as MD and CEO of Indian Bank, Race Walk Championships which held in Japan ? a) Dharambir it added. The appointment will be effective from the b) K T Irfan date Mr Jain will assume charge of the bank. c) Inderjeet Singh 219). Which state has notified Ayurveda, Yoga d) Lalith Mathur and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and e) Arokia Rajiv Homoeopathy Medicine Procurement Policy, 2016 Answer: b) to supply of good quality AYUSH medicines ? Explanation: National record holder K T Irfan a) Bihar clocked an impressive timing to win a bronze in the b) Kerala 20 kilometre men's event in the Asian Race Walk c) Haryana Championships in Japan. In the event held at Nomi, d) Nagaland Irfan finished the race in 1 hour 20 minutes and 59 e) Uttarakhand seconds, a tad slower than his national record timing Answer: c) of 1 hour, 20 minutes, 21 seconds. He had set the Explanation: : Haryana Government has notified national recod while finishing 10th in the 2012 Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha London Olympics. Korea's Kim Hyun-Sub took the and Homoeopathy Medicine Procurement Policy, gold in while Georgiy Sheiko of Kazakhstan bagged 2016. It is with the objective of ensuring the silver in the event. In the women's 20 kilometre uninterrupted supply of good quality AYUSH event, India's Priyanka failed to climb the podium as medicines free of cost to the people through she finished fourth. Government Hospitals, Prathmik Swasthay Kendras, Government Ayurvedic, Homeopathic and Unani 217). Pyari Mohan Mohapatra is related to which Dispensaries, Panchkarma Centres and National field ? a) Defence Health Mission (NHM) Institutions in the State. b) Politician 220). What is the rank of India in recently c) Actor released world’s happiest countries category ? d) Social Activist a) 113 e) Poet b) 122 c) 136 Answer: b) www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 d) 118 c) MakeMyTrip e) 129 d) Cleartrip e) Goibibo Answer: b) Explanation: India has been ranked 122nd in the Answer: c) world’s happiest countries category, claimed a global Explanation: MakeMyTrip has launched MMT report. Furthermore, it is ranked behind its Assured Hotels to provide consumers with handneighbouring countries Pakistan, which is ranked picked hotels to choose from. MMT Assured Hotels 80th, and China. The rankings are based on gross guarantee an amazing stay experience with awesome domestic product per person, healthy life expectancy rooms and great service. The consumers can also with four factors from global surveys. India's benefit from 24x7 hotline that will resolve any issue previous rank was 118th. Norway has replaced within 60 minutes, else they get a free stay. Denmark as top in the world's happiest country list. 224). Which two rivers were given the status of Iceland, Switzerland and Finland completed top five, "living human entities" Uttarakhand High while the US and UK were ranked 14 and 19 Court? respectively. a) Godavari and Krishna b) Kaveri and Ganga 221). On which day International Day of Forests c) Narmada and Indus is celebrated ? a) 21st January d) Ganga and Yamuna b) 13th March e) Brahmaputra and Krishna c) 29th August Answer: d) d) 21st March Explanation: The Uttarakhand High Court accorded e) 17th May the status of "living human entities" to the Ganga and Yamuna, the two most sacred rivers of India. Answer: d) Explanation: International Day of Forests is Exercising extraordinary jurisdiction vested in the celebrated on 21st March . The United Nations court, a division bench of Justice Rajeev Sharma and General Assembly designated March 21st as the Justice Alok Singh of the Nainital High Court said, International Day of Forests to celebrate and raise "Holy Rivers Ganga and Yamuna have been declared awareness of the importance of all types of forests to be treated as living human entities." and of trees outside forests for the benefit of current 225). Who has been ranked no.1 in Forbes' 2017 and future generations. The theme of this year is Billionaires list ? 'Forests and Energy'. a) Bill Gates b) Jeff Bezos 222). In which city of Punjab Digidhan Mela c) Larry Ellison event recently held ? a) Hoshiarpur d) Mark Zuckerberg b) Malerkotla e) Warren Buffett c) Firozpur Answer: a) d) Rajpura Explanation: Microsoft Co-founder Bill Gates has e) Jalandhar been ranked first on Forbes' 2017 Billionaires list with a fortune of $86 billion, and has been the Answer: e) Explanation: Union Minister of State for External world's richest person for 18 out of past 23 years. Affairs VK Singh will inaugurate the Digidhan Mela Warren Buffett reclaimed the second slot after two at Jalandhar to promote digital payment methods years, while Amazon's Jeff Bezos was ranked third. among consumers and merchants. The Mela will be Further, Mark Zuckerberg has been ranked fifth for organized at CT institutes campus at Shahpur. Banks, the first time. Financial institutions, Telecom companies, Mobile 226). Which bank is recently announced to be associations, Accessory store houses, Khadi Board, merged with State Bank of India (SBI) ? Markfed, Verka and other departments will set up a) Indian Bank their stalls and will provide their products on b) Indian Overseas Bank discounts to the visitors. c) Punjab & Sindh Bank d) Bhartiya Mahila Bank 223). Which online travel company has launched e) Central Bank of India. MMT Assured Hotels to provide consumers with hand-picked hotels to choose ? Answer: d) a) Travelgenio Explanation: The government announced the b) Travelguru merger of the Bhartiya Mahila Bank (BMB) with the www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 State Bank of India (SBI). The Cabinet has already the 2017 edition. With the win, Tamil Nadu has given its in-principle approval to the merger of the become the only team to win the tournament five two banks and the Ministry is likely to seek final times (one of them was shared with Uttar Pradesh in approval soon. The decision for the merger was taken 2004-05). Dinesh Karthik was adjudged Man of the due to SBI’s large branch network, which is expected Match for his century. to help BMB that has met with only partial success in 230). On which day The International Day for the its objective to reach out to women. Elimination of Racial Discrimination is observed 227). Who's name is been toped in India among ? a) 15th May 'World's Billionaires' 2017 released by Forbes b) 22nd July magazine ? a) Shiv Nadar c) 3rd March b) Mukesh Ambani d) 19th January c) Sunil Mittal e) 21st March d) Kumar Birla Answer: e) e) Cyrus Poonawalla Explanation: The International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination is observed Answer: b) Explanation: India is home to world's fourth highest annually on 21 March. On that day, in 1960, police number of billionaires with Reliance Industries chief opened fire and killed 69 people at a peaceful Mukesh Ambani leading the club of more than 100 demonstration in Sharpeville, South Africa, against super rich Indians, according to a new list released the apartheid pass laws. Proclaiming the day in 1966, by Forbes magazine. The Forbes list of the 'World's the United Nations General Assembly called on the Billionaires' 2017 consists of 2,043 of the richest international community to redouble its efforts to people in the world who have a combined net worth eliminate all forms of racial discrimination. of 7.67 trillion US dollar, a record 18 percent 231). Name the Indian snooker player who won a increase over the past year. silver medal at the Women World Snooker 228). What is the cost of social housing project Championship tournament which held at MoU signed between India and Mauritius ? Singapore ? a) USD 15 million a) R Umadevi Nagaraj b) USD 20 million b) Anuja Thakur c) USD 26 million c) Vidya Pillai d) USD 33 million d) Chitra Magimairaj e) USD 12 million e) Geet Sethi Answer: b) Answer: c) Explanation: India and Mauritius signed a Explanation: Indian cueist Vidya Pillai won a silver Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to execute a medal at the Women World Snooker Championship USD 20 million social housing project in Mauritius. in Singapore. Vidya, an eight-time women's national The MoU was signed in the presence of the Union snooker champion, lost the final to Hong Kong's Ng Minister of Urban Development M Venkaiah Naidu On Yee, a former world champion, after gaining an and the visiting Mauritius’s Vice-Prime Minister and early lead in the match. She previously won a gold at Minister of Housing and Lands Showkutally the IBSF World Team Snooker Championship in Soodhun. As per the MoU, the NBCC (India) 2013. Limited of the Union Government will undertake 232). Which of the following day is observed on construction of 700 duplex type houses with 50 March 21? square meters net floor area. a) World Radio day b) World Down Syndrome Day 229). Which state has won 2017 Vijay Hazare c) Commonwealth Day Trophy after beating Bengal for the 5th time ? a) Maharashtra d) World Health Day b) Tamil Nadu e) World Consumer Rights Day c) Odisha Answer: b) d) Jharkhand Explanation: World Down Syndrome Day (WDSD) e) Karnataka is observed on March 21. On this day, people with Down syndrome and those who live and work with Answer: b) Explanation: Tamil Nadu has won the Vijay Hazare them throughout the world organize and participate Trophy after beating Bengal by 37 runs in the final of in activities and events to raise public awareness and www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 create a single global voice for advocating for the Markets and ICICI Securities will manage the rights, inclusion and well being of people with Down company's public issue. Hudco's IPO is a part of the syndrome. government's disinvestment plan. 233). What is the name of the village in 236). Where does 2017 Olympics World Winter Jharkhand which initiated the practice of naming Games held in which India won 18 Medals ? a) Austria its lanes after its most educated girls ? a) Hesalbil b) Argentina b) Dokasai c) Belgium c) Gitilata d) Georgia d) Manpur e) Sweden e) Juri Answer: a) Explanation: India’s special athletes continue to Answer: e) Explanation: Juri, a village in Jharkhand's East make India proud by winning 18 medals so far in the Singhbhum district, has initiated the practice of ongoing 2017 Olympics World Winter Games in naming its lanes after its most educated girls. Sumita Austria. The medal tally includes six gold, four silver Bhattacharya, who is pursuing a master's degree in and eight bronze. The team of 89 differently-abled history, was picked as the first girl to have a lane sports persons of the Special Olympics Bharat (SOB) named after her. Despite not having a high school, is participating in the competition. Over 2,600 the village's literacy rate is higher than the state athletes from 105 nations are taking part in the event. average. India's gold came on the third day, yesterday from six special athletes for ‘Alpine skiing’ and 234). The maximum cash limit which is to be set ‘snowboarding’. Shamsher Singh won a silver for the by central government on cash mode transaction country on the first day. 24 year old Singh bagged a ? a) Rs. 3 lakh silver medal at snow shoeing- form of hiking in the b) Rs. 1 lakh snow with special foot wear-100m race on Sunday. c) Rs. 2 lakh 16-year old Jyoti Bala grabbed bronze medal for the d) Rs. 5 lakh same sport on Monday. e) Rs. 2.5 lakh 237). Who has been app appointed as the Whole Answer: c) Time Member of Securities and Exchange Board Explanation: : The Centre proposed to lower the of India (SEBI) ? limit of cash transactions to Rs.2 lakh from the a) Madhabi Puri Buch earlier proposal of Rs.3 lakh in the Union Budget. b) Sundara Raman The penalty for violating it will be a fine equivalent c) Mahesh Kumar Jain to the amount of transaction, Revenue Secretary d) Kishor Kharat Hasmukh Adhia tweeted. The move aims to e) Ninad Karpe discourage cash payments, as well as to curb black Answer: a) money. Explanation: Madhabi Puri Buch was appointed as the Whole Time Member of Securities and Exchange 235). Which government finance company has Board of India (SEBI). She will the office for a got approval from SEBI to raise funds through an period of three years. This appointment marks the IPO ? a) Export Credit Guarantee Corporation of India first time that a woman and a person from the private Limited (ECGC) sector was chosen for a key post in SEBI. So far, b) Housing and Urban Development Corporation Members and Chairman at SEBI were mainly Limited (Hudco) appointed from public sector institution such as the c) Life Insurance Corporation of India Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and Indian d) National Insurance Company Limited Administrative Services (IAS). e) Indian Railway Finance Corporation Limited 238). Which state government has made Aadhaar Answer: b) mandatory to farmers for availing crop insurance Explanation: State-run housing finance company schemes from the next Kharif season ? Housing and Urban Development Corporation a) Haryana Limited (Hudco) has received Securities and b) Sikkim Exchange Board of India (Sebi) approval to raise c) Karnataka funds through an IPO. IDBI Capital, Nomura d) Maharashtra Financial Advisory and Securities, SBI Capital e) Rajasthan www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Session of Goa Assembly. Dr Pramod Sawant won Answer: d) Explanation: The Maharashtra government has the election for speaker’s post by 20-15 votes against made Aadhaar mandatory to farmers for availing Alex Reginaldo Lourenco of Congress. Being the crop insurance schemes from the next Kharif season. first session of newly elected Government, Governor According to an official communique from the state Mrudula Sinha will address the Assembly tomorrow. Agriculture Department, as most of the farmers have 242). Which district of Assam to be developed as bank account either in cooperative or public sector India's first carbon neutral district and a bank, they will now have to link it with the Aadhaar biodiversity heritage site ? number before June this year to avail crop insurance a) Majuli schemes. b) Golaghat c) Nalbari 239). Which state police were ordered to form d) Barpeta anti-Romeo squad to prevent eve-teasing in the e) Kamrup districts of the state ? a) Bihar Answer: a) b) Andhra Pradesh Explanation: Assam CM Sarbananda Sonowal has c) Uttar Pradesh launched an initiative to develop Majuli, the world's d) Tamil Nadu largest river island, as India's first carbon neutral e) Assam district and a biodiversity heritage site. "Majuli is facing existential crisis and therefore initiatives like Answer: c) Explanation: The Uttar Pradesh Police issued orders designating carbon neutral district and biodiversity to constitute anti-Romeo squad in 11 districts of the heritage site are the need of the hour to preserve its Lucknow zone to prevent eve-teasing. As per reports, rich heritage and legacy," said the CM. some men were arrested in Lucknow and boys 243). Name the person who recently step down as standing outside girls' schools and colleges were Vice President of maps at Uber ? hauled up in Meerut and questioned. "Action under a) Warren Buffett Goonda Act will be taken against wrongdoers," said b) Gerald Hassell the police. c) Brian McClendon d) Michael Corbat 240). Who is been recently appointed as the fulle) Frank Appel time interim Director General (IDG) of the International Solar Alliance ? Answer: c) a) Mahesh Kumar Jain Explanation: Brian McClendon, the Vice President b) Sundara Raman of maps at Uber, has quit the ride-hailing startup c) Ninad Karpe almost two years after joining it. McClendon, who d) Madhabi Puri Buch joined Uber after more than 10 years of working at e) Upendra Tripathy Google, will be moving to Kansas to explore politics. His exit follows a number of top level exits at Uber, Answer: e) Explanation: Microsoft Co-founder Bill Gates has including its President and self-driving technology been ranked first on Forbes' 2017 Billionaires list unit's head. with a fortune of $86 billion, and has been the 244). Which day is celebrated as Bihar Diwas ? world's richest person for 18 out of past 23 years. a) April 2nd Warren Buffett reclaimed the second slot after two b) March 26th years, while Amazon's Jeff Bezos was ranked third. c) May 29th Further, Mark Zuckerberg has been ranked fifth for d) March 22nd the first time. e) November 18th 241). Who has been elected as the speaker of Goa Answer: d) Explanation: The 105th Bihar Diwas is being Assembly ? a) Pawan Agrawal celebrated with enthusiasm. It is to commemorate the b) Pramod Sawant foundation day of the state. Bihar was was carved out c) Krishna Prasad Nair of united Bengal on March 22, 1912. Before that d) Mrudula Sinha Bengal, Bihar, Jharkhand and Orissa were part of the e) Madhabi Puri Buch Bengal province during the British rule. Chief Minister Nitish Kumar will inaugurate three day Answer: b) Explanation: BJP leader Dr Pramod Sawant was celebrations on the occasion of foundation day of the elected as the speaker of Goa Assembly. Budget state. Mr. Kumar would launch the free Wi-Fi in 200 www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 educational institutions in the state during the today. While placing the Tribal University Bill on inaugural event. A number of cultural functions have the floor of the House, Tribal Development Minister also been organized. Ganpat Vasava said the government had earmarked Rs 20 crore to establish the university at Rajpipla in 245). What is the theme of World Water Day 2017 Narmada district. which is observed on 22nd March ? a) Save water Save Nature 248). Which state government has signed MoU b) Water the which drives World with SBI to provide Housing and Educational c) Why waste water? Loan at subsidised interest rates to the employees d) Water the boon of the state government ? e) Water the earth's Blood a) Jharkhand b) Haryana Answer: c) Explanation: Theme : Why waste water? (2017) c) Karnataka World Water Day is an annual event celebrated on 22 d) Mizoram March. The day focuses attention on the importance e) Assam of universal access to clean water, sanitation and Answer: e) hygiene (WASH) facilities in developing countries. Explanation: A MoU was signed today in Guwahati The day also focuses on advocating for the between Assam government and State Bank of India sustainable management of freshwater resources. to provide Housing and Educational Loan at World Water Day is supported by stakeholders subsidised interest rates to the employees of the state across the globe. Many organizations promote clean government. The Assam Government will provide water for people and sustainable aquatic habitats. interest subsidy at the rate of 3.50% for housing loan and at suitable rate to make education loan at 4%. 246). The fund allotted by Bihar government on Accordingly, the state government employees will start up policy to encourage entrepreneurs in the get substantial benefit in terms of interest rates and state? a) Rs.500-crore reduced EMI. b) Rs.250-crore 249). Name the Indian player who won gold c) Rs.4300-crore medal in double trap event at the International d) Rs.650-crore Shooting Sport Federation World Cup in Mexico e) Rs.800-crore and also equalled the world record ? a) Roy Choudhury Answer: a) Explanation: Bihar CM Nitish Kumar released the b) Ankur Mittal state's startup policy at the Bihar Entrepreneurship c) Karam Lehal Summit on Tuesday. "We have given the youth and d) Ronak Pandit entrepreneurs a revised startup policy, and set up a e) Jitu Rai Rs.500-crore fund to encourage and facilitate Answer: b) entrepreneurship," the Chief Minister said. Kumar Explanation: Indian shooter Ankur Mittal equalled also asked the shortlisting committee for the funding the world record in the double trap event, winning applications to be more communicative to ensure the gold medal at the International Shooting Sport transparency. Federation World Cup in Mexico on Wednesday. Mittal finished with a record score of 75 to win his 247). Which state assembly has passed bills for career's first World Cup gold. He had earlier won a the establishment of four private and two silver in the same competition in New Delhi last government-run universities in the state? a) Goa month. b) Uttar Pradesh 250). What is the project cost of 403-kilometre c) Madhya Pradesh National Highways between Meghalaya and d) Gujarat Mizoram which recently got approval from e) Mizoram Center? a) Rs.5,374 crore Answer: d) Explanation: : The Gujarat Assembly has passed b) Rs.4,137 crore bills for the establishment of four private and two c) Rs.6,721 crore government-run universities in the state. The d) Rs.6,485 crore assembly has passed Birsa Munda Tribal University e) Rs.5,210 crore Bill, Gujarat Organic Agricultural University Bill Answer: c) and Gujarat Private Universities (Amendment) Bill www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Explanation: The Centre on Wednesday approved d) Bihar projects to construct National Highways in e) Kerala Meghalaya and Mizoram at the cost of Rs.6,721 Answer: d) crore. Work on the 403-kilometre project will begin Explanation: The Bihar government on Wednesday during the financial year 2017-18. It will improve launched a programme to provide free WiFi facilities infrastructure in Meghalaya and Mizoram and in colleges and universities. “The objective is to enhance connectivity with inter-state roads and provide free Wi-Fi facility to help youths to move international borders, read an official statement. ahead in life and to become [digitally] smart,” Chief Minister Nitish Kumar said. However, Kumar had 251). What is the theme of 2017 World earlier asked students to use this facility to download Meteorological Day which is observed on March books instead of films. 23 ? a) Going with Nature 254). Name the Indian para-athlete who won 2 b) Developing the weather gold medals in 9th Fazza International c) Understanding the atmosphere Paralympic Committee (IPC) Athletics Grand d) Observing the climate Prix in Dubai ? e) Understanding Clouds a) Narender Ranbir b) Sundar Singh Gurjar Answer: e) Explanation: World Meteorological Day is annually c) Varun Bhati held on or around March 23 to remember the World d) Mariyappan Thangavelu Meteorological organisation's establishment on that e) Farman Basha date in 1950. As weather, climate and the water cycle Answer: b) know no national boundaries, international Explanation: Indian para-athletes in the third week cooperation at a global scale is essential for the of March 2017 bagged eight medals, including three development of meteorology and operational gold, in the 9th Fazza International Paralympic hydrology as well as to reap the benefits from their Committee (IPC) Athletics Grand Prix in Dubai. application. WMO provides the framework for such With 3 gold, 1 silver and 4 bronze medals till the international cooperation. Many different activities second day of competition, India ranks at the seventh and events are organized for this occasion. spot out of 48 participating countries. Sundar Singh "Understanding Clouds" is the theme of World Gurjar clinched a gold each in the men’s Javelin Meteorological Day 2017. Theme : Understanding Throw F-46 and Discus Throw F-46 competitions. Clouds. The third gold for india was grabbed by Narender Ranbir in men's Javelin Throw F-44 with an effort of 252). The state which banned the consumption of 47.75m. gutkha, paan, and paan masala in all government offices across the state ? 255). Who has been appointed as the Protem a) Uttar Pradesh Speaker of the newly-constituted Assembly of b) Tamil Nadu Uttar Pradesh ? c) Nagaland a) K. B. Koliwad d) Punjab b) Chotisuh Sazo e) Goa c) Kedar Nath Rai d) Fateh Bahadur Answer: a) Explanation: The newly appointed Uttar Pradesh e) Ram Niwas Goel Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath on Wednesday Answer: d) banned the consumption of gutkha, paan, and paan Explanation: In Uttar Pradesh, three-time BJP MLA masala in all government offices across the state. The Fateh Bahadur has been appointed as Protem Speaker order was reportedly passed after Adityanath spotted of the newly-constituted Assembly to administer the gutkha-stained walls and staircases in the old CM's oath to newly elected MLAs. Governor Ram Naik office. Earlier in the day, he also ordered a ban on has also nominated four MLAs - Samajwadi party's cattle smuggling in the state. Durga Prasad Yadav, BJP's Ram Pal Verma and Fagu Chauhan and BSP's Ramveer Upadhyaya - to 253). Which state has launched a programme to assist the Protem Speaker during the oath taking provide free WiFi facilities in colleges and sittings. universities ? a) Karnataka 256). What is the range of annual income of Home b) Tamil Nadu loan applicants who will be eligible for interest c) Punjab subsidy on housing loans ? www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 a) Rs.6 lakh to Rs.18 lakh per annum National Bank for Agriculture and Rural b) Below Rs.6 lakh per annum Development (NABARD) Act, 1981. Amendments c) Rs.6 lakh to Rs.16 lakh per annum to National Bank for Agriculture and Rural d) Rs.10lakh to Rs.18 lakh per annum Development Act, 1981 include provisions that e) Above Rs.6 lakh per annum enable Union Government to increase the authorized capital of NABARD from Rs 5000 crore to Rs 30000 Answer: a) Explanation: Home loan applicants with annual crore. It also proposes to increase the authorised incomes from Rs.6 lakh to Rs.18 lakh per annum will capital beyond Rs 30000 crore in consultation with be eligible for interest subsidy on housing loans. The RBI, as deemed necessary from time to time. It also subsidy has been enabled under the new Credit proposes the transfer of 0.4 per cent shareholding of Linked Subsidy Scheme for Middle Income Groups RBI in NABARD to the Union Government. The (CLSS-MIG) by the Ministry of Housing and Urban shareholding of RBI amounts to Rs 20 crore. Poverty Alleviation. The scheme has been envisaged 259). The distance of Asia's longest bi-directional for one year. In a press statement, the government road tunnel which is to be inaugurated on April 2 said, “Those who have been sanctioned housing between Jammu-Srinagar National Highway? loans and whose applications are under consideration a) 10.5km since January 1 this year are also eligible for interest b) 11.7km subsidy.” c) 8.9km d) 9.2km 257). Which countries' Homeland Security e) 10.3km Department on cooperation in the field of Cyber Security has signed MoU with Indian Computer Answer: d) Explanation: Prime Minister Narendra Modi will Emergency Response Team (CERT-ln) ? a) UK launch Asia's longest bi-directional road tunnel on b) Cambodia the Jammu-Srinagar National Highway on April 2. c) USA The tunnel will reportedly cut down travel time by d) France two hours. The Rs.2,519 crore all-weather 9.2km e) Denmark tunnel which cuts the road travel from 41km to 10.89km, equipped with world-class safety features, Answer: c) Explanation: The Union Cabinet, presided by Prime was built in a record four years, Transport Minister Minister Narendra Modi, on 22 March 2017 was Nitin Gadkari said. apprised of the Memorandum of Understanding 260). What is the ranking of India in Human (MoU) signed between the Indian Computer Development Index surveyed UN's Human Emergency Response Team (CERT-ln) and the US Development Report for 2015? Homeland Security Department on cooperation in the a) 131 field of Cyber Security. The MoU was signed on 11 b) 122 January 2017 in New Delhi. The agreement aims to c) 147 promote closer co-operation and exchange of d) 118 information pertaining to the Cyber Security in e) 152 accordance with the relevant laws, rules and Answer: a) regulations and on the basis of equality, reciprocity Explanation: India has been ranked 131 among the and mutual benefit. 188 countries surveyed for human development, according to the UN's Human Development Report 258). Which NABARD Act has been recently for 2015. India has made no improvement over its came for Amendment to enable Union ranking in the 2014 report, which was also 131. Government to increase the authorized capital of India's rank puts it in the "medium human NABARD ? a) NABARD Act, 1949 development" bracket, which also includes Pakistan, b) NABARD Act, 1981 Kenya, and Nepal. c) NABARD Act, 1977 261). Name the National chopper operator d) NABARD Act, 1986 company which is to start service called "Delhi e) NABARD Act, 1993 Darshan" rides from first April. a) HAL Dhruv Answer: b) Explanation: The Union Cabinet, chaired by the b) Inter chop Prime Minister Narendra Modi, on 22 March 2017 c) Pawan Hans approved the proposal for Amendments to the d) Delhi Choppers www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 e) National Ride Ltd improving quality of health care services in all 13 Answer: c) districts of the state ? Explanation: National chopper operator Pawan a) 100 million USD Hans is set to launch its "Delhi Darshan" rides from b) 140 million USD first April. At the inauguration of its first helipad in c) 89 million USD North Delhi's Rohini area, the Chairman and d) 114 million USD Managing Director of the company announced the e) 135 million USD roll out of Delhi Darshan rides. An initial ride is Answer: a) planned for tomorrow and the day after and the Explanation: The World Bank has signed a 100 regular Delhi Darshan will commence from next million US dollar credit agreement with the Centre Saturday. Through this ride the visitors can and Uttarakhand in New Delhi yesterday to improve experience the breathtaking beauty through aerial quality of health care services in all 13 districts of the view of Pritampura Tower, Majnu Ka Tila, Red Fort, state. World Bank said in a statement that most Rajghat, Akshardham Temple and surrounding areas public health facilities in the middle and upper by paying about 5,000 rupees for a 20 minute ride mountainous areas of Uttarakhand are unable to and about 2,500 rupees for a ten minute ride. function optimally. It said large-scale vacancies of health staff is the reason as deployment and retention 262). Which of the following Indian city is not in such geographically remote areas has proven to be featured in the Tentative List of UNESCO World extremely difficult. Heritage Sites? a) Mumbai 265). Who has been elected as the deputy speaker b) Bangalore of Goa assembly? c) Jaipur a) Kedar Nath Rai d) Bhubaneswar b) Ram Niwas Goel e) Ahmadabad c) K. B. Koliwad d) Kailash Meghwal Answer: b) Explanation: : The Union Government on 22 March e) Michael Lobo 2017 informed that five Indian cities were included Answer: e) in the Tentative List of UNESCO World Heritage Explanation: BJP legislator Michael Lobo was Sites. The information was given by the Union today elected the deputy speaker of Goa assembly, Minister of State for Culture and Tourism defeating Isidore Fernandes of Congress. In the (Independent Charge) Dr Mahesh Sharmain in a election held in the House, Lobo polled 21 votes, written reply in the Rajya Sabha. The five Indian while Fernandes bagged 15. While Speaker Pramod cities included in the list are Ahmadabad, Delhi, Sawant did not vote, two MLAs - Churchill Alemao Jaipur, Bhubaneswar, Mumbai. (NCP) and Francis Silveira (Congress) - were not present in the assembly at the time of the election. 263). Which bank has planned to set up 30,000 micro ATMs and 75,000 Aadhaar Pay merchant 266). Name the Indian para shuttler who won the points in the next two years ? bronze medal at both singles and doubles in the a) Axis Bank Spanish Para-Badminton International 2017 held b) IDBI Bank in Mallorca, Spain ? c) Federal Bank a) Sourabh Varma d) IDFC Bank b) Tanvi Lad e) Canara Bank c) Sukant Kadam d) Pratul Joshi Answer: d) Explanation: IDFC Bank plans to build a network of e) Anand Pawar more than one lakh points-of-presence in the next Answer: c) two years to enable people in the farthest corners of Explanation: Indian para shuttler Sukant Kadam the country to transact digitally, a move that comes won the singles and doubles bronze medals in the amid the government’s digitisation drive. The recently-concluded Spanish Para-Badminton Mumbai-based private lender plans to set up 30,000 International 2017 held in Mallorca, Spain. Kadam micro ATMs and 75,000 Aadhaar Pay merchant lost to the top seed Lucas Mazur of France 15-21, 10points as part of its plan. 21 in the singles semis while in doubles, Kadam and compatriot Umesh Vikram Kumar lost to English 264). What is the cost worth of agreement made pair Daniel Bethell and Bobby Griffin 17-21, 21-13, by Centre and Uttarakhand with World Bank on 21-13. www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Microsoft, Tencent and eBay, and plans to raise $1 267). Which state National Commission for billion more. Interestingly, eBay is a small investor Schedule Tribes has approved the proposal for in Flipkart's rival Snapdeal. five additional seat for tribals in the state Assembly? 270). Which country recently launched a new a) Assam Peace Education and Reconciliation Unit (PERU) b) Sikkim to create awareness on reconciliation among c) Telangana children ? d) Bihar a) Australia e) Punjab b) China c) Russia Answer: b) Explanation: National Commission for Schedule d) Sri Lanka Tribes, NCST has approved the proposal for five e) Nepal additional seat for tribals in the Sikkim Assembly. In Answer: d) its full meeting held in New Delhi yesterday, the Explanation: Sri Lanka today unveiled a new Peace Commission gave its approval to the proposal of Education and Reconciliation Unit (PERU) to create increasing reserve seats for Schedule Tribes from 12 awareness on reconciliation among children. Former to 17 in Sikkim Assembly. At present there are 32 President Madam Chandrika Bandaranaike members in Sikkim assembly and now it would be Kumaratunga, Chairperson of Office for National increased to 40. Tribal Affairs Minister in a release Unity and Reconciliation told media that the said, out of the proposed additional eight seats, five programme has got excellent response from teachers seats would be reserved for Limbu and Tamang and community members and will be instrumental in tribes. creating harmony amongst ethnic groups. 268). The 24th of March is globally observed as? 271). Which country has requested United a) World Forestry Day Nations recognition of March 25 as International b) International Day for Mine Awareness Genocide Day ? c) National Voters day a) Spain d) The World Tuberculosis (TB) Day b) Vietnam e) International Day of Solidarity with Palestinian c) Bangladesh People d) Brazil e) Chile Answer: d) Explanation: The World Tuberculosis (TB) Day Answer: c) 2017 was observed globally on 24 March 2017 with Explanation: Bangladesh has made all preparations the theme Unite to End TB: Leave no one behind. to write to the United Nations seeking recognition of This year, WHO places a special focus on uniting March 25 as International Genocide Day. This was efforts to Leave no one behind, including actions to declared by the Minister for Liberation War Affairs address stigma, discrimination, marginalization and AKM Mozammel Huq yesterday at a press overcome barriers to access care. This year marks the conference in the capital Dhaka. The Minister said on second year of the End TB Strategy of the World March 11, the Bangladesh Parliament, Jatiya Health Organisation (WHO). The strategy aims to Sangsad, passed a resolution to observe March 25th help ensure that countries implementing it adhere to as Genocide Day, and the cabinet on March 20th sound ethical standards to protect the rights of all approved the resolution, completing all formalities to those affected. recognize the brutal genocide committed on this day in 1971. 269). Which online e-commerce company to buy eBay India for deal worth $2 billion? 272). Name the noted Tamil litterateur, who a) Amazon passed away recently and popularly known as b) Snapdeal Ashokamitran ? c) Askmebazaar a) Thiagarajan d) Myntra b) Balakumaran e) Flipkart c) Jayakanthan d) Vembu Vikiraman Answer: e) Explanation: Flipkart is acquiring eBay India in a e) Ku. Alagirisamy deal that is part of a $2 billion fundraising, according Answer: a) to reports. This comes after recent reports claimed Explanation: A noted Tamil litterateur, Thiagarajan, that Flipkart has closed its $1 billion funding from popularly known as Asokamitran in Chennai last www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 night after a brief illness. He was 85. A well known Explanation: Coal India, ONGC and Indian Oil novelist and essayist, Ashokamitran was noted for Corp emerged as star financial performers among his subtlety and refreshing creativity in expression. India's central public sector enterprises in 2015-16, His work "Appavin Snegithargal", a collection of whereas SAIL, BSNL and Air India incurred most short stories won him the Sahitya Akademi Award in losses, a government survey has showed. The Public 1996. Enterprises Survey, tracking the performance of CPSEs in 2015-16, revealed that the top three loss273). Name the stadium which is set to be making CPSEs -- SAIL, BSNL and Air India -developed as a modern football facility as per incurred a loss equal to 51.65 per cent of the total FIFA norms ? a) Indira Gandhi Athletic Stadium, Guwahati loss made by the top 10 loss-making CPSEs in 2015b) Salt Lake Stadium, Kolkata 16. SAIL entered the list of top 10 loss-making c) Jawahar Lal Nehru Stadium, New Delhi CPSEs, apart from ONGC Videsh, Rashtriya Ispat d) Bakhshi Stadium , Srinagar Nigam, PEC and BHEL. e) Kaloor International Stadium, Kochi 276). Which Micro-finance platform recently Answer: d) started small finance bank to offer products such Explanation: The Bakshi Stadium in Srinagar is all as gold loans and msme loans to rural customers ? set to be developed as a modern football facility as a) ESAF Microfinance and Investments Private per FIFA norms at an estimated cost of Rs 48 crore. Ltd., This was stated at a meeting convened by Divisional b) Capital Local Area Bank Ltd., Commissioner Kashmir, Baseer Ahmad Khan, to c) Suryoday Micro Finance Private Ltd., take stock of the activities of Jammu and Kashmir d) Disha Microfin Private Ltd. State Sports Council. Khan, who is also head of e) Utkarsh Micro Finance Private Ltd. Divisional Sports Committee, was informed that Answer: d) Bakshi stadium will be developed according to the Explanation: Micro-finance platform Disha plans norms of world governing body FIFA, in 12 working the formal launch of its small finance bank (SFB) in months, an official spokesman said. the next quarter, followed by 30-40 branches in the next three months. The SFB, under parent Fincare 274). Which Indian telecom company has bought Business Services, also looks to offer products such Tikona Digital Networks' 4G business in a deal as gold loans and micro-enterprise loans to rural worth Rs.1,600 crore ? a) Bharti Airtel customers. b) Vodafone 277). From which ship Indian Navy has c) Idea Cellular successfully test fired the newly installed surfaced) Aircel to-air Barak missile system ? e) Reliance Jio a) INS Shishumar b) INS Chennai Answer: a) Explanation: India's largest operator Bharti Airtel c) INS Kamorta on Thursday announced that it will buy internet d) INS Sahyadri service provider Tikona Digital Networks' 4G e) INS Vikramaditya business in a deal worth Rs.1,600 crore. The deal Answer: e) includes acquisition of Tikona's Broadband Wireless Explanation: In a boost to India's martime prowess, Access spectrum and 350 sites in five telecom the Navy has successfully conducted the maiden trial circles, Airtel said. Earlier, Airtel said it'll buy firing of newly installed surface-to-air Barak missile Telenor's India operations due to competition from system from its aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya. A Reliance Jio. Navy official said in New Delhi that during the firing carried out in the Arabian Sea, the missile was fired 275). Which company has topped in the list of star against a live low flying high speed target. He said financial performers among India's central public the target was successfully engaged and destroyed. sector enterprises in 2015-16 ? a) Indian Oil Corp 278). Indian navy team has set to scale Mount b) Coal India Ltd Everest as a part of which summit ? c) Oil and Natural Gas Corp a) East Asia Summit (EAS) d) Bharat Petroleum b) Seabed to Summit e) GAIL India Limited c) India Investment Summit d) NAM Summit Answer: b) e) Indian Economy Summit www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 malpractices so as to allow the authorities to take Answer: b) Explanation: An Indian Navy team is set to scale appropriate actions. Mount Everest as a part of its 'Sagar Tal se Sagar 281). Which leading company has been recently Matha (Seabed to Summit)' expedition. The 24banned from equity derivatives trading for one member team, with personnel from INS Chakra and year ? INS Chennai, will plant an ice-axe on the 8,848a) Tata Motors metre high peak. Earlier, the team took the ice-axe 40 b) J K Tyres metres below sea-level off Karwar in the Indian c) Bajaj Finserv Ltd. Ocean. d) Reliance Industries e) Bharat Electronics Ltd. 279). What is the theme of 2017 International Day of Remembrance of the Victims of Slavery and Answer: d) Explanation: Securities and Exchange Board of the Transatlantic Slave Trade which globally India has banned Reliance Industries and 12 other observed on 25 March ? a) Remember Slavery: Recognising the Legacy and entities from equity derivatives trading for one year. Contributions of People of African Descent In an order, SEBI also directed the Mukesh Ambanib) Slavery: The Recognising the sacrifice of led firm to forfeit nearly 1,000 crore rupees for African and cruelty to be observed. unlawful gains made through alleged fraudulent c) Remembering the sorrows of slaves and fighting trading in a nearly 10-year-old case. The case relates against slavery. to alleged fraudulent trading in the futures and d) Remember peoples fight against slavery and the options (F&O) space in the securities of RIL's Legacy . erstwhile listed subsidiary Reliance Petroleum Ltd. e) The Legacy of African Descent and Reliance Industries Ltd said, it will challenge the Contributions of People against slavery order before the Securities Appellate Tribunal and termed SEBI's directions as unjustifiable sanctions. Answer: a) Explanation: The International Day of 282). In which city does 9th Fazza International Remembrance of the Victims of Slavery and the IPC Athletics Grand Prix tournament held Transatlantic Slave Trade was observed globally on recently ? 25 March 2017 with the theme "Remember Slavery: a) Tokyo Recognising the Legacy and Contributions of People b) London of African Descent". The theme aims to draw c) Dubai attention to the consequences of the Transatlantic d) Seoul Slave Trade, especially the ways in which the e) Barcelona enslaved Africans and their descendants influenced Answer: c) and continue to shape societies across the world, Explanation: India's para athletes won 13 medals in including in the areas of technology and culture. The the season opening 9th Fazza International IPC theme also highlights the persistent spirit and Athletics Grand Prix in Dubai. Out of the 13 medals, innovation of the enslaved people. Theme : India won five gold, three of which were won by Remember Slavery: Recognising the Legacy and Sundar Singh Gurjar. The 21-year-old Gurjar, who Contributions of People of African Descent missed Rio Paralympic Games last year, won a gold each in shot put, javelin throw and discus throw 280). Which state government has decided to set competitions. up an anti-corruption cell at the Secretariat in the state? 283). How many team does ISTO sent on 36th a) Rajasthan Expedition to Antarctica to install stakes on ice b) Bihar for Differential Global Positioning System c) Manipur (DGPS) ? d) Karnataka a) 10 e) Punjab b) 7 c) 4 Answer: c) Explanation: The BJP-led Manipur government has d) 2 decided to set up an anti-corruption cell at the e) 8 Nongthombam Biren Singh's Secretariat in the state Answer: c) for gathering information on corrupt elements in Explanation: The Indian Space Research public service. A mobile number has been set up to Organisation (ISRO) in March 2017 announced that enable the people to inform the government about it has sent four teams to install stakes on ice for www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) to observed each year on the anniversary of the validate the glacier surface velocity. The teams will abduction of Alec Collett. The day aims to mobilize mount the stakes around Indian station known as action, demand justice and strengthen United Bharati and Maitri. Nations’ resolve to protect the UN staff and peacekeepers, as well as their colleagues in the non284). What is the worth of Financing Agreement governmental community and the press. As of 15 signed by India with World Bank for March 2015, 33 UN and associated personnel were Uttarakhand Health Systems Development detained by State authorities in 15 countries. One Project ? a) 100 million USD staff member is missing and two contractors remain b) 127 million USD in the custody of abductors. c) 84 million USD 287). Which organisation organised a worldwide d) 115 million USD movement of 'Earth Hour' ? e) 146 million USD a) World Wildlife Fund for Nature b) United Nations Answer: a) Explanation: India has signed Financing Agreement c) World Health Organization with World Bank for 100 million US dollars for d) World Gastroenterology Organisation Uttarakhand Health Systems Development Project. e) World Health Assembly The agreement was signed in Delhi by Raj Kumar Answer: a) who is Joint Secretary, Department of Economic Explanation: The World Wildlife Fund for Nature Affairs, and Hisham Abdo, Acting Country Director, (WWF) is observing the 10th anniversary of 'Earth of World Bank. An official release said the objective Hour' on 25th March 2017. The worldwide event is of the project is to improve access to quality health held annually encouraging individuals to turn off services, particularly in the hilly districts of non-essential lights for one hour, from 8:30 to 9:30 Uttarakhand. It will help expand health financial risk PM local time as a symbol of their commitment to protection and benefit the residents of hilly districts the planet. It was started as a lights-off event in in particular. Sydney, Australia, in 2007. 285). Which ID cards has been made mandatory 288). Which auto mobile company has planned to to be linked with all mobile connections ? end their alliance with Bajaj Auto for sales and a) Voter ID services in India from April 2017. b) Ration Card a) Suzuki c) Passport b) Ducati d) Aadhaar card c) Kawasaki e) Citizen card d) Piago e) DSK Benelli Answer: d) Explanation: The Centre has made it mandatory to Answer: c) link Aadhaar cards with all mobile connections, both Explanation: Bajaj Auto said it has agreed with new and old, by February 2018. Aadhaar will now be Japan’s Kawasaki to end their eight-year old alliance mandatory for getting new SIM cards and service for sales and services in India from April 2017. providers have been directed to reverify existing However, Bajaj and Kawasaki will continue to customers using their Aadhaar numbers and maintain their cooperative relationship across the rest biometric details. This comes after a Supreme Court of the world. Bajaj has had an alliance with directive to verify all mobile numbers. Kawasaki for the latter's motorcycles through its Probiking network since 2009. 286). Which day is observed as International Day of Solidarity with Detained and Missing Staff 289). Name the person who deferred his Members ? resignation and will continue to remain in the post a) 21st March of ICC Chairman ? b) 25th March a) Ravi Shankar c) 04th January b) Manoj Shukla d) 16th May c) Ramesh Pawar e) 17th March d) Rahul Sharma e) Shashank Manohar Answer: b) Explanation: The 2017 International Day of Answer: e) Solidarity with Detained and Missing Staff Members Explanation: ICC Chairman Shashank Manohar has was observed on 25 March 2017. The day is deferred his resignation and will continue to remain www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 in the post, the Board announced. Manohar delayed amendments, including imposing a limit of Rs.2 lakh his departure after a resolution was passed by the on cash transactions. The Bill also makes Aadhaar ICC Board requesting him to stay till the ongoing mandatory for filing Income Tax returns and for governance and financial restructuring process was getting a PAN. Further, the Bill enables Income Tax complete. He will reportedly remain Chairman till officers to raid homes without providing any reason. ICC's 2017 Annual Conference in June. 293). The new IIIT (Amendment ) Bill 2017 290). Where does the 7th National Inter Zonal passed in the Lok Sabha recently were third (3rd) T20 cricket tournament for the differently-abled 'I' stands for ? a) Information is to be held in India ? a) Kolkata b) Improvement b) Vishakhapatnam c) Inclusion c) Mumbai d) Institution d) Pune e) Initialisation e) Kochi Answer: a) Explanation: Human Resources Minister Prakash Answer: c) Explanation: The 7th National Inter Zonal T20 Javdekar introduced the Indian Institutes of cricket tournament for the differently-abled is to be Information Technology (Amendment) Bill, 2017 in held in Mumbai from March 30 to April 1. It was the Lok Sabha. The amendment bill provides for announced at a media conference in Mumbai that inclusion of Indian Institute of Information five regions of the country - North , East, South, Technology Design and Manufacturing (IIITDM) Central and West zone- are the teams set to Kurnool along with the other IITs in the Principal participate in the three-day event. It was announced Act. IIITDM Kurnool will be declared as an institute that the tournament would be held under the of National Importance with the power to award International Cricket Council's T20 cricket degrees to students with the passage of the bill. tournament format, with a few relaxations to 294). Name the village in Telengana which claims accommodate cricket for the differently-abled. 100% literacy and complete prohibition of liquor a) Khasimpet 291). Which of the following holy city is not in the b) Rajarampalli list of four holy cities for Hindus, will get 24-hour c) Chinthalatana power supply in Uttar Pradesh ? a) Ayodhya d) Keesara b) Maksudan e) Gangadevipalli c) Varanasi Answer: e) d) Mathura Explanation: Gangadevipalli, a village in Warangal e) Gorakhpur district of Telangana has claimed 100% literacy and complete prohibition of liquor. A board at the village Answer: b) Explanation: Ayodhya, Mathura, Varanasi and gram panchayat office further indicates 100% house Gorakhpur, four holy cities for Hindus, will get 24tax collection, 100% school-going children, 100 % hour power supply, Uttar Pradesh Power Minister construction of toilets and 100% in small savings. Shrikant Sharma. He said, "round the clock power The village also follows family planning norms with would be ensured in order to facilitate scores of each family having a maximum of two children. pilgrims coming to these districts." Sharma added 295). Name the first PSU insurance company that his department was committed to providing 24which recently launch its IPO ? hour power supply to UP by 2019. a) Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd b) General Insurance Corporation of India 292). What is the maximum amount limited over c) National Insurance Co. Ltd. cash transactions in the new amendments made d) Life Insurance Corporation of India on The Finance Bill 2017 passed in Lok Sabha ? a) Rs. 5 Lakhs e) United India Insurance Co. Ltd. b) Rs. 3 Lakhs Answer: b) c) Rs. 8 Lakhs Explanation: General Insurance Corporation (GIC d) Rs. 2 Lakhs Re) is likely to be the first PSU insurer to tap the e) Rs. 2.5 Lakhs capital market as the Finance Ministry has started scouting for merchant bankers to manage its IPO. Answer: d) Explanation: The Finance Bill 2017, which has been Two months after the Union Cabinet gave a go ahead passed by the Lok Sabha, comes with a number of to the listing of five general insurance companies, the www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Department of Investment and Public Asset d) Purva Barve Management (DIPAM) has set the ball rolling for e) Kalpita Sawant listing of GIC Re. The government holds 100 per Answer: d) cent stake in GIC Re, which provides reinsurance Explanation: Shuttlers Purva Barve and Varun support to 54 general and life insurance companies, Kapur handed India double delight by winning their both public and private, in the Indian market. The respective age group sections in the Li Ning-Israel authorised and paid-up share capital of the Open 2017 badminton tournament held in Israel. A reinsurance company was Rs. 1,000 crore and Rs. media release issued in Mumbai said 16 year old 430 crore, respectively, as on March 31, 2016. Purva ranked No. 70 in the world, and fourth-seed in the Under-19 Women's Singles, proved to be a 296). Name the MD of an Indian bank who's runaway winner against the world No. 61 and thirdname listed in the world's 30 best CEOs, seeded Lela Minadze of Russia and signed off published by American financial magazine registering a 21-6, 21-4 scoreline in 18 minutes. Barron's ? a) Rana Kapoor While Varun Kapur won in Under-15 Boys Singles. b) Pramit Jhaveri 299). What is the name of the WIFI hotspot c) Rajiv Lall kiosks to be setup by Indian Railways at about d) Chanda Kochhar 500 stations ? e) Aditya Puri a) RailNet point b) Railwire Saathi Answer: e) Explanation: HDFC Bank's Managing Director c) R-wirenet junction Aditya Puri has featured on the list of world's 30 best d) Net station CEOs, published by American financial magazine e) RailNetwire Saathi Barron's. "Puri, 66, has transformed HDFC Bank Answer: b) from a start-up into one of the world's highest-quality Explanation: Aiming to provide connectivity in banks," Barron's said. Notably, the list also features remote areas, the Indian Railways will set up Wi-Fi Amazon's Jeff Bezos and Facebook's Mark hotspot kiosks at about 500 stations. Named Zuckerberg, among others. 'Railwire Saathi', the Wi-Fi kiosks will enable people to use services like e-commerce, online banking, e297). What is the new height to be increased by ticketing for train and bus services among others. Shivaji memorial project off Mumbai coast from RailTel, the telecom arm of Indian Railways, would its old height 192 meters ? a) 230 meters execute the scheme across the country. b) 205 meters 300). In which states does The Employees State c) 210 meters Insurance Corporation (ESIC) has launched d) 212 meters Mobile Clinic Services ? e) 220 meters a) Karnataka and Kerala b) Tamil nadu and Karnataka c) Andhra Pradesh and Telangana Answer: c) Explanation: The height of the ambitious Shivaji d) Manipal and Mizoram memorial off Mumbai coast will be raised from 192 e) Punjab and Haryana metres to 210 metres. Vinayak Mete, chairman of the Answer: c) Shivaji memorial committee formed by the Explanation: The Employees State Insurance government, said that a revised proposal will be sent Corporation (ESIC) launched Mobile Clinic Services to the Centre for environmental clearances for for Andhra Pradesh and Telangana.With this, increased height of the Shivaji Maharaj's statue. workers, who are covered by the ESI facility but According to a source in the memorial committee, unable to access the medical services due to location the decision to seek increase in the height was taken problems, can now easily avail the services through so that the structure could be taller than a 208 metre these Mobile Clinics. ESI services cover around 48 Buddha statue coming up in China's Henan province. lakh beneficiaries through 12 lakh insured persons in Telangana. There are a total of six ESI hospitals, 70 298). Name the Indian shuttler who won U19 dispensaries, 149 panel clinics and two diagnostic Women's Singles in Li Ning-Israel Open 2017 centres in the state. badminton tournament held at Israel ? a) Ananya Goel 301). Which airport in Gujarat announced by b) Deepthi Ramesh Union Minister Jayant Sinha that is soon to be c) Nikita Sharma upgraded as the international airport ? www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 a) Surat Airport 304). Which state team has recently won the 2017 b) Jamnagar Airport Santosh Trophy for the 32nd time ? c) Keshod Airport a) Karnataka d) Rajkot Airport b) Punjab e) Bhuj Airport c) West Bengal d) Nagaland Answer: a) Explanation: Union Minister Jayant Sinha said e) Maharashtra Surat Airport will soon become an international Answer: c) airport. Sinha said, "We will soon expand runway, Explanation: West Bengal have lifted the Santosh improve terminals and add many more flights to Trophy for the 32nd time by defeating Goa One-Nil Surat airport. Airports Authority of India will begin in the final of the premier domestic football expansion of runway." He added that Surat would be tournament at Bambolim. After a goalless 90connected to more cities, including Patna, Ranchi, minutes' of play, the match-winner came in the dying Jaipur, Mumbai and Bengaluru. moments of extra time through Manvir Singh. He found the target with a stunning left-footer, having 302). Which of the following day is annually received a pass from Shaikhom Ronald on the left. observed on 27th March ? a) World Forestry Day 305). In which tournament does India's men's b) Anti-tobacco Day archery team recently won a gold medal which is c) World Theatre Day held at Bangkok ? d) Indian Navy Day a) Canadian Regional Championships e) World Heritage Day b) New Brunswick 3D Indoor Provincial Championships Answer: c) Explanation: World Theatre Day was initiated in c) 2017 MICA Indoor 1961 by the International Theatre Institute (ITI). It is d) 2017 Asia Cup Stage 2 celebrated annually on the 27th March by ITI e) Ontario Junior Challenge Centres and the international theatre community. Answer: d) Various national and international theatre events are Explanation: India's men's archery team won a gold organized to mark this occasion. One of the most medal in the men's compound event at the 2017 Asia important of these is the circulation of the World Cup Stage 2 in Bangkok. The third-seeded trio of Theatre Day International Message through which at Shivansh Awasthi, Robert Singh Keithellakpam and the invitation of ITI, a figure of world stature shares Aman Saini edged out top-seeded Iran 231-230 in the his or her reflections on the theme of Theatre and a final to emerge champions. Meanwhile, India's Culture of Peace. The first World Theatre Day women's recurve team won the silver at the International Message was written by Jean Cocteau competition. (France) in 1962. 306). Name the girl from Udaipur who become 303). In which city of Gujarat the Axis Bank has the first girl to swim from Bandra–Worli Sea planned to open its International finance branch ? Link to the Gateway of India, which is a 36 km a) Ahmedabad long route ? b) Gandhinagar a) Bhakti Sharma c) Surat b) Gauri Singhvi d) Rajkot c) Shikha Tandon e) Vadodara d) Shivani Kataria e) Keerthi rahul Answer: b) Explanation: Axis Bank will open an international Answer: b) finance branch at Gujarat International Finance TecExplanation: Udaipur's Gauri Singhvi (14) has City (GIFT) in Gandhinagar, said by its CEO and become the first girl to swim from Bandra–Worli Sea MD Shikha Sharma. "Yes we are planning to open an Link to the Gateway of India, which is a 36 km long international finance branch at GIFT City," Sharma route. Gauri started swimming on 26th March at said when asked about the bank's plan regarding the 11:00 am and reached the Gateway of India at 5:30 GIFT City. She was here as the chief guest of the pm. Since childhood, she wanted to swim in the 52th convocation of Indian Institute of Management international channel and therefore eyed the Arabian Ahmedabad (IIM-A), in which a total 554 students Sea. were convocated. 307). Name the Indian actor who is honoured with the Kala Ratan Award from Panjab University ? www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 a) Anupam Kher c) Uttarakhand b) Irrfan Khan d) Odisha c) Anil Kapoor e) Haryana d) Dilip Kumar Answer: e) e) Saif Ali Khan Explanation: In a first for the country, the Haryana Forest Department is planning to release eight Answer: a) Explanation: Actor Anupam Kher was honoured vultures bred in captivity, fitted with satellite with the Kala Ratan Award from Panjab University transmitters into the wild. The Centre had granted with the Vice President of India Mohammad Hamid permission for attaching the birds with transmitters Ansari giving away the award. Anupam thanked to track the endangered vultures after their release. Panjab University for honouring him with the award Earlier, only wing-tags could be put on the birds. while revealing that he joined Indian theatre in 311). Which state be the first in India to carry Panjab University in 1974. financial inclusion and extend banking services to 308). Name the person who is recently appointed unbanked areas through Self Help Groups ? a) Assam as Director of the All India Institute of Medical b) Odisha Sciences (AIIMS) ? a) Rajesh Lamba c) Rajasthan b) Anupam Kher d) Andhra Pradesh c) Jitesh Raju e) Nagaland d) Randeep Guleria Answer: b) e) Harish amber Explanation: Odisha has became the first state in the country to carry financial inclusion and extend Answer: d) Explanation: Renowned pulmonologist Randeep banking services to unbanked areas through Self Guleria was appointed as the Director of the All Help Groups. The state government has signed an India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS). The agreement with State Bank of India to provide appointment was made by the Appointment banking facilities to people in unbanked areas. In the Committee of the Cabinet (ACC), headed by Prime first phase SHGs would be engaged as Banking Minister Narendra Modi. Dr Guleria has been Correspondents in around 1,000 remote Gram appointed as Director, AIIMS, for five years. Dr Panchayats having no banking facilities. Guleria will succeed Dr M C Mishra, who retired in 312). Gurdev Singh Badal who passed away January 2017 after serving for over three years. recently related to which field ? a) Cricket 309). What is the number of medals won by India b) Artist in the 2017 Special Olympics World Winter c) Law Games, held at Austria ? a) 88 d) Politician b) 73 e) Journalist c) 56 Answer: d) d) 71 Explanation: Gurdev Singh Badal, former Punjab e) 65 minister and senior Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) leader passed away at Dayanand Medical College Answer: b) Explanation: India won 73 medals, including 37 and Hospital in Ludhiana, following prolonged gold, at the 2017 Special Olympics World Winter illness. He was 85. According to cardiologist Games, held in Austria from March 14-25. The Vishwmohan, Gurdev was a chronic cardiac patient Indian contingent, known as the Special Olympics and he was admitted to the hospital on 9 March with Bharat, also won 10 silver and 26 bronze medals in multiple problems. He is survived by two sons and a disciplines including alpine skiing, snowboarding, daughter. snowshoeing, among others. The event featured over 313). Name the bank which has signed MoU with 2,600 intellectually disabled athletes from 105 Piaggio Vehicles for providing financial support countries. for the purchase of vehicles under Small Road 310). Which state Forest Department is planning Transport Operators (SRTO) scheme a) Canara Bank to release eight vultures bred in captivity, fitted b) Bank Of Baroda with satellite transmitters into the wild ? a) Punjab c) Yes Bank b) Arunachal Pradesh d) Bank of Maharashtra www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 e) Vijaya Bank Explanation: IndiGo launched a gym for police personnel in Dimapur, Nagaland. The gym, part of Answer: e) Explanation: Vijaya Bank entered into an MoU with IndiGo's FitToFly programme, is equipped with Piaggio Vehicles for providing financial support for multi-purpose machines and treadmills. IndiGo the purchase of vehicles under Small Road Transport President Aditya Ghosh said, "Setting up gyms for Operators (SRTO) scheme in Bengaluru. Vijaya police personnel is an important move to encourage Bank Managing Director and Chief Executive them to start making choices to live a healthier life Officer Dr Kishore Sansi flagged off the first batch by choosing to be holistically fit." of vehicles under the MoU in the presence of 317). With which country has India has renewed Executive Directors B S Rama Rao, Y Nageswara the agreement of supply of petroleum for five Rao, and Piaggio Vehicles Vice-President Praveen years Nagpal and others. a) Bangladesh b) Vietnam 314). Who has been elected as the speaker of c) Nepal newly formed Punjab Assembly a) Rana Kanwar Pal Singh d) Bhutan b) Anandpur Sahib e) Singapore c) Sukhbir Singh Badal Answer: c) d) Gurdev Singh Badal Explanation: India and Nepal on 27 March 2017 e) Parkash Singh Badal signed an agreement to renew the supply of petroleum to Nepal for five years. The renewed MoU Answer: a) Explanation: Congress nominee Rana Kanwar Pal was signed between Indian Oil Corporation Ltd Singh was unanimously elected speaker of Punjab (IOCL) and Nepal Oil Corporation (NOC) for Assembly. The name of Anandpur Sahib legislator another five years. The Indian Oil has been supplying was proposed by Chief Minister Amarinder Singh. petroleum and associated products to Nepal since However, the Aam Admi Party and its ally Lok Insaf 1974. Party staged a walk out during the process of 318). Name the Indian-American who is speaker's election, demanding a debate on the appointed as President and CEO of The Governor's address. Leadership Conference on Civil and Human 315). What is name of the stadium which is Rights in US ? a) Rakesh Sharma selected by FIFA to host the final of the Under-17 b) Vanita Gupta World Cup ? a) G. M. C. Balayogi Athletic Stadium c) Aziz Ansari b) Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium d) Vinod Khosla c) Salt Lake Stadium e) Bharat Desai d) Kaloor International Stadium Answer: b) e) Sardar Patel Stadium Explanation: Indian-American Vanita Gupta, who headed civil rights division in the Department of Answer: c) Explanation: Kolkata's iconic Salt Lake Stadium has Justice in the Obama Administration, has been been selected by FIFA to host the final of the Underappointed as President and CEO of 'The Leadership 17 World Cup on October 28. The tournament will Conference on Civil and Human Rights', becoming start in New Delhi and Navi Mumbai with the the first woman to head the prestigious organisation. tournament's two opening matches being held on Known for her fearless advocacy of all human October 6. Notably, Guwahati and Navi Mumbai will beings, 41-year-old Vanita will replace Wade host the semi-finals of the tournament. Henderson who is stepping down after more than two decades. Vanita, who will also lead its sister 316). Which Indian airline company has launched organisation 'The Leadership Conference Education a gym for police personnel in Dimapur, Nagaland Fund', will begin her new role on June 1. as a part of Airline's FitToFly programme ? a) Air India 319). Name Indian Senior Advocate and eminent b) Jet Airways jurist who passed away recently ? c) SpiceJet a) N. R. Madhava Menon d) IndiGo b) Radhabinod Pal e) Zoom Air c) Hari Singh Gour d) B. N. Srikrishna Answer: d) e) T. R. Andhyarujina www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 said, reinstating the tariff after a gap of nearly four Answer: e) Explanation: Senior Advocate and eminent jurist months that saw large overseas purchases. The Tehmtan R Andhyarujina passed away on 28 March government wants to curb imports when Indian 2017 following a brief illness. He was 84. He was farmers are starting to harvest their crops, said three widely regarded for his expertise in a branch of sources directly involved in deciding on the issue. constitutional law relating to parliamentary They declined to be identified as they were not privileges. authorised to speak on the matter. 320). Which bank has recently partnered with 323). Which city has been hosting men's Hockey Truecaller to launch a UPI-based mobile payment World League Final 2017 and World Cup 2018 ? a) Chandigarh service called ‘Truecaller Pay’ a) HDFC Bank b) Bhubaneswar b) Axis Bank c) Bengaluru c) South Indian Bank d) Nagpur d) ICICI Bank e) Lucknow e) Yes Bank Answer: b) Explanation: Odisha's capital Bhubaneswar will Answer: d) Explanation: ICICI Bank has partnered with host the men's Hockey World League Final 2017 and Truecaller to launch a UPI-based mobile payment World Cup 2018, the International Hockey service called ‘Truecaller Pay’. It will allow users of Federation (FIH) confirmed it. Odisha will be the the Truecaller app to instantly create a UPI id, send title sponsor of both the events, with the official money to any UPI id or a mobile number registered event titles being 'Odisha Men's Hockey World with the BHIM app. It will also enable users to League Final Bhubaneswar 2017' and 'Odisha recharge their mobile number from within the app Hockey Men's World Cup Bhubaneswar 2018'. itself. Any user of Truecaller app, including non324). What is the name of the newly introduced ICICI Bank customers can link their bank account of Online Film Certification System of the Central any bank (participating in UPI) to create a UPI id and Board of Film Certification ? instantly make payments. a) e- CineGaurav b) e- FlimAnghigar 321). Which competition has been recently won by c) e-CinePramaan Indian men's doubles pair of Satwiksairaj d) e-CineVerification Rankireddy and Chirag Shetty ? a) Vietnam Open International challenger e) e-FlimAadhar b) Korea Open Answer: c) c) Korea Grand Prix Explanation: The Union government launched 'ed) Pan American Games CinePramaan', the Online Film Certification System e) Hungarian International of the Central Board of Film Certification. This will make the process for films to obtain a certificate fully Answer: a) Explanation: Promising Indian men's doubles pair digital and will include QR Codes to check of Satwiksairaj Rankireddy and Chirag Shetty has fraudulent certificates. "A highlight of online film clinched the 20,000 US Dollar Vietnam Open certification is elimination of middlemen and of International challenger badminton title. In the corruption," said I&B Minister M Venkaiah Naidu. summit clash at Hanoi, the sixth seeded Indian pair 325). How much budget amount got approval by defeated the fifth seeded Thai duo of Trawut Potieng Pune Metropolitan Region Development and Nanthakam Yordphaisong in three games 17-21, Authority for its various projects ? 21-9, 21-15. a) Rs. 800 crore b) Rs. 945 crore 322). How much tax has been imposed by c) Rs. 900 crore government of India recently on wheat ? a) 12% d) Rs. 880 crore b) 5% e) Rs. 835 crore c) 10% Answer: a) d) 7% Explanation: The Pune Metropolitan Region e) 22% Development Authority approved a budget of nearly Rs. 800 crore for its various projects. The decision Answer: c) Explanation: Government imposed a 10 per cent was taken during a meeting chaired by Maharashtra import tax on wheat with immediate effect, sources Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis. A statement said www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 that the allocation will benefit the Shivajinagarof the world’s largest humanitarian organization, Hinjawadi metro and Pune-Daund suburban railway serving more than 90 million beneficiaries in 80 projects, among others. countries. He will replace another American, Etharin Cousin, who has been the WFP executive director 326). Which country has been recently approved since 2012. as the 29th member of NATO ? a) Luxembourg 329). Which Indian oil company has signed b) Portugal agreement to supply over 10 lakh tonnes of c) Montenegro petroleum products annually to Nepal for the next d) Lithuania five years ? e) Croatia a) Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited b) Reliance Industries Limited Answer: c) Explanation: US Senate has voted overwhelmingly c) Indian Oil Corporation Limited to approve Montenegro as NATO's 29th member. d) Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited After a procedural vote earlier in the week, the e) Essar Oil Limited Accession Treaty for the small Balkan nation to join Answer: c) the transatlantic alliance sailed through on a 97-2 Explanation: State-run Indian Oil Corporation vote. The measure will now go the White House for (IOC) signed an agreement to supply over 10 lakh formal ratification by President Donald Trump. Till tonnes of petroleum products annually to Nepal for now, 25 other NATO members have ratified the next five years, Chairman B Ashok said. "The Montenegro's accession, a country of 620,000 people supply agreement... will meet the full requirements, seen as a geostrategic ally. The Netherlands and demand and quantities of all the major oil products, Spain have yet to do so. including petrol, diesel, kerosene, aviation turbine fuel and LPG," he added. 327). Name the newly commissioned Landing Craft Utility MK IV Class type ship into India 330). Ahmed Kathrada the person who passed Navy ? away recently related to which profession ? a) INLCU L22 a) Artist b) INLCFU F54 b) Singer c) INLCU L43 c) Activist d) INLCU F92 d) Athlete e) INLCU L51 e) Politician Answer: e) Answer: c) Explanation: INLCU L51, the first of the eight ships Explanation: Indian-origin anti-apartheid activist of the Landing Craft Utility MK IV Class, was Ahmed Kathrada passed away on 28 March 2017 commissioned into the India Navy by Vice Admiral after complications following a brain surgery in Bimal Varma AVSM, Commander-in-Chief of the Johannesburg. Settled in South Africa, Kathrada was Andaman & Nicobar Command, at a ceremony in one of Nelson Mandela's closest aides in his struggle Port Blair. AIR correspondent reports that conceived to end the white minority rule. During his struggle, and designed indigenously, the commissioning of the he spent 26 years and 3 months in prison, including ship adds a feather to the glorious chapter in the 18 years on the infamous Robben Island. nation’s ‘Make in India’ initiatives and 331). What is the name of the Zero-Fee Credit indigenisation efforts in the field of warship design Card launched by SBI ? and construction. a) Pojiya Credit Card b) Unnati Credit Card 328). Name the person who is newly appointed as c) Indi Credit Card the head of World Food Programme ? a) Antonio Guterres d) Nil Balance Credit Card b) David Beasley e) Jana Credit Card c) Peter Thomson Answer: b) d) Matthew Rycroft Explanation: SBI Card on 28 March 2017 launched e) Jan Eliasson the Unnati Credit Card to spread credit inclusion among masses. The card was launched by the Union Answer: b) Explanation: United Nations Chief Antonio Minister of State (Independent Charge) for Power, Guterres has appointed former South Carolina Coal, New and Renewable Energy and Mines Piyush Governor David Beasley to head the Rome-based Goyal at a programe in New Delhi. The card was World Food Programme. Beasley will run the affairs www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 launched in the presence of SBI Chairman Arundhati Explanation: Indian Army chief General Bipin Bhattacharya and SBI Card CEO Vijay Jasuja. Rawat will be conferred the honorary rank of General of the Nepal Army by country's President 332). Name the UAE based e-commerce company Bidhya Devi Bhandari. Rawat has arrived in acquired by Amazon ? a) Aido.com Kathmandu for a four-day official visit. The two b) Souq.com countries have a tradition of conferring such titles on c) Mumzworld.com the chiefs of their armies since 1950 to signify the d) Awok.com close military-to-military ties. e) Wamli.com 336). The city where the India Super series Answer: b) Badminton tournament recently held ? Explanation: Amazon, the USA based e commerce a) New Delhi giant made its entry in UAE by acquiring Souq.com, b) Mumbai the Middle East’s largest online retailer. A joint c) Pune statement said that the agreement brings Amazon d) Visakhapatnam into a fast-growing market as it expands into a wide e) Bangalore range of services. The deal’s specific value was not Answer: a) announced, but according to analysts it is estimated Explanation: In India Super series Badminton anywhere between 650 million USD to one billion tournament, the main draws event will be held in USD. Souq.com Chief Executive and Co-founder New Delhi. The qualifying rounds were played. In Ronaldo Mouchawar called the agreement “a critical Women's Singles four Indians Rasika Raje, Anura next step in growing e-commerce presence on behalf Prabhu Desai, Sai Utejita Rao and Shrenshi Pardesi of customers across the region.” have qualified for the draw. Beisides them PV Sindhu, Saina Nehwal and several other ace shuttlers 334). Where does the first ever Integrated will also take part in the Women's Singles. Automatic Aviation Meteorological System (IAAMS) inaugurated ? 337). Name the author of book titled 'Home of a) INS Shikra, Mumbai the Brave' which released by General Bipin b) INS Virbahu, Visakhapatnam Rawat on c) INS Jarawa, Port Blair a) Raj Kapur and Josh Karan d) INS Rajali, Arakkonam b) Harish Rawat and George e) INS Mandovi, Panaji c) Nitin A Gokhale and S K Chatterji d) Josh Karan and Karun Nair Answer: d) Explanation: The Chief of the Indian Naval Staff e) S K Chatterji and Anuj Chakravarthi Admiral Sunil Lamba inaugurated the first ever Answer: c) Integrated Automatic Aviation Meteorological Explanation: The Chief of the Army Staff (COAS) System (IAAMS).It was inaugurated on 28 March General Bipin Rawat on 27 March 2017 released a 2017 at INS Rajali, which is informally known as book titled Home of the Brave at the South Block in Arakkonam Naval Air Station, in Tamil Nadu. It is New Delhi. The book is authored by Nitin A equipped with the state of the art Meteorological Gokhale, defence and security analyst, and Brig S K Sensors - Radar Vertical Wind Profiler, Chatterji (Retired). The event of the release of the Transmissometer, Ceilometer and Automatic book was attended by the Director General of the Weather Observation System, IAAMS undertakes Rashtriya Rifles, other senior officers from the automatic and continuous recording of relevant Directorate General of the Rashtriya Rifles and the weather parameters that are vital for accurate weather authors of the book. forecasting. 338). How much amount does the government 335). Which Indian delicate recently conferred will borrow from markets in the first half of next the honorary rank of General of the Nepal Army fiscal beginning April ? a) Rs. 3.55 lakh crore ? a) Arun Jaitley b) Rs. 3.95 lakh crore b) Bipin Rawat c) Rs. 2.48 lakh crore c) Manohar Parrikar d) Rs. 2.81 lakh crore d) Pranab Mukherjee e) Rs. 3.72 lakh crore e) Mohammad Hamid Ansari Answer: e) Explanation: The government will borrow from Answer: b) markets about 3(point)72 lakh crore rupees in the www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 first half of next fiscal beginning April which is 64% e) Punjab of the borrowing target for full financial year. The Answer: b) borrowing in the April-September period will be a Explanation: In Chhattisgarh, Chief Minister Raman little higher compared to other years as the finance Singh yesterday announced to implement 7th pay ministry and the RBI foresee other ministries to start commission recommendation for the benefit of more spending from the beginning of the fiscal as well as than 2.5 lakh government officers and employees in redemption pressure. Speaking to reporters in New the state. Replying to the debate on the budget Delhi, Economic Affairs Secretary Shaktikanta Das appropriation bill in the assembly, CM said the said, normally every year Government borrows 60government staff would get the benefit of 7th pay 62 per cent in the first half of the year, this year it is commission from April this year. The chief minister marginally higher 64 per cent. said his government has also decided to provide rice free of cost to all “Divyang”-physically challenged 339). Which type of emission norms does persons. Supreme Court ordered a ban its sale after April 1st ? 342). In which city the 3rd meeting of the G20 a) Bharat Stage-VI Framework Working Group held ? b) Bharat Stage-I a) Mumbai c) Bharat Stage-IV b) Visakhapatnam d) Bharat Stage-III c) Cochin e) Bharat Stage-II d) Varanasi e) Kolkata Answer: d) Explanation: The Supreme Court ordered a ban on Answer: d) the registration and sale of vehicles compliant with Explanation: The third meeting of the G20 the older Bharat Stage-III (BS-III) emission norms Framework Working Group concluded on 29 March from April 1. The Supreme Court asserted that the 2017 in Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh. The meet witnessed health of millions was more important than discussions on the current global economic commercial interests. Notably, more stringent BS-IV conjecture as well as deliberations on the policy norms were introduced in 2010, and a nationwide options that countries can pursue to counter the rollout is expected on 1st April . challenges. The focus of the meeting was to deliberate on the inclusive growth agenda of the G20 340). Name the cricketer who received the Sir and formulation of a framework for country specific Garfield Sobers Trophy for being named the ICC inclusive growth policies. In the two-day meeting, Cricketer of the Year as well as the ICC Test officials from more than 30 countries discussed the Cricketer of the Year ? a) Ravichandran Ashwin growth strategy to raise the world GDP by 2 per cent b) M S Dhoni till 2018. c) Steve Smith 343). Which bank has recently announced d) Hashim Amla digitally-enabled savings account feature called e) Virat Kohli ‘811’ ? a) South Indian Bank Answer: a) Explanation: Indian off-spinner Ravichandran b) Catholic Syrian Bank Ashwin received the Sir Garfield Sobers Trophy c) Kotak Mahindra Bank from former Indian cricketer Kapil Dev for being d) Punjab National Bank named the ICC Cricketer of the Year as well as the e) ICICI Bank ICC Test Cricketer of the Year. Ashwin, who Answer: c) became the first Test cricketer to claim over 80 Explanation: Private sector lender Kotak Mahindra wickets in a single season of Test cricket, is the Bank on Wednesday announced a strategy to double second-ranked bowler in Tests. its existing customer base to 16 million in the next 18 months. A key component of this strategy would be a purely digitally-enabled savings account feature, 341). Which state has recently announced to which the bank calls ‘811’ in a nod to the implement 7th pay commission for employees of government’s November 8 decision to demonetise the state ? a) Goa high-value currency notes and push for a less-cash b) Chhattisgarh economy. c) Maharashtra d) Bihar www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 344). Which bank has made a tie up with Wells 347). Which of the following state is not the state Fargo to offer real time remittances from the joined the Centre’s Ujjwal Discom Assurance Indian diaspora to their relatives back home ? Yojna scheme ? a) Canara Bank a) Arunachal Pradesh b) Axis Bank b) Kerala c) Yes Bank c) Karnataka d) Dhanlaxmi Bank d) Tripura e) Lakshmi Vilas Bank e) None of these Answer: b) Answer: c) Explanation: Axis Bank has tied up with Wells Explanation: Kerala, Tripura and Arunachal Fargo, the third largest American bank by assets, to Pradesh have joined the Centre’s power distribution offer real time remittances from the Indian diaspora company debt relief scheme, Ujjwal Discom to their relatives back home. Under the arrangement Assurance Yojna. With this, 26 states have joined the between the two banks, any member of the Indian scheme. The government estimates that Kerala, diaspora with an account with the Wells Fargo will Arunachal Pradesh and Tripura will gain net benefits be able to transfer money to their relatives back of approximately Rs.4,178 crore, Rs.309 crore and home and there will be no transaction fee applicable Rs.810 crore respectively. Since the state discoms to the money transfers from USA. But the relative or have relatively lower loses, these benefits will accrue the beneficiary in India will need to have an account from reducing transmission losses and demand side with Axis Bank. management by the discoms. 345). Which state cricket team has won the 2017 348). Where does the high speed rail wire Wi-Fi Deodhar Trophy ? facility recently inaugurated in India ? a) Karnataka a) Indian Parliament b) Tamil Nadu b) National Rail museum c) Odisha c) Indira Gandhi International Airport d) Punjab d) Eden Gardens Cricket Stadium e) Madhya Pradesh e) None of these Answer: b) Answer: b) Explanation: Tamil Nadu defeated India 'B' by 42 Explanation: Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu today runs in the final to clinch the Deodhar Trophy and inaugurated high speed rail wire Wi-Fi facility in have become the first state to win all BCCI senior National Rail museum today. Dedicating the facility trophies after winning the Deodhar Trophy on to public, the minister said, the free Wi-Fi service Wednesday. The state, which won the Ranji Trophy built over the fiber network of Rail Tel is designed to in 1987-88, also won the Vijay Hazare Trophy this offer High- Speed Broadband like experience to year, making them five-time winners in the users. On this occasion, Mr. Prabhu also launched a tournament. Tamil Nadu won the Irani Cup in 1988book " Indian Railways- The Weaving of a National 89 and the Syed Mushtaq Ali Trophy in 2007-08. Tapestry". The book has been authored by Bibek Debroy, Sanjay and Vidya Krishnamurthi. Mr. 346). Name the player who become India's 46th Debroy, member of the NITI Ayog, addressed the chess Grandmaster after winning title at the gathering said, the book touches the unexplored Sharjah Masters ? a) Srinath Narayanan nuggets of Indian railways. b) Adithya Suresh 349). Which state has introduced a law of non c) Karun Vignesh bailable case imposed against overcharging d) Sujeeth Krishnan medicines and medical equipments in the state ? e) Vikash Singh a) Telangana b) Kerala Answer: a) Explanation: Srinath Narayanan from Chennai has c) Maharashtra become India's 46th chess Grandmaster after d) Mizoram defeating Spanish Grandmaster David Anton e) Haryana Guijarro at the Sharjah Masters. The 23-year-old Answer: c) crossed the 2500-mark on the FIDE rankings and has Explanation: Maharashtra Government has said, already secured five GM norms. Notably, Narayanan non bailable case will be registered for overcharging had become India's youngest FIDE rated chess player medicines and medical equipments in the state. in 2002 when he was just eight years old. Maharashtra Minister for Food, Civil Supplies and www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Consumer Protection Girish Bapat informed State silver at the 2007 World Athletics Championships in Legislative council today that state government has Osaka. taken action against hospitals, involved in such 353). How much Percent does the interest rates on practices. He said, some big hospitals have also been small savings deposits has been reduced by fined. Government from April 1 2017 ? a) 0.5% 350). How much basis points does Canara Bank b) 1.5% plans to reduced from April 1? a) 12 c) 0.3% b) 10 d) 2.0% c) 15 e) 0.1% d) 5 Answer: e) e) 25 Explanation: The government lowered the interest rates on small savings deposits, including PPF, by Answer: b) Explanation: Canara Bank to revise its base rate 0.1% effective April 1. This brings the interest rate with effect from April 1. The bank plans to reduced on PPF down to 7.9%. The interest rates cut also its base rate by 10 basis points to 9.40 per cent from affects savings in government schemes namely 9.50 per annum. All rupee loans and advances linked National Savings Certificate, Sukanya Samriddhi to base rate will accordingly carry reduced rate of Account Scheme and Kisan Vikas Patra among interest, by 10 basis points. others. 351). Name the sports person who's name is used 354). Name the Malaysian Prime Minister who for naming a airport in Portugal? recently visits India on a six day official tour ? a) Lionel Messi a) Najib Razak b) Muhammad Ali b) Lee Hsien Loong c) Usain Bolt c) Malcolm Turnbull d) Lance Armstrong d) Lobsang Sangay e) Cristiano Ronaldo e) Erna Solberg Answer: e) Answer: a) Explanation: The local airport in Cristiano Explanation: Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Ronaldo's native Madeira Islands in Portugal was Razak arrived Chennai on the first leg of his six day named after the 32-year-old Real Madrid forward on official tour to India. The visiting Prime Minister is Wednesday. The Real Madrid striker was joined by accompanied by his wife and a high ranking Portugal's President and the Prime Minister, who delegation including Foreign Minister Anifa Aman. unveiled a commemorative plaque outside the He was given a warm reception at the Raj Bhavan by terminal entrance, above a bust of Ronaldo. The Tamil Nadu Governor Vidyasagar Rao and Chief airport has been renamed to Aeroporto Cristiano Minister Edappadi K Palaniswamy. Prime Minister Ronaldo. Najib is scheduled to attend a business meeting organised by Malaysian Associated Indian Chamber 352). Name the Turkish athlete who's two Olympic of Commerce and Industry and interact with the silver medals and one world silver medal has been Malaysian community as well as students. He is also stripped off after a re-analysis of an in-competition expected to perform prayers at the Anjuman mosque doping test dating back to 2007 ? before leaving for New Delhi. a) Lance Armstrong 355). Name the indian Hockey player who is b) Elvan Abeylegesse named as the Asian Player of the Year 2016 by c) Michael Phelps the Asian Hockey Federation (AHF) ? d) Manny Pacquiao a) Sandeep Singh e) Nadia Comăneci b) Yuvraj Walmiki c) Raghunath Vokkaliga Answer: b) Explanation: Turkish runner Elvan Abeylegesse d) S V Sunil was today stripped of two Olympic silver medals and e) Birendra Lakra one world silver after a re-analysis of an inAnswer: d) competition doping test dating back to 2007. The Explanation: Indian forward S V Sunil on 30 March Ethiopian-born middle and long-distance runner 2017 was named the Asian Player of the Year 2016 tested positive on August 25, 2007, after winning by the Asian Hockey Federation (AHF). On the other hand, drag-flicker Harmanpreet Singh was named the www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 Asian Promising Player of the Year. Sunil played a Explanation: Kanha Tiger Reserve in the last week vital role in India's successful outing at the FIH of Macrh 2017 became the first tiger reserve in India Champions Trophy in London where the team to officially introduce a mascot, named Bhoorsingh grabbed a silver medal. While Harmanpreet won the the Barasingha. The step was taken to present the award in the junior men's category, Sunil has been hard ground swamp deer as the spirit of the reserve. honoured in the senior men's section. It will also spread awareness to save the species from possible extinction. Barasingha (swamp deer) is the 356). What is the name of the App launched by state animal of Madhya Pradesh. The Kanha tiger Sachin Tendulkar by his own? a) STR Cri reserve is the only place in the world where the b) ST 50/50 species exists. c) 100MB 359). Name the Indian cricketer who recently d) All Round 100 conferred with the Padma Shri Award by e) All Cricket President Pranab Mukherjee ? a) MS Dhoni Answer: c) Explanation: Former cricketer Sachin Tendulkar b) Virat Kohli launched his own app titled '100MB' in Mumbai on. c) Ravichandran Ashwin Sachin posted a video on Twitter introducing the d) Suresh Raina app, which aggregates personalised cricket content e) Ajinkya Rahane besides having a live stream option connecting the Answer: b) cricketer with his followers. The app, available both Explanation: Indian cricket captain Virat Kohli was on Android and Apple devices, also includes a conferred with the Padma Shri Award by President networking platform for fans. Pranab Mukherjee at a ceremony at the Rashtrapati Bhavan. "What an absolute honor and a memorable 357). Which state assembly has passed the Animal day to receive the Padma Shri award from the Preservation (Amendment) Bill, 2017 ? a) Andhra Pradesh President of India. God's been kind. Jai Hind," the b) Bihar 28-year-old tweeted. c) Gujarat 360). What is the cost worth of loan agreement d) Jharkhand signed by India with the New Development Bank e) Tamil Nadu (NDB) for development and upgradation of major Answer: c) district roads project in Madhya Pradesh ? Explanation: Gujarat Assembly passed the Gujarat a) USD 350 million Animal Preservation (Amendment) Bill, 2017 b) USD 220 million unopposed in absence of opposition members. This c) USD 150 million bill has more stringent provision against the Cow d) USD 460 million slaughtering and cow transportation for slaughtering. e) USD 245 million According to the provisions of this bill, the Cow Answer: a) transportation will be possible only with permit Explanation: India on 30 March 2017 signed loan issued by Government authority. Transportation agreement with the New Development Bank (NDB) during night hours will not allowed even with permit. of USD 350 million for development and Only 7 officials are notified for issuance of permit upgradation of major district roads project in Madhya contrary to 25 earlier. Minimum 10- year Pradesh. The loan agreement was signed by Raj imprisonment to life term jail punishment for those Kumar, Joint Secretary in the Department of proven guilty of slaughtering cow. Economic Affairs (DEA) and Xian Zhu, Vice President & Chief Operating Officer of the New 358). Name the Tiger Reserve in India which Development Bank. While, the project agreement became the first tiger reserve in India to officially was signed by Pramod Agrawal, Principal Secretary introduce a mascot, named Bhoor singh the of Public Works Department and Manish Rastogi, Barasingha ? a) Melghat Tiger Reserve Managing Director of Madhya Pradesh Road b) Bhadra Tiger Reserve Development Corporation (MPRDC). This is the first c) Valmiki Tiger Reserve loan agreement for NDB assisted project in India. d) Kanha Tiger Reserve 361). Which bank has recently faced the biggest e) Pilibhit Tiger Reserve Unified Payments Interface (UPI) frauds cost of Answer: d) Rs. 25 crore by a bug in government's UPI app ? a) Bank of Baroda www.ibpsguide.com www.ibpsguide.in mock.ibpsguide.in www.sscexamguide.com For More Study Materials Click here to Download Our “BenchMark” Android App



BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com | 9003711166 b) ICICI Bank considered country's only male river. Prime Minister c) Canara Bank of Bhutan, Governor of Assam and Arunachal d) Bank of Maharashtra Pradesh and Chief Ministers will also attend the e) Vijaya Bank inaugural ceremony. Various cultural programmes, traditional sports, Brahmaputra Aarti, exhibition, Answer: d) Explanation: In one of the biggest Unified film shows, seminars and competitions will be the Payments Interface (UPI) frauds till date, state-run part of the 5 day festival. Spiritual leader Dalai Lama Bank of Maharashtra lost Rs.25 crore after a few and several Union ministers will also attend the people moved money illegally exploiting a bug in festival. AIR correspondent reports that Guwahati government's UPI app. The bug allowed people to city has got a new look for the festival. Big banners send money without having the necessary funds in and hoardings have been put up across the city their accounts. As many as 44 banks are registered welcoming all to the event. on UPI's platform. 364). In which city does the residential facility for 362). Where does the annual meeting of the New child cancer patients inaugurated recently ? a) Vishakhapatnam Development Bank recently held ? a) Bangalore b) Mumbai b) Guwahati c) Lucknow c) Agra d) Cochin d) Patna e) Bangalore e) New Delhi Answer: b) Explanation: Union Shipping Minister, Mr Nitin Gadkari inaugurated a residential facility for child cancer patients in Mumbai. This Child Care Centre Answer: e) Explanation: The three Day annual meeting of the for patients of Tata Memorial Hospital has been New Development Bank, NDB, began in national developed by Mumbai Port Trust as part of its capital with a focus on building a sustainable future. corporate social responsibility. The 1.2 acre facility, BRICS Business Council will meet followed by the located in Cotton Green area will provide a free of Opening Ceremony of the meeting of the NDB cost; clean and cheerful shelter to children suffering Board of Governors’. Finance Minister Arun Jaitley from cancer. who is also the NDB Governor for India will deliver 365). In which city becomes first Indian city to the the address. Other speakers include NDB President K launch of 1 Gbps wired broadband internet V Kamath, Minister of Finance of China among service which is provided by ACT Fibernet ? others. a) Bangalore b) Chennai 363). In which state does Namami Brahmaputra c) Pune festival celebrated ? a) Gujarat d) New Delhi b) Himachal Pradesh e) Hyderabad c) Assam Answer: e) d) Odisha Explanation: India's third largest Internet Service e) Maharashtra Provider ACT Fibernet announced the launch of 1 Gbps wired broadband internet service for Answer: c) Explanation: The biggest river festival of India, Hyderabad, making it the first Indian city to offer Namami Brahmaputra, begins in 21 districts of such a service. "Giga speeds will allow downloads Assam. President Pranab Mukherjee will inaugurate from the internet faster than transferring data from a the festival on the banks of the river, which is USB drive," said ACT Fibernet CEO Bala Malladi. For More Free Mock Test visit – Mock.ibpsguide.in For More EBooks to Visit – www.ibpsguide.in
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